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Abstract

In this thesis we present a study of the generation of abstract program
models from programs in real-world programming languages that are em-
ployed in the formal verification of software. The thesis is divided into three
parts, which cover distinct types of software systems, programming languages,
verification scenarios, program models and properties.

The first part presents an algorithm for the extraction of control flow
graphs from sequential Java bytecode programs. The graphs are tailored for
a compositional technique for the verification of temporal control flow safety
properties. We prove that the extracted models soundly over-approximate the
program behaviour w.r.t. sequences of method invocations and exceptions.
Therefore, the properties that are established with the compositional tech-
nique over the control flow graphs also hold for the programs. We implement
the algorithm as ConFlEx, and evaluate the tool on a number of test cases.

The second part presents a technique to generate program models from
incomplete software systems, i.e., programs where the implementation of at
least one of the components is not available. We first define a framework to
represent incomplete Java bytecode programs, and extend the algorithm pre-
sented in the first part to handle missing code. Then, we introduce refinement
rules, i.e., conditions for instantiating the missing code, and prove that the
rules preserve properties established over control flow graphs extracted from
incomplete programs. We have extended ConFlEx to support the new defi-
nitions, and re-evaluate the tool, now over test cases of incomplete programs.

The third part addresses the verification of multithreaded programs. We
present a technique to prove the following property of synchronization with
condition variables: “If every thread synchronizing under the same condition
variables eventually enters its synchronization block, then every thread will
eventually exit the synchronization”. To support the verification, we first
propose SyncTask, a simple intermediate language for specifying synchronized
parallel computations. Then, we propose an annotation language for Java
programs to assist the automatic extraction of SyncTask programs, and show
that, for correctly annotated programs, the above-mentioned property holds
if and only if the corresponding SyncTask program terminates. We reduce
the termination problem into a reachability problem on Coloured Petri Nets.
We define an algorithm to extract nets from SyncTask programs, and show
that a program terminates if and only if its corresponding net always reaches
a particular set of dead configurations. The extraction of SyncTask programs
and their translation into Petri nets is implemented as the STaVe tool. We
evaluate the technique by feeding annotated Java programs to STaVe, then
verifying the extracted nets with a standard Coloured Petri Net analysis tool.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Software systems are omnipresent in contemporary society. They are employed
in virtually any area that affects people’s life, and unexpected errors may lead to
undesirable time and money losses, and in the extreme case, even jeopardize lives.
We have seen in the last decades an increasing demand for software quality and
reliability, which has been followed by steadily increasing investments in software
development processes. For example, software testing has gained a lot of attention,
and has helped to improve the overall quality of software. Unfortunately, critical
flaws are still being uncovered, causing harm to businesses, and to society in general.
It is clear that the available techniques have not met the expectations for software
quality. Thus, it is crucial to develop new techniques that can assure a higher level
of software trustworthiness.

In this context, mathematically based formal verification techniques have gained
growing acceptance as a means to ensure the reliability of software systems. Dif-
ferent formal techniques have been developed to address this goal, such as various
static analyses, model checking and (automated) theorem proving. In contrast to
testing methods, which uncover as many bugs as possible, but cannot guarantee
their absence, formal verification techniques are exhaustive with respect to the
property being verified. Unfortunately, the major obstacle for formal verification
techniques is the state space of software, which is typically very large or even in-
finite. As program sizes increase, the combinatorial explosion of the state space
limits the range of properties that one can verify, and it even makes the verification
intractable in most cases.

Among the approaches to circumvent the problem, one of the most popular is
to verify properties over an abstract program model, i.e., a model representing the
program which only preserves the relevant information to establish the property
at hand. Ideally, a program model is created by an algorithm that: takes into
account all features of a programming language; is formally defined and followed
by a correctness argument that establishes which class of properties the extracted
models preserve; and is implemented as an automated tool. However, given the

1



2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

complex semantics of popular programming languages, the hardness to formally
establish correctness results, and the pressure for software releases, it is rarely
the case that extraction algorithms comply to all the desired requirements. As a
consequence, there is no guarantee that the properties being verified are preserved
by the abstract program models, and thus the verification results cannot be trusted.

In this thesis we propose different techniques for the automatic extraction of
abstract program models, focusing on their application in formal verification. The
thesis is divided into three major parts, which encompass diverse aspects of program
analysis and formal verification. For instance, the presented techniques cover both
the verification of safety and liveness program properties, sequential and concur-
rent programs, complete and incomplete software systems, source and executable
languages. Moreover, the techniques address challenging constructs for the anal-
ysis of programs in fully-fledged popular languages, such as dynamic dispatching
(i.e., virtual methods), exceptions, and synchronization primitives. In all cases, we
highlight the formal aspects of our proposed techniques.

The first part presents an algorithm for the extraction of control flow graphs
(CFGs) [2] from sequential Java bytecode (JBC) programs, which is sound w.r.t.
sequences of method invocations and exceptions.

CFGs are a common abstract program model where the control flow information
is kept, and all program data is abstracted away (see e.g. [12, 71]). In a CFG, nodes
represent the control points of the program, and the edges represent the move of
control between control points.

The extracted CFGs are tailored for compositional verification of control flow
based temporal safety properties in the style of [35, 39]. Our definition of CFGs
makes two adaptations to the standard notion, to suit both the compositional
technique, and the verification of JBC. First, there are no explicit inter-procedural
edges: method calls are represented by labels on the outgoing edges of invocation
nodes, and return points are depicted as atomic propositions on sink nodes. Second,
the CFGs contain exceptional control nodes, i.e., nodes representing the takeover
of control by the JVM to handle the exception.

The algorithm is defined for Java bytecode, which is the executable language
of the Java Virtual Machine (JVM). We focus on JBC because we want to extract
CFGs even in the absence of the source code. For example, one may want to verify
a system in which one of the components is provided by a third-party, but only as
target code. In addition, we avoid any possible compiler-related issues, and we can
analyze code written in other programming languages than Java that also compiles
to JBC, such as Scala [63].

The control flow analysis, when considering exceptions, is challenging for two
main reasons. First, the stack-based nature of the JVM makes it hard to determine
the type of explicitly thrown exceptions, thus making it difficult to statically decide
to which handler (if any) control will be transferred. Second, the JVM can raise
(implicit) run-time exceptions, such as NullPointerException and IndexOutOf-
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BoundsException, by the abnormal execution of some of its instructions. Keeping
track of where such exceptions can be raised requires much care. Also, if a method
does not handle an exception, its execution is aborted, and the exception is prop-
agated to its caller method. The computation of control flow caused by exception
propagation is not trivial because of the inter-dependencies between the program’s
methods. Similar works about control flow analysis have neglected the exceptional
control flow because of the complexity it adds [79, 47].

Our extraction algorithm considers all the typical intricacies of (sequential) JBC
such as virtual method call resolution, the differences between dynamic and static
object types, and exception handling. In particular, it includes explicitly thrown
exceptions. Also, it supports a significant subset of the run-time exceptions. This
partial support is inherited from the intermediate transformation that our algorithm
uses, and the practical aspects of its implementation. In fact, our algorithm can
easily be extended to support a wider set of run-time exceptions, as long as the
intermediate transformation also does.

Numerous approaches to the automatic extraction of control flow graphs from
program code have previously been presented (see, e.g., [46, 16, 47]). However, these
are typically not accompanied by any formal correctness argument. We attempt
to fill this gap: we present a CFG extraction algorithm for sequential (i.e., single-
threaded) Java bytecode that captures normal as well as exceptional control flow,
and we prove that the extraction algorithm is sound w.r.t. program behaviour, if
the latter is viewed as a set of sequential executions (runs). The main challenge
here is to come up with a simple formalization of the extraction that allows a
relatively straightforward (even if large) soundness proof, to pave the ground for
fully formal soundness proofs by means of theorem provers. One complication here
derives from the fact that the notion of correctness of the extraction algorithm is
indirect, in terms of the extracted CFGs being sound models w.r.t. the programs
from which they are extracted.

The starting point of our algorithm is an idealized CFG extraction algorithm
proposed by Amighi [3], which is proven to simulate the JVM behaviour w.r.t.
sequences of method invocations and exceptions. The algorithm follows the philos-
ophy of Freund and Mitchell underlying their formalization of the JVM to abstract
from the complications arising from exceptional flows and to relativize the extrac-
tion on an oracle that is able to look into the stack and predict the exceptions
that can be raised at each instruction [29]. The resulting, conceptually simple, ide-
alized algorithm serves as a specification for concrete CFG extraction algorithms,
which have to implement the oracle in a suitable fashion. The CFGs extracted by
the algorithm, however, are rather verbose: in bytecode, all operands are on the
stack, thus many instructions for stack manipulation are present, all giving rise to
irrelevant edges in the CFG. This affects negatively the efficiency of verification of
control flow properties.

Our CFG extraction algorithm implements the oracle and at the same time pro-
duces more compact CFGs. The algorithm consists of two separate transformations.
The first one converts the JBC program into an intermediate representation as a
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BIR program. The second transformation defines CFG extraction from BIR. BIR
is a stack-less representation of Java bytecode developed by Demange et al. [26].
Thus all instructions (including the explicit athrow) are directly connected to their
operands, providing the necessary information to implement the oracle. Also, the
BIR transformation inserts assertions along the program representation, denoting
that a run-time exception can be raised at a given program point. Further, the
representation of a program in BIR is smaller than in JBC, because operations are
not stack-based, but represented as expression trees. As a result, the extracted
CFGs are more compact.

The composition of the two transformations constitutes the concrete CFG ex-
traction algorithm from JBC. Its correctness proof uses the correctness of the ide-
alized algorithm. We prove that the CFGs extracted by the idealized algorithm
are simulated structurally (rather than behaviourally) by the CFGs extracted by
the concrete algorithm, which significantly simplifies and shortens the proof. By
reusing a previous result from [39] that structural simulation induces behavioural
simulation, and by transitivity of simulation, we can deduce behavioural simulation.

The concrete algorithm is implemented as the tool ConFlEx. It uses Sawja [37],
a library for static analysis of Java bytecode, for the virtual method resolution, and
for the BIR transformation. The BIR transformation in Sawja is purely syntactic.
Therefore, we instrumented it to associate types to operands, and to compute the
most general type when some operation is performed over operands of different
types. Currently, Sawja provides assertions for a subset of the run-time excep-
tions. ConFlEx supports all the available assertions, and can easily be extended
if more are provided. Next, we implemented the CFG extraction algorithm from the
BIR representation. It is subdivided into two distinct analyses. The first is intra-
procedural, and the CFG of a method is extracted by analyzing its instructions
only. The second analysis is inter-procedural, and ConFlEx uses a fixed-point
computation to determine the flow caused by propagation of uncaught exceptions.

We perform several test cases with ConFlEx to evaluate its efficiency. The
experimental results show that the extraction time is linear in the number of in-
structions of the program. Also, the fixed-point computation of exception propaga-
tion is shown to be light-weight in practice, constituting a negligible fraction of the
total extraction time. The BIR representation has about one third of the number of
instructions of the corresponding JBC program. Thus, it produces more compact
graphs than those produced by an implementation of the idealized algorithm that
only implements the oracle for the exception analysis.

The second part presents a framework for the extraction of CFGs from the
available components of incomplete Java bytecode programs.

We define incomplete programs as those where the implementation of some
components is not yet available. Typical situations when one has to deal with such
programs are systems depending on mobile code, or systems under development.
Despite the absence of code, it is still possible to establish properties of the available
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code, and (under some assumptions) even global program properties, with formal
techniques such as the compositional method mentioned above. Previous techniques
have been proposed to analyze incomplete JBC programs [19, 54]; however they are
admittedly unsound. To the best of our knowledge, our framework is the first to
soundly analyze the control flow of incomplete programs.

The challenges to soundly analyze control flow from incomplete JBC programs
are twofold. The first are the object-oriented features of JBC. For instance, virtual
method calls and exceptions impose additional difficulties in a scenario where com-
ponents are not available. E.g., a potential raise of an exception is directly related
to the implementation of a software component, and few facts can be inferred in the
absence of code. The second are the unknown inter-dependencies between available
and yet unavailable software components. For instance, it is hard to estimate the
control flow caused by exception propagation, or to determine precisely the possible
receivers of a VMC.

We define our framework by first proposing a formal modelling of incomplete
Java bytecode programs. The inter-dependencies involving yet unavailable compo-
nents are captured by means of user-provided interfaces. Our approach is conser-
vative, and assumes that unavailable methods may propagate any exception. This
results in significant over-approximation, but the user may alleviate it by specifying
in the method’s interface the exceptions it should never propagate.

Next, we generalize the algorithm for complete JBC programs defined in Part I.
Still, valid global properties may fail to be established, giving rise to so-called false
positives. The algorithm mitigates this by allowing the incremental refinement of
previously extracted CFGs, as more code becomes available. This is accomplished
by decoupling the intra- and inter-procedural exceptional flow analysis. So, prop-
erties that could not be verified in the more abstract CFGs may be established over
the refined CFGs.

The framework defines formally the constraints to instantiating yet unavail-
able code, needed to ensure the soundness of the already generated CFGs w.r.t.
sequences of method invocations and exceptions. Further, we prove the correct-
ness of our extraction. First, we show that the extracted CFGs from the available
components are supergraphs of the ones extracted from the same components by
the algorithm for complete programs. Then, we connect this with previously es-
tablished results to conclude that the CFGs extracted with the present algorithm
are also sound w.r.t. the JBC behaviour (as defined by the JVM), as long as the
specified constraints are respected. Therefore, already established behavioural or
structural properties are thus guaranteed to still hold.

We have extended the ConFlEx tool to support the extraction of CFGs from
incomplete programs. It features caching of previous analyses, necessary for the
incremental refinement, and matching of newly arriving code against their interface
specifications. Originally, Sawja could not analyze incomplete programs. We
have extended it to support incomplete Java bytecode systems. This includes the
implementation of a sound VMC resolution algorithm for modular set-ups, data
structures to represent interfaces for the unavailable code, and the verification of
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the refinement relation.
We have re-evaluated ConFlEx with a number of experiments. Our test cases

mimic incomplete JBC programs by taking a complete program, replacing some
components with interfaces, and incrementally re-instantiating the removed code.
We have chosen this methodology to have a quantitative picture of how much the
over-approximations for incomplete programs impact the CFGs size and extraction
time when compared to extracting CFGs from complete programs. Our experimen-
tal results confirm the intuitive expectation that the over-approximations impact
significantly the size of the CFGs. Also, the results show that ConFlEx is efficient,
and performs a light-weight extraction of CFGs.

The third part presents a technique for verifying the synchronization of mul-
tithreaded programs with condition variables (CVs) by means of an intermediate
language, and Coloured Petri Nets (CPN).

CVs are a synchronization mechanism to coordinate multithreaded programs,
used in conjunction with locks. Threads can wait on a CV, meaning they suspend
their execution until another thread notifies the CV, causing the waiting threads
to resume their execution. The signaling is asynchronous: if no thread was waiting
on the CV, then the notification has no effect. CVs are used in conjunction with
locks; a thread must acquire the associated lock for notifying or waiting on a CV,
and if notified, must reacquire the lock.

Many widely used programming languages feature condition variables. In Java,
for instance, condition variables are provided both natively as an object’s moni-
tor [36], i.e., a pair of a lock and a CV, and in the concurrent API, as one-to-many
Condition objects associated to a Lock object. Nevertheless, condition variables
have not been addressed sufficiently with formal techniques, mainly because of
the complexity of reasoning about asynchronous signaling. For instance, Leino et
al. [56] acknowledge that verifying the absence of deadlocks when using condition
variables is hard because a notification is “lost” if no thread is waiting on it. Thus,
one cannot reason locally whether a waiting thread will eventually be notified. The
correct usage of CVs involves both control flow and data flow aspects, and directly
depends on the global thread composition, i.e., the type and quantity of threads
executing in parallel.

The synchronization property of interest is the following: “If for every set of
condition variables, every thread synchronizing under the variables of the set even-
tually enters its synchronization block, then every thread will eventually exit the
synchronization block”. The property, here stated informally, entails that no thread
will block indefinitely because of erroneous synchronization. E.g., no thread will
wait indefinitely for the notification of another thread. To the best of our knowl-
edge, the present work is the first to address a liveness property involving condition
variables. As the verification of such properties is undecidable in general, to stay
within a decidable fragment, we limit our technique to programs with bounded
data domains and numbers of threads. Still, the verification problem is subject to a
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combinatorial explosion of thread interleavings. Our technique alleviates the state
space explosion by isolating the relevant aspects of the synchronization.

First, we study the liveness property in the context of a synchronization spec-
ification language. To this end, we introduce SyncTask, a simple concurrent lan-
guage where all computations occur inside synchronized code blocks. It has been
designed to capture common patterns of CV usage, while abstracting from all ir-
relevant details. SyncTask is a programming language-independent, intermediate
representation of finite synchronization schemes, for which the verification is decid-
able, It has a Java-like syntax and semantics, and features the relevant constructs
for synchronization, such as locks, CVs, conditional statements, and arithmetic
operations. However, it is non-procedural, data types are bounded, and it does
not allow dynamic thread creation. These restrictions render the state space of
SyncTask programs finite, and make the termination problem decidable.

We transform the termination problem of SyncTask programs into a reacha-
bility problem on hierarchical Coloured Petri Nets [42]. CPNs provide a suitable
balance between expressiveness and analysability, and allow a concise modelling of
the control flow of multi-threaded programs. CPNs have been used successfully over
the last decades for modelling concurrent systems, and are supported by mature
analysis tools such as CPN Tools [44]. We model the constructs of SyncTask as
CPN components, and describe how to extract CPNs automatically from SyncTask
programs. Then, we establish that a SyncTask program terminates if and only if
the extracted CPN always reaches dead configurations (i.e., configurations without
successors) where the tokens representing the threads are in a unique end place.

The termination condition can be verified algorithmically with the computation
of the reachability graph of Petri Nets, and the check that: (i) there are no cycles
in the graph (meaning unconditional termination), and (ii) the only dead config-
urations are those where the end place contains all thread tokens. Standard CPN
analysis tools can efficiently compute the reachability graphs, and the complexity
of these checks is linear in the size of the graph. Also, in case that the condition
does not hold, an inspection of the reachability graph easily provides the cause of
the non-termination.

Next, we address the problem of verifying the correct usage of CVs in real
concurrent programming languages by showing how to verify the synchronization
in Java programs, if these are bounded. There is a consensus in Software Engi-
neering that the synchronization schemes must be defined as minimal as possible,
both to minimize the risk of error conditions and to avoid the latency of blocking
threads. As a consequence, many programs present a finite (though arbitrarily
large) synchronization behaviour. The analysis of synchronization in Java pro-
grams is undecidable in general. We therefore introduce an annotation scheme to
assist the automatic extraction of SyncTask programs. For instance, the user must
annotate the creation of threads, and provide the initial state of the variables ac-
cessed inside the synchronized blocks. We establish that for correctly annotated,
bounded Java programs, the synchronization property discussed above is equivalent
to termination of the extracted SyncTask program.
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The extraction of SyncTask programs from annotated Java programs, and the
translation of SyncTask programs into CPNs is implemented as the STaVe tool.
We validate the verification technique on two test cases by generating CPNs from
annotated Java programs and analyzing these with CPN Tools. The first test case
evaluates the scalability of the tool w.r.t. the number of synchronizing threads.
It is an implementation of a shared buffer, for which we performed experiments
with different numbers of threads and buffer sizes. The results show the expected
exponential blow-up of the state space, but we were still able to analyze the synchro-
nization of several dozens of threads. The second test case evaluates the scalability
of the tool w.r.t. the size of program code that does not affect the synchroniza-
tion behaviour of the program. For this we annotated the Java source code of
PIPE [27], another Coloured Petri Nets analysis tool that is large, but exhibits a
simple synchronization behaviour.

1.1 Contribution

The present thesis comprises several aspects of the automatic generation of program
models for the formal verification of software. Moreover, it defines a new technique
for verifying synchronization in real-world programs.

The main contributions of this thesis are the following.

• A simple formalization of CFG extraction from Java bytecode for the verifi-
cation of temporal safety properties. The algorithm formally addresses all the
complications of analyzing JBC, being the major two exceptions and virtual
method resolution. It is based on BIR, a well-known intermediate bytecode
representation. The extract algorithm comes with a soundness proof. Even
though far from trivial, the proof is greatly simplified by a previous proof of
an idealized extraction algorithm, being performed in terms of structural (i.e.
finite state) rather than behavioural (i.e. infinite state) simulation w.r.t. the
CFGs extracted by the latter.

• A formal framework for the extraction of control flow graphs from incom-
plete Java bytecode programs. We introduce a scheme for the modelling of
incomplete programs, where unavailable components are represented by user-
provided interfaces. Also, we generalize the previously-defined algorithm,
and introduce rules to instantiate unavailable components that preserve the
soundness of the extracted CFGs. It is proven that the algorithm extracts
control flow graphs that structurally simulate any complete system that is
implemented from the initial incomplete system. To the best of our knowl-
edge, this is the first extraction algorithm which produces sound control flow
graphs for the available components of an incomplete program. Also, it is the
first one to produce control flow graphs which addresses the complications re-
lated to dynamic dispatching and exceptions for a real-world, object-oriented
language in a modular set-up.
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• The Control Flow graph Extractor tool (ConFlEx), which implements the
extraction algorithms for complete and incomplete Java bytecode programs.
To the best of our knowledge, the tool is the first to implement a control flow
extraction algorithm that is equipped with a correctness argument. Moreover,
it is the first to soundly extract control flow graphs from incomplete programs.
Thus, the tool is ideal for constructing models for formal software verification,
especially for compositional verification of control flow safety properties.

• SyncTask, an intermediate imperative language to model bounded (though
arbitrarily large) synchronization behaviours of programs with condition vari-
ables. We have defined a transformation of SyncTask programs into hierar-
chical Coloured Petri Nets, and reduce the proof of termination of SyncTask
programs into a reachability analysis on the nets.

• An annotation scheme for assisting the extraction of program models from
unbounded programs, which is generally undecidable. The scheme delimits a
bounded subpart (synchronization) of the program behaviour, and thus makes
the extraction (as a SyncTask program) decidable. Moreover, we reduce the
verification of a liveness property that states the criterion for correct syn-
chronization to the proof that the respective SyncTask program terminates.
To the best of our knowledge, our framework is the first to prove a liveness
property of multithreaded programs that synchronize via CVs.

• The SyncTaskVerifier (STaVe), which implements the framework for the
verification of synchronization of multi-threaded programs. The tool parses
annotated Java programs, and extracts their synchronization as a SyncTask
program. It also translates a SyncTask program into a hierarchical Coloured
Petri net, which are fed into CPN tools to establish the synchronization prop-
erty. Parts of STaVe turned out to be useful for other projects, and became
spin-offs. One was JavaParser2JCTree [22], a library that converts an ab-
stract syntax tree in JavaParser representation into the OpenJDK’s Javac
representation. Another part is the libcpntools [23] a library for generating
coloured Petri nets in CPN Tool’s file format.

The work presented in this thesis resulted in the following peer-reviewed articles.

• A. Amighi, P. de C. Gomes and M. Huisman. Provably Correct Control-Flow
Graphs from Java programs with Exceptions. In pre-proceedings of Formal
Verification of Object-Oriented Systems (FoVeOOS). 2011.

• A. Amighi, P. de C. Gomes, D. Gurov and M. Huisman. Sound Control-Flow
Graph Extraction for Java Programs with Exceptions. 10th International
Conference on Software Engineering and Formal Methods (SEFM). 2012.

• P. de C. Gomes, A. Picoco and D. Gurov. Sound Control Flow Graph Extrac-
tion from Incomplete Java Bytecode Programs. 17th International Conference
on Fundamental Approaches to Software Engineering (FASE). 2014.
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• A. Amighi, P. de C. Gomes, D. Gurov and M. Huisman. Provably Correct
Control Flow Graphs from Java Bytecode Programs with Exceptions. Inter-
national Journal on Software Tools for Technology Transfer. Springer. 2015.

• P. de C. Gomes, D. Gurov and M. Huisman. STaVe: A Tool for Verifying
Synchronization with Condition Variables of Multithreaded Java Programs.
The 31st ACM/SIGAPP Symposium on Applied Computing (SAC). 2016.
Submitted.

The following technical reports have been produced along the present work.

• A. Amighi, P. de C. Gomes, D. Gurov and M. Huisman. Provably Correct
Control-Flow Graphs from Java programs with Exceptions. KTH Royal In-
stitute of Technology and University of Twente. 2012.

• P. de C. Gomes, A. Picoco and D. Gurov. Sound Extraction of Control-
Flow Graphs from open Java Bytecode Systems. KTH Royal Institute of
Technology. 2012.

• P. de C. Gomes, D. Gurov and M. Huisman. Algorithmic Verification of Syn-
chronization with Condition Variables. KTH Royal Institute of Technology.
2015.

The following Doctoral Licentiate thesis has presented some preliminary results
also presented in the current thesis.

• P. de C. Gomes. Sound Modular Extraction of Control Flow Graphs from
Java Bytecode. KTH Royal Institute of Technology. 2012.

The work present in this thesis has included the supervision or co-supervision
of the following Master projects.

• A. Picoco. Modular Extraction of Control-Flow Graphs from Java bytecode.
KTH Royal Institute of Technology. October 2012.

• J. Fogelström. Evaluation of a model checking back-end for STaVe: A study
in performance between Petri Nets and Model Checking to correctness of
parallel systems. KTH Royal Institute of Technology. 2016 (est.).

The following peer-reviewed articles have been published along the doctoral
studies, but are not part of this thesis.

• A .Borges, P. de C. Gomes, J. Nacif, R. Mantini, J. M. Almeida and S. Cam-
pos. Characterizing SopCast Client Behavior. Computer Communications.
Elsevier. 2012.
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• P. de C. Gomes, S. Campos. and A. Borges. Verification of P2P Live Stream-
ing Systems Using Symmetry-based Semiautomatic Abstractions. Interna-
tional Conference on High Performance Computing and Simulation (HPCS).
2012.

• A. Vieira, A. da Silva, F. Henrique, G. Gonçalves, P. de C. Gomes. SopCast
P2P Live Streaming: Live Session Traces and Analysis. 4th ACM Multimedia
Systems Conference (MMSys). 2013.

My contributions. The work presented in this thesis, and all the artifacts it
has generated, are result of scientific collaborations. We now clarify the individual
contributions, and the articles that have described each part.

The starting point was the idealized direct algorithm from Java Bytecode de-
fined by Afshin Amighi, and its partial implementation in his extraction tool. I have
revised the algorithm and notation. I proposed together with Afshin the extraction
of CFGs using the BIR transformation, and we sketched the strategy used to prove
the behavioural simulation. Next I defined formally the extraction algorithm, and
presented the structural simulation proof, with the assistance of Marieke Huisman
and Dilian Gurov. I was the main author of all publications about the extraction
algorithm for complete systems [6, 4, 7, 8], but Dilian, Marieke and Afshin had
equivalent contributions to mine. I re-wrote most of Afshin’s initial tool, and im-
plemented the indirect algorithm for complete Java bytecode systems in the first
version of ConFlEx [31].

I proposed and developed the generalization of the previous algorithm for in-
complete systems. During the conception, I had several discussions with Attilio
Picoco, who contributed with ideas, and insights about practical matters. Also,
Dilian constantly revised and criticized my ideas. I discussed jointly with Attilio
the design choices for extending ConFlEx to support incomplete systems. How-
ever, the majority of program code has been written by him, under my constant
supervision. This is reflected in Attilio’s MSc. thesis [65], which focuses on the
practical aspects of the tool implementation, while my Licentiate thesis focuses on
the theoretical part [30]. I am the main author of the technical report [32] about
the analysis of incomplete programs, but Attilio Picoco had an equivalent partic-
ipation. I was the main author of the peer-reviewed article [33], with significant
contributions from Dilian and Attilio.

The problem of verifying the correct synchronization of multithreaded programs
with condition variables was suggested by Marieke Huisman. Under the constant
criticism of both Marieke Huisman and Dilian Gurov, I have individually proposed
and developed the verification framework. This includes the introduction of an
intermediate representation and its design (SyncTask), an annotation scheme for
Java programs, and the verification of the termination problems using CPNs. I have
written the complete code for STaVe [24, 22, 23], and executed all the experimental
evaluation. I am the main author of article [21] about the technique and tool, with
significant participation of Dilian and Marieke.
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1.2 Organization

The thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 summarizes results from previous
works, which are necessary for the comprehension of our work. It also presents
techniques that benefit from our work, and some motivating examples. Chapter 3
presents the extraction algorithm for complete Java bytecode systems, its correct-
ness argument, and describes the implementation as ConFlEx. Chapter 4 presents
a formal framework to model incomplete Java bytecode programs, generalizes the
extraction algorithm for this set-up, proves its correctness, and describes the exten-
sion of ConFlEx to implement the algorithm. Chapter 5 presents a novel technique
to verify the synchronization of multi-threaded Java programs using condition vari-
ables. It presents an annotation scheme to delimit the expected synchronization,
its modelling as an intermediate language, and verification by means of Coloured
Petri Nets. Finally, Chapter 6 summarizes our work and results.



Chapter 2

Background

This chapter summarizes existing definitions and results that have been used to
establish the work presented in the thesis. The first one is the formal definition
of Java virtual machine and bytecode by Freund and Mitchell [29]. We summa-
rize it, and highlight the main aspects that influence the control flow. The second
section presents the definitions of structure and behaviour of CFGs, as defined by
Huisman et al. [39]. The third section presents an idealized extraction algorithm
from Java bytecode, defined by Amighi [3]. We use this algorithm as a specification
to prove the correctness of ours. The fourth work describes BIR, an intermediate
representation of the Java bytecode, presented by Demange et al. [26]. Our algo-
rithms use a transformation from Java bytecode into BIR because of its support
for exceptions. The fifth section instantiates the notion of weak simulation intro-
duced by Milner [61] for CFG structures. The definition is used to establish the
correctness of extracted CFGs. The sixth section presents a compositional veri-
fication technique and tool-set introduced by Gurov et al. [35] that benefits from
our control flow extraction, and illustrate the technique with some examples. We
conclude by defining hierarchical Coloured Petri Nets, the model that we use to
verify multithreaded programs.

2.1 Java Bytecode and the Java Virtual Machine

A compiler that targets Java bytecode generates class files, one for each declared
class, or interface. Each class declaration contains a fully-qualified name, type
information, and the declaration of methods and fields. We define Class-Name and
Interface-Name to be the (countably) infinite sets of all class and interface names,
respectively.

Bytecode programs use method references (Method-Ref ), interface method refer-
ences (Interface-Method-Ref ) and field references (Field-Ref ) to identify methods,
interface methods and fields, respectively. These references are defined as triples
of a static type (i.e., its most general type), a name (Label), and a type signature

13
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(e.g., for a method, its return type and parameters). They are generated with the
grammar in Figure 2.1.

Method-Ref ::= {|Class-Name,Label,Method-Type|}M
Interface-Method-Ref ::= {|Interface-Name,Label,Method-Type|}I

Field-Ref ::= {|Class-Name,Label,Field-Type|}F

Figure 2.1: Grammar generating references

In this work we consider a subset of the instruction set described in [29]. Al-
though the considered set is significantly smaller, it contains one representative from
each group of instructions with similar behaviour w.r.t. the control flow. For ex-
ample, we omit the invokeinterface instruction, since its control flow behaviour
is analogous to the one for invokevirtual. The instructions jsr q and ret r
for subroutine are not considered because they are deprecated since JBC version
1.6 [58]. Figure 2.2 shows the bytecode instruction set considered in our project.
The symbol x denotes a local method variable, and p denotes an instruction address.

Instruction ::= nop | push c | pop | dup | add | div
| if p | goto p
| load x | store x
| new Class-Name
| athrow
| getfield Field-Type | putfield Field-Type
| invokespecial Method-Ref
| invokevirtual Method-Ref
| vreturn | return

Figure 2.2: Subset of the JBC instructions

Java bytecode is a stack-based executable language. That is, the operands for its
instructions are stored on an operand stack, in contrast to a register-based approach.
For example, the if p instruction branches to position p if the value on the top of
the stack is zero. Also, the exception being raised by the athrow instruction, or
the object whose method is being called by the invokevirtual, are also on top of
the operand stack.

A JBC program is modeled as an environment Γ, which is a partial map from
class names, interface names and method signatures to their respective definitions.
Figure 2.3 shows the definition of an environment Γ. A class is defined by its parent
class, the set of interfaces it implements, and its fields. An interface contains the set
of interfaces it inherits from, and the set of methods it provides. Let Addr be the
set of all valid instruction addresses in Γ. The body of a JBC method is a sequence
of pairs of addresses and instructions. The sequence is non-empty, and the address
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ΓI : Interface-Name ⇀

〈
interfaces : set of Interface-Name
method : set of Interface-Method-Ref

〉

ΓC : Class-Name ⇀

〈 super : Class-Name
interfaces : set of Interface-Name
fields : set of Field-Ref

〉

ΓM : Method-Ref ⇀

〈
code : (Addr× Instruction)+

handlers : Handler∗
〉

Γ = ΓI ∪ ΓC ∪ ΓM

Figure 2.3: Environment Γ of a Java program

of the first instruction is always zero. Dom(B) ⊂ Addr is the set of valid program
addresses for method m, and B[k] denotes the instruction at position k ∈ Dom(B)
in the method’s body. For convenience, m[k] = i denotes instruction i at location
k of method m.

Let Excp-Name ⊂ Class-Name be the (infinite) set of exceptions classes in Java.
A method’s exception table is defined with quadruples of the form 〈b, e, t, x〉, where
b, e, t ∈ Addr and x ∈ Excp-Name. If an exception is thrown by an instruction
with index i s.t. i ∈ [b, e) and it is from a subtype of x, then m[t] is the first
instruction of the corresponding handler. Thus, the instructions between b and e
model the try block in a Java source program. The instructions starting at t model
either the catch block that handles the exception x, or a finally block, if x is
from the special type any, defined as an alias of Throwable, the super-type of any
exception.

The Java virtual machine contains a bytecode verifier (JBV), which performs
several sanity checks on the code before the execution starts. For instance, it checks
if methods terminate with either a return or an athrow instruction, and whether
the branching instructions transfer the control to valid instruction addresses. The
definition below states that a well-formed program is one that passes successfully all
verification tasks. In the thesis we assume that the input bytecode is well-formed.

Definition 1 (Well-Formed Java Program). A well-formed Java bytecode program
is a complete program which passes the JVM bytecode verification. The exhaustive
list of verification tasks is presented in [76].

During the execution of the JVM, an active method, i.e., a method instance
that has not terminated, is represented by an activation record. This is a quintuple
that contains the method’s reference m, the address p of the next instruction to be
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executed, a map f from the local variables to values, the method’s operand stack
s, and an information z about the initialization of objects. The records are placed
on the call stack, which stores in which sequence the methods are invoked. The
top of the call stack contains the activation record of the method currently being
executed, or the record 〈e〉exc, representing the case when an exception is raised.
Figure 2.4 shows the syntax for the call stack.

A ::= A′ | 〈x〉exc ·A′ A′ ::= 〈m, p, f, s, z〉 ·A′ | ε

Figure 2.4: Syntax of the JVM call stack

It is important at this point to make a clear distinction between the operand
stacks, and the call stack. An operand stack is defined for each method invocation,
and stores the values used by its instructions. A call stack is unique for a given
JVM sequential program, and stores the records for the currently active methods.
In summary: a JVM execution contains a single call stack, which, in turn, may
contain several operand stacks.

An execution state of the Java virtual machine for a sequential program is
defined as a configuration C = A;h, where A is a call stack, and h represents a
memory heap. The JVM behaviour is an infinite-state transition system where the
states are all the possible configurations, and the transition relation is defined by
the operational semantics of the JBC instruction set, as presented in [29].

Java bytecode is an executable language. Nevertheless, it contains some aspects
of an object-oriented programming language. One is inheritance, which is the code
reusage mechanism that allows one class to extend the definitions of another exist-
ing class. An environment has the inheritance definitions in ΓC .interfaces and
ΓI .interfaces, which contain the interfaces a class or an interface will extend, and
in ΓC .super, which tells from what parent class a child class extends. The inheri-
tance defines a type hierarchy between classes and interfaces. Every JBC program
has a class hierarchy, with the class java.lang.Object as root.

Inheritance is transitive in JBC programs. That is, one class or interface inherits
in cascade from its immediate classes and interfaces. The subtyping relation is
defined between classes or interfaces τ1 and τ2 in an environment Γ. The relation
holds whenever τ1 inherits transitively from τ2, and we denote this as Γ ` τ1 <: τ2.
Figure 2.5 shows the rules for the subtyping relation.

Subtyping plays a key role in the control flow analysis because of polymorphism,
another OOP feature of bytecode. Polymorphism is the possibility to have more
than one implementation for the same method signature. In JBC, it is presented
as subtype polymorphism. That is, it is possible for several classes to declare a
method with the same signature, but with a different implementation. We call
those virtual methods.

The invocation of virtual methods is executed by invokevirtual, which oper-
ates over two parameters. The first is a pair m ∈ Method-Ref, which is hard-coded
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[<:I REFL] [<:I SUPER] [<:C REFL]

ω ∈ Interface-Name
Γ ` ω <:I ω

Γ ` ω1 <:I ω2
ω2 ∈ Γ[ω3].interfaces

Γ ` ω1 <:I ω3

σ ∈ Class-Name
Γ ` σ <:C σ

[<:C SUPER] [<:R CLASS] [<:R CLASS INT]

Γ ` σ1 <:C σ2
Γ[σ2].super = σ3

Γ ` σ1 <:C σ3

Γ ` σ1 <:C σ2

Γ ` σ1 <:R σ2

Γ ` σ1 <:C σ2
ω1 ∈ Γ[σ2].interfaces

Γ ` ω1 <:I ω2

Γ ` σ1 <:R ω2

[<: INTERFACE] [<: REF]
Γ ` ω1 <:I ω2

Γ ` ω1 <: ω2

Γ ` τ1 <:R τ2
Γ ` τ1 <: τ2

Figure 2.5: Subtyping rules

in the bytecode. The second parameter is an object reference that is on top of the
operand stack. The dynamic type of the object is what determines which of the
polymorphic method implementations will be invoked. The exact dynamic type
can only be determined at run-time. The only guarantee provided by the JBV is
that the possible dynamic types are always subtypes of the static type. Different
virtual method call (VMC) resolution algorithms can statically determine the set
of the possible receivers for a given virtual invocation.

In JBC, exceptions are objects used to signal abnormal conditions during pro-
gram execution. The exception classes are subtypes of java.lang.Throwable that
are either defined in the standard Java API, or user-defined. An exception may
be raised explicitly by the user, or implicitly, by the erroneous execution of some
instruction (e.g., division by zero). Explicit exceptions are raised with the athrow
instruction. Its only operand is a reference to the exception to be thrown, which is
on the top of the operand stack. Thus, static analyses have to perform some kind
of stack evaluation to determine the possible types of the exception.

Upon an exception raising, the JVM searches for the first handler in the exe-
cuting method’s exception table whose address range contains the address of the
control point where the exception was raised, and its type is a subtype of the
exception. If a suitable handler is found, the control is transferred to the first
instruction in that block; otherwise the executing method is terminated abruptly,
and the exception is propagated to the calling method, which now should handle
the exception. This process continues until a method in the call stack handles the
exception, or the program terminates.
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Example 1 (Running Example of a Sequential Java Program). Figure 2.6 depicts
a sample Java source program. It has a single class named EvenOdd, containing
three methods. The methods’ control points are annotated in the left column.
Figure 2.7 depicts the bytecode of the same program. The left column denotes the
addresses of the methods’ instructions, which are also control points in the program
execution. The present work covers only the analysis of Java bytecode. However,
clearly the JBC representation is much more verbose than the source representation.
Therefore, for understandability, we sometimes illustrate definitions using source
code programs.

public class EvenOdd {

public static void main(String[] argv) {
v1 int myarg = Integer.parseInt(argv[1]);
v2,v3 if (argv[0].equals("e"))
v4 even(myarg);

else
v5 odd(myarg);
v6

}

public static boolean odd(int lx) {
v7,v8 if (lx < 0)
v9 throw new ArithmeticException();
v10,v11 else if (lx == 0)
v12 return false;

else
v13,v14 return even(lx - 1);

}

public static boolean even(int lx) {
try {

v15,v16 if (lx == 0)
v17 return true;

else
v18,v19 return odd(lx - 1);

} catch(ArithmeticException e) {
v20,v21 return even(-1 * lx);

}

}
}

Figure 2.6: Example Java source program with control points

The entry method main receives two arguments upon invocation: the first one is
a selector between methods even and odd; the second is the integer to be checked.
It invokes two methods from the Java API: parseInt and equals. The method odd
potentially throws an ArithmeticException. The method even, on the other hand,
contains an exception handler for such an exception. If an ArithmeticException
is raised in the interval of control points [0, 12) ([v15,v19) in the source), defined
by the try block, then control is transferred to the control point 13 (v20 in source),
which is the first instruction defined by the catch block.

2.2 Control Flow Graphs

Control flow graphs are program models where nodes represent the control points
of a method, and the edges represent how instructions shift control between the
points. In this work we are interested in a specific type of CFGs that abstract
from all data, but preserve information about method invocations, and exceptions.
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void main(String[]) {
0: aload_0
1: iconst_1
2: aaload
3: invokestatic

Integer.parseInt(String)
6: istore_1
7: aload_0
8: iconst_0
9: aaload

10: ldc "e"
12: invokevirtual

String.equals(Object)
15: ifeq 26
18: iload_1
19: invokestatic even(int)
22: pop
23: goto 31
26: iload_1
27: invokestatic odd(int)
30: pop
31: return
}

boolean odd(int) {
0: iload_0
1: ifge 12
4: new

ArithmeticException
7: dup
8: invokespecial

ArithmeticException()
11: athrow
12: iload_0
13: ifne 18
16: iconst_0
17: ireturn
18: iload_0
19: iconst_1
20: isub
21: invokestatic even(int)
24: ireturn
}

boolean even(int) {
0: iload_0
1: ifne 6
4: iconst_1
5: ireturn
6: iload_0
7: iconst_1
8: isub
9: invokestatic odd(int)

12: ireturn
13: astore_1
14: iconst_m1
15: iload_0
16: imul
17: invokestatic even(int)
20: ireturn
Exception table:
<0,12,13,ArithmeticException>
}

Figure 2.7: Example program in Java bytecode

Other Java bytecode features are ignored. The following definitions are presented
in [8]. These are slightly modified versions of the general notion of model, and the
structure and behaviour of a CFG defined by Gurov et al. [35, 39].

Definition 2 (Model, Initialized Model). A model is a state transition system
M = (S,L,→, A, λ) where S is a set of nodes, L a set of labels, → ⊆ S × L × S
a labelled transition relation, A a set of atomic propositions, and λ : S → P(A) a
valuation assigning the set of atomic propositions that hold at each node s ∈ S. An
initialized model is a pair (M,E), where E ⊆ S is a set of entry nodes.

In CFGs, the nodes contain information about the control points, exceptions
and returns. We use the following notation: ◦p,rm denotes a normal control node,
and •p,x,rm indicates an exceptional control node. The nodes are uniquely identified
by their method signature m, position p in the method’s instruction array (control
address), an optional atomic proposition x (denoting an exception type), and the
optional atomic proposition r (denoting a return node).

The edges contain information about invocation instructions. We refer to edges
corresponding to such instructions as visible, and label them with a method sig-
nature. Edges corresponding to other instructions are labelled with ε, and are
called silent. Invocations of methods from the Java API are also considered silent,
although their propagation of exceptions is taken into account.
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Example 2 (CFG of a Java Program). Figure 2.8 shows the CFG extracted for the
program in Example 1. We represent it by means of control points from the Java
source, for simplicity. There is one sub-graph for each method in the program, and
the nodes of each method are tagged with the method’s signature. Entry nodes are
depicted by incoming edges without source.

There are several exceptional nodes in the CFG (named e1, e2, . . .) that do
not have a corresponding control point in the source code. They represent the
configurations in which the control was taken by the JVM, to take care of an
exception. Edges from an exceptional node to a normal one represent the presence
of a handler for the exception at that control point. Exceptional nodes tagged with
the atomic proposition r denote the propagation of an exception by the method to
a calling method.

The only visible edges are the ones relative to the invocations of methods even
and odd. Notice that the invocation of parseInt, which is a method from the Java
API, is considered to be a silent edge. However, the method’s signature declares that
a NumberFormatException (N.F.E) is potentially propagated, and this is reflected
by the edge to e1.

Figure 2.8: Control flow graph for the example Java source program

Method graphs are the basic building blocks of control flow graphs. We define
a method graph for sequential programs with procedures and exceptions as the
instantiation of an initialized model, as follows.

Definition 3 (Method Graph). A method graph with exceptions for a method
m ∈ Method-Ref over sets M ⊆ Method-Ref and E ⊆ Excp-Name is an initialized
model (Mm,Em), where Mm = (Vm, Lm,→m, Am, λm) with Vm being the set of
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control nodes of m, Lm = M ∪ {ε} the set of labels, Am = {m, r} ∪ E, m ∈ λm(v)
for all v ∈ Vm, and for all x, x′ ∈ E, if {x, x′} ⊆ λm(v) then x = x′, i.e., each
control node is tagged with the signature of the method it belongs to and at most
one exception. Em ⊆ Vm is a non-empty set of entry control points of m.

Control flow graphs come with an interface, which defines the methods that are
provided and required. We say a CFG is closed if all the required methods are also
provided; we say it is open otherwise. The interface also defines the exceptions that
are potentially propagated by the provided methods. We should stress here that
in the composition, having the definition of Ie as a pair assists us in tracking the
method that propagates the exception. We define the notion of CFG interface as
follows.

Definition 4 (Control Flow Graph Interface). A Control Flow Graph interface
is a triple I = (I+, I−, Ie) where I+, I− ⊆ Method-Ref are the set of provided,
and (externally) required methods, respectively. Ie ⊆ I+ × E is the finite set of
potentially propagated exceptions by each provided method. The composition of
interfaces is defined as I1 ∪ I2 = (I+

1 ∪ I
+
2 , (I

−
1 ∪ I

−
2 )\(I+

1 ∪ I
+
2 ), Ie1 ∪ Ie2).

A CFG is essentially a collection of method graphs. The composition of method
graphs is defined as their disjoint union ]. We define a method’s CFG as the
pair of its method graph and interface, and the control flow graph of a program is
composed from the control flow graphs of all its methods. Now we formally define
CFGs that model sequential programs with procedures and exceptions, as follows.

Definition 5 (Control Flow Graph Structure). A Control Flow Graph G with
interface I, written G = (M,E) : I is inductively defined by:

• (Mm,Em) : ({m}, I−, Ie) if (Mm,Em) is a method graph for m over I−, Ie

• G1 ] G2 : I1 ∪ I2 if G1 : I1 and G2 : I2

Example 3 (CFG interface and structure). The method graph of odd is the central
sub-graph in Figure 2.8, and its interface is ({odd}, {even}, {(odd, Arithmetic-
Exception) }). The composed CFG of the program is the disjoint union of all
method graphs, as in Figure 2.8. Its interface is ({main, odd, even}, {}, { (main,
NumberFormatException), (main, ArithmeticException), (odd, ArithmeticEx-
ception)}).

The operational semantics of CFGs, referred to here as CFG behaviour, is defined
also as an instance of an initialized model. A CFG induces a behaviour in terms
of a push-down automaton, modeling the JVM call stack. Intuitively, the CFG
behaviour is an abstraction of the JVM behaviour, where the activation records
are mapped to control nodes, and the only information preserved is the method
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signature, program point, and a potential exception. The behaviour of CFGs is
defined as follows.

Definition 6 (CFG Behaviour). Let G = (M,E) : I be a closed control flow graph
with exceptions such thatM = (V,L,→, A, λ). The behaviour of G is described by
the initialized model b(G) = (Mb,Eb), whereMb = (Sb, Lb,→b, Ab, λb) such that:

• Sb ∈ V × V ∗, i.e., states are pairs of control node and stack of control nodes,

• Lb = {τ}∪LCb ∪LXb where LCb = {m1 l m2 | l ∈ {call, ret, xret},m1,m2 ∈ I+}
(the set of call and return labels) and LXb = {l x | l ∈ {throw, catch}, x ∈
Excp-Name} (the set of exceptional transition labels).

• Ab = A

• λb((v, σ)) = λ(v)

• →b ⊂ Sb × Lb × Sb is the set of transitions induced by the following rules:

[transfer] (v, σ) τ−→b (v′, σ) if m ∈ I+, v
ε−→m v′, r /∈ λ(v),

λ(v) ∩ Excp-Name = ∅,
λ(v′) ∩ Excp-Name = ∅

[call] (v1, σ) m1 call m2−−−−−−−−→b (v2, v1 · σ) if {m1,m2} ⊆ I+, v1
m2−−→m1 v

′
1,

m2 ∈ λ(v2), v2 ∈ E, r /∈ λ(v1),
λ(v1) ∩ Excp-Name = ∅
λ(v2) ∩ Excp-Name = ∅

[return] (v2, v1 · σ) m2 ret m1−−−−−−−→b (v′1, σ) if {m1,m2} ⊆ I+, v1
m2−−→m1 v

′
1,

{m2, r} ⊂ λ(v2), m1 ∈ λ(v1),
m1 ∈ λ(v′1), λ(v′1) ∩ Excp-Name = ∅

[xreturn] (v2, v1 · σ) m2 xret m1−−−−−−−−→b (v′1, σ) if {m1,m2} ⊆ I+, v1
m2−−→m1 v

′
1

x ∈ Excp-Name, x /∈ λ(v1),
m1 ∈ λ(v1), {m1, x} ⊆ λ(v′1),
{m2, x, r} ⊆ λ(v2)

[throw] (v, σ) throw x−−−−−→b (v′, σ) if m ∈ I+, v
ε−→m v′, r /∈ λ(v),

x ∈ Excp-Name, x ∈ λ(v′)
[catch] (v, σ) catch x−−−−−→b (v′, σ) if m ∈ I+, v

ε−→m v′, r /∈ λ(v),
x ∈ Excp-Name, x ∈ λ(v),
λ(v′) ∩ Excp-Name = ∅,

The set of entry states is defined by Eb = E× {ε}, where ε is the empty sequence.

Intuitively, τ -transitions model transfer of control between nodes. A throw-
transition models the raise of an exception, and a catch-transition models the trans-
fer of control to an exception handler. In these cases, the stack is not changed. A
call-transition models a method invocation: the calling node is pushed onto the
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stack, and control is transferred to the entry node of the callee method. A return-
transition models the normal termination of a method: the calling node is popped
from the stack, and control is transferred to the successor normal control node.
An xreturn-transition models the abortion of a method execution by an uncaught
exception x, and its propagation: the calling node is popped from the stack, and
control is transferred to the successor exceptional node tagged with x.

Example 4 (CFG Behaviour). Consider the CFG in Figure 2.8. The following is an
example run through the (infinite-state) behaviour induced by the CFG:

(v1, ε)
τ−→b (v2, ε)

τ−→b (v3, ε)
τ−→b (v4, ε)

main call even−−−−−−−−−→b (v15, v4) τ−→b (v16, v4) τ−→b

(v18, v4) even call odd−−−−−−−−→b (v7, v18 · v4) τ−→b (v8, v18 · v4) τ−→b (v9, v18 · v4) throw A.E.−−−−−−−→b

(e3, v18 · v4) odd xreturn even−−−−−−−−−−→b (e4, v4) catch A.E.−−−−−−−→b (v20, v4) τ−→b . . .

This sample represents an execution starting in the entry control point of the main
method, next invoking even, and then odd. An ArithmeticException (A.E.)
is thrown, but not caught, during the execution of odd, causing the method to
terminate. The exception is propagated to the calling method even, which catches
it, and the execution proceeds.

2.3 Direct Extraction of CFGs from Bytecode

This section briefly describes the idealized direct extraction algorithm presented
in [8]. The CFGs extracted with the algorithm have been proven to induce be-
haviours that simulate the JVM behaviour of the original program. We use this
correctness result to establish the correctness of the extraction algorithms for both
complete and incomplete JBC programs. We prove that the two algorithms struc-
turally simulate the idealized one. Then, we conclude the correctness of our algo-
rithms by reusing a previous result, which states that structural simulation implies
behavioural simulation [35].

The idealized algorithm introduces two simplifications w.r.t. the set of JBC
instructions. The first is the assumption of an oracle to provide information about
exceptions. It lists which exceptions are potentially raised by the execution of each
instruction type. Also, the instruction athrow (explicit exception throw) does not
have an argument; instead the exception is determined at run-time by the top of
the stack. Our algorithm replaces athrow with throw X, and uses the oracle to list
the set X of possible exception types. Second, the instructions jsr q and ret r,
for the invocation and return of subroutines, are not considered because they are
deprecated since JBC version 1.6 [58].

The algorithm partitions the JBC instruction set into subsets of instructions
with common behaviour w.r.t. the control flow. The classification enables a man-
ageable list of extraction rules. Figure 2.9 presents the partitioned sets, an intuitive
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Subset Description Examples
CmpInst Computational instructions nop, push v, pop
CndInst Conditional instructions ifeq q
JmpInst Jump instructions goto q
ThrInst Explicit exception throw throw X
XmpInst Potentially can raise exceptions div, getfield f, new
InvInst Method invocations invokevirtual (o,m)
RetInst Normal return instructions return

Figure 2.9: Grouping of JBC instructions with common control flow behaviour

description of the semantics, and examples of instructions that have a common con-
trol flow behaviour.

We now present how the idealized algorithm extracts a CFG, as defined in
Section 2.2, from a given JBC program. First, it defines the elements of a CFG
from a program’s method. The nodes of a method’s CFG are tagged with an
address and a method signature. Based on Definition 3, to construct the nodes
one has to specify Vm, Am, λm, and Em. A node v ∈ Vm is uniquely identified by
its control point p ∈ Addr and its atomic propositions, as tagged by the function
λm(v). The method signature is the default tag for all the method’s control nodes.
If m[p] ∈ RetInst then the node is additionally tagged with r. If the node is an
exceptional node then it is tagged with the exception type x ∈ E. If p = 0 then
the node will be a member of Em.

Given a JBC program, the algorithm extracts the CFG for each class defined
in the program. The CFG of a class is the CFG composed from all the methods
defined in the class. Thus, to build the CFG for the program, it extracts the CFG
for each method. The CFG extraction rules for method m in environment Γ use
the implementation of the method: Γ[m] = 〈B,H〉. For each instruction in B
(body of Γ[m]), the rules build a set of labelled edges connecting control nodes.
In addition, the algorithm performs an inter-procedural analysis to establish the
call-return relation between methods.

Definition 7 (CFG Extraction from JBC). The instruction-wise extraction func-
tion Gjbc : (Method-Ref × Addr × JbcInst) → P(Vm × Lm × Vm) is defined
by the rules in Figure 2.10. The method graph for m is defined as Gjbc(m) =⋃

(p,i)∈B G
m,p,i
jbc . The control flow graph for the program is defined as Gjbc(Γ) =⋃

{m|Γ[m]∈Γ} Gjbc(m).

We start the explanation of the construction rules with the auxiliary functions.
They compute important information for the control flow analysis, such as exception
raising, exception handling or propagation, and virtual method calls.

Auxiliary functions The function succ(p) takes a control point p, and yields the
successor control point. We define jmp(i), which receives an instruction of types
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Hx,p,lm =

{
{(◦pm, l, •p,xm ), (•p,xm , ε, ◦tm)} if kp,xΓ[m] = t 6= 0

{(◦pm, l, •p,x,rm )} if kp,xΓ[m] = 0

Epm =
⋃
x∈X (m[p])H

x,p,ε
m

N p,n
m =

⋃
{x|•q,x,rn ∈Vn}

Hx,p,nm

ReciΓ =

{
{nstaticT (o)} if i ∈{invokespecial (o, n), invokestatic (o, n)}

{nτ | τ ∈ resαΓ(o, n)} if i ∈{invokevirtual (o, n), invokeinterface (o, n)}

Gm,p,ijbc =



{(◦pm, ε, ◦succ(p)
m )} if i ∈ CmpInst

{(◦pm, ε, ◦jmp(i)
m )} if i ∈ JmpInst

{(◦pm, ε, ◦succ(p)
m ), (◦pm, ε, ◦jmp(i)

m )} if i ∈ CndInst

{(◦pm, ε, ◦succ(p)
m )} ∪ Epm if i ∈ XmpInst⋃

x∈X H
x,p,ε
m if i ∈ ThrInst⋃

n∈ReciΓ
{(◦pm, n, ◦succ(p)

m )} ∪ HN.P.E.,p,ε
m ∪N p,n

m if i ∈ InvInst

∅ if i ∈ RetInst

Figure 2.10: CFG construction rules

CndInst or JmpInst, and returns its branch address. For example, jmp(i) returns
q if i = ifeq q or i = goto q where q is the branch address.

The function kp,xΓ[m] is a lookup function to search top-down the exception table
of a method implementation Γ[m] for a suitable handler for an exception x at
location p. It returns zero if no handler is found, or the position t of the first
suitable handler. It is defined formally as follows:

kp,xΓ[m] =
{

t if ∃ b, e, x′. 〈b, e, t, x′〉 ∈ HΓ[m] ∧ p ∈ [b, e) ∧ Γ ` x <: x′ ∧ t 6= 0
0 otherwise

The function Hx,p,lm constructs the edges corresponding to the raising and handling
of an exception. It queries the function kp,xΓ[m] for a suitable handler for an exception
of type x at position p. If there is a handler, it returns a pair of edges: one
labelled with parameter l from a normal to an exceptional node (tagged with x),
and one labelled with ε from the exceptional node to a normal node, denoting
control transfer to the handler. Otherwise it produces an edge labelled with l
to an exceptional return node, denoting the propagation of the exception to the
caller. The parameter l is instantiated with a method signature if the exception is
propagated, or with ε if the exception is raised within the method.
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The auxiliary function E uses H to compute exceptional edges for all exceptions
that can potentially be raised by a given instruction. The function X : XmpInst→
P(Excp-Name) returns the set of run-time exceptions that an instruction may raise.
The throw instruction is handled similarly, whereX is the set of possible exceptions.
Both rely on an oracle to list the set of exceptions. Function N p,n

m generates the set
of edges to handle all uncaught exceptions from the possible callee n. Notice that
it performs an inter-procedural analysis, since it evaluates the exceptional return
nodes from the callee method’s CFG.

To extract edges for method invocations, the auxiliary function ReciΓ yields the
set of possible method signatures of a method call in environment Γ. The receiver
object for invokevirtual is determined by late binding. For this, the virtual
method call resolution function resαΓ is employed, where α is a parameter denoting
an external standard static analysis to resolve the call. We use nT to indicate
method n from class T . For example, Rapid Type Analysis (RTA) [10] returns the
set of subtypes of the caller’s static type which are instantiated in the program
(created by a new instruction). So, for α = RTA, the result of the resolution for
object o and method n in environment Γ will be:

resαΓ(o, n) = {τ | τ ∈ ICΓ ∧ Γ ` τ <: staticT (o) ∧ lookup(n, τ)}

where ICΓ is the set of instantiated classes in environment Γ, staticT (o) gives the
static type of object o, and lookup(n, τ) corresponds to the signature of n in τ , i.e.,
τ is a subtype of o’s static type and method n is defined in class τ .

Construction rules For simple computational instructions, a direct edge to the
next control address is established. For jump instructions, an edge to the jump ad-
dress (jmp(i), for instruction i) is generated. For conditional instructions, edges to
the next control address and to the address specified for the jump are generated. For
instructions in XmpInst, edges for all possible flows are added: successful execution
and exceptional execution, with edges for successful and failed exception handling,
as defined by function Hx,p,lm . Required edges for instruction throw can simply
be produced by using function H for all the exceptions in the over-approximated
instruction parameter X.

Given the set of possible receivers, required edges are generated for each possi-
ble receiver. For each call, if the method’s execution terminates normally, control
will be given back to the next instruction of the caller. If the method termi-
nates with an uncaught exception, the caller has to handle this propagated ex-
ception. The CFG extraction rule for method invocation produces edges for both
NullPointerException (N.P.E.) (in case of a null receiver object exception) and
for all propagated exceptions. To generate exceptional edges for N.P.E., HN.P.E.,p,ε

m

is employed, and N p,n
m generates the set of edges to handle all uncaught exceptions

propagated by any possible callee n.
In all the rules, if the target node points to an instruction i ∈ RetInst then

the node will be tagged with r. To keep the presentation of the rules reasonably
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simple we do not show the target node checks in Figure 2.10. Thus the rule for
i ∈ RetInst does not generate any edges in the CFG.

We now enunciate the soundness theorem for the idealized algorithm, which is
later referenced in Section 3.2. We refer to [8] for the complete proof.

Theorem 1 (CFG Soundness). Let Pjbc be a well-formed Java bytecode program
modeled by the environment Γ. The behaviour of the extracted flow graph Gjbc(Γ)
simulates the execution of Pjbc.

2.4 The BIR Language

The BIR language is an intermediate representation of Java bytecode [26]. The
main difference with JBC is that BIR instructions are stack-less, in contrast to
bytecode instructions that operate over values stored on the operand stack.

A BIR program is modeled as an environment, in the same way as a JBC
program. In fact, the partial mappings for classes and interfaces are common to
both representations. They only differ in the definitions of method bodies. The
JBC instructions occupy a varying number of positions in the instructions array,
while BIR instructions always occupy a single position. Thus, the indexing of
corresponding instructions differ, and the transformation has to map the addresses
for jumps, branches and exception handlers.

Figure 2.11 summarizes the BIR syntax. Its instructions operate over expression
trees, i.e., arithmetic expressions composed of constants, operations, variables, and
fields of other expressions (expr.f). BIR does not have operations over strings and
booleans; these are transformed into method calls by the BC2BIR transformation.
The transformation also reconstructs expression trees, i.e., it collapses one-to-many
stack-based operations into a single expression. As a result, a JBC program repre-
sented in BIR typically has fewer instructions than the original program.

BIR has two types of variables. The first (lvar) are identifiers also present
in the original bytecode; the second (tvar) are new variables introduced by the
transformation. Both variables and object fields can be the target of an assignment.

Many of the BIR instructions have an equivalent JBC counterpart, e.g., nop,
goto and if. A return expr ends the execution of a method with a return value,
while return ends a void method. Method call instructions are represented by
their method signature. For non-void methods, the instruction assigns the result
value to a variable. In contrast to JBC, object allocation and initialization happen
in a single step, during the execution of BIR’s new instruction, which also performs
a call to an object constructor.

The throw instruction explicitly transfers control flow to the exception handling
mechanism, similarly to the athrow instruction in JBC. Notice that the BIR in-
struction also has an operand, similarly to the throw X instruction introduced in
Section 2.3. Here, a sound static analysis that over-approximates the possible types
of the operand (e.g., see [16]) implements the oracle for explicit exceptions.
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oper ::= c | null (constants)
| f (field name)
| C (class name)
| pc | pc’ (program counter)
| m | n | n’ (method name)

lvar ::= l0 | l1 | . . . lj (local vars.)

tvar ::= t0 | t1 | . . . tk (temp. vars.)

target ::= lvar | tvar | expr.f | this

expr ::= c | null | target | expr ⊕ expr

Assignment ::= target := expr

Return ::= return expr | return

MethodCall ::= expr.n(expr,..., expr) | target := expr.n(expr,...,expr)

NewObject ::= target := new C(expr,...,expr)

Assertion ::= notnull expr | notzero expr | . . .

BirInstr ::= nop | if expr pc | goto pc | throw expr | mayinit C
| Assignment | Return | MethodCall | NewObject | Assertion

Figure 2.11: Expressions and instructions of BIR

BIR’s support of implicit exceptions follows the approach proposed for the
Jalapeño compiler [13]. It inserts special assertions before the instructions that
can potentially raise an exception, as defined by the JVM. Thus, the BIR trans-
formation implements the oracle described in Section 2.3 for the exceptions raised
implicitly by the instructions’ execution. Java bytecode also has class initializers,
i.e., the one-time initialization procedures of a class’s static fields, invoked when
the first object of a class is allocated by a JBC instruction new. If some exception
is raised inside the initializer, the JVM captures it, and raises an Exception-
InInitializerError. Thus, BIR adds a special instruction, called mayinit, to
indicate that at that point a class initializer may be invoked.

Figure 2.12 shows all implicit exceptions that are currently supported by the
BC2BIR transformation [11], and the associated assertion. For example, the trans-
formation inserts a notnull assertion before any instruction that might raise a
NullPointerException, such as an access to a reference. If the assertion holds, it
behaves as a nop, and control flow passes to the next instruction. If the assertion
fails, control flow is passed to the exception handling mechanism.

Next, we give a short overview of the BC2BIR transformation. It translates a
complete JBC program into BIR by symbolically executing the bytecode using an
abstract stack. This stack is used to reconstruct expression trees and to connect
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Assertion Exception
[notzero] ArithmeticException

[checkbound] ArrayIndexOutOfBoundsException
[checkstore] ArrayStoreException
[checkcast] ClassCastException

[mayinit] ExceptionInInitializerError
[notneg] NegativeArraySizeException

[notnull] NullPointerException

Figure 2.12: Implicit exceptions supported by BIR, and associated assertions

instructions to their operands. As we are only interested in the set of BIR instruc-
tions that can be produced, we do not discuss all details of this transformation. For
the complete transformation algorithm we refer to [26].

The symbolic execution of the individual instructions is defined by a function
BC2BIRinstr that, given a program counter, a JBC instruction and an abstract stack,
outputs a set of BIR instructions and a modified abstract stack. In case there is no
match for a pair of bytecode instruction and stack, the function returns the Fail
element, and the algorithm aborts. The function BC2BIRinstr is defined as follows.

Definition 8 (From JBC to BIR). Let AbsStack ∈ expr∗. The rules defin-
ing the instruction-wise transformation BC2BIRinstr : N × JbcInstr × AbsStack →
(BirInstr∗ ×AbsStack) ∪ {Fail} from JBC into BIR are given in Figure 2.13.

As a convention, we use square brackets to distinguish BIR instructions from
their JBC counterpart. The variables tk are new and are introduced by the trans-
formation.

Input Output
pop ∅
push c ∅
dup ∅
load lk ∅
add ∅

Input Output
nop [nop]
if p [if e pc’]
goto p [goto pc’]
return [return]
vreturn [return e]

Input Output
div [notzero e2]
athrow [throw e]
new C [mayinit C]
getfield f [notnull e]

Input Output
store lj [lj:=e] or [tk:=lj;lj:=e]
putfield f [notnull e;FSave(pc,f,as);e.f:=e′ ]
invokevirtual n [notnull e;HSave(pc,as);tk:=e.n( . . .)]
invokespecial n [HSave(pc,as);tk:=new C( . . .)] if n=C

[notnull e;HSave(pc,as);tk:=e.n( . . .)] otherwise

Figure 2.13: Rules for BC2BIRinstr
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JBC instructions if, goto, return and vreturn are transformed into corre-
sponding BIR instructions. The new instruction is different from [new C()] in
BIR, it produces only a [mayinit] for static initialization of C. As mentioned
above, object allocation in BIR happens at the same time as initialization, i.e.,
when the constructor is called. The getfield f instruction reads a field from the
object reference at the top of the stack. This might raise a NullPointerException,
therefore the transformation inserts a [notnull] assertion.

The store x instruction produces one or two assignments, depending on the
state of the abstract stack. Instruction putfield f outputs a set of BIR instruc-
tions: [notnull e] guards whether e is a valid reference; then the auxiliary func-
tion FSave introduces a set of assignment instructions to temporary variables; fol-
lowed by the assignment to the field (e.f). Similarly, instruction invokevirtual
generates a [notnull] assertion, followed by a set of assignments to temporary
variables – represented as the auxiliary function HSave – and the call instruction
itself. The transformation of invokespecial can produce two different sequences
of BIR instructions. In the first case, there are assignments to temporary variables
(HSave), followed by the instruction [new C] which denotes a call to an object
constructor C. The second case is the same as for invokevirtual.

Figure 2.14 shows the JBC and BIR versions of method boolean odd(int) from
Figure 2.6. The different colors show the collapsing of instructions by the trans-
formation; the underlined instructions are the ones that produce BIR instructions.
The BIR method has a local variable (l0) and two newly introduced variables (t0
and t1). Notice that the argument for the method invocation and the operand to
the [if] instructions are reconstructed expression trees. The [notnull] instruc-
tion asserts that a NullPointerException can potentially be raised in the program
point 3. The [mayinit] instruction shows that class ArithmeticException can
be initialized at that program point.

2.5 Compositional Verification of Control Flow Properties

In this section we illustrate the utility of the extracted CFGs by briefly describing
the application and context that motivated the algorithms and tools presented in
Chapters 3 and 4. However, we should stress that the extracted CFGs are also
useful for other types of program analyses, such as [34, 9, 78].

Gurov et al. developed a technique for the verification of control flow based
temporal safety properties, using CFGs as a program model [35]. The properties
are specified in Simulation Logic, which is the (safety) fragment of the modal µ-
calculus [53] without diamond modalities and least fixed points. The correctness
of the verification results is therefore only guaranteed for models that are sound
w.r.t. this class of properties. The framework has been extended to also support
the more intuitive (linear-time) temporal logic Weak LTL, which is the (safety)
fragment of LTL [66] that uses the weak version of the until temporal operator.

With the technique of [35] one can thus verify properties over sequences of
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public static boolean odd(int n)
Java bytecode BIR

0: iload_0
1: ifge 12 0: if ( lx >= 0) goto 5
4: new ArithmeticException 1: mayinit ArithmeticException
7: dup
8: invokespecial 2: t0 :=

ArithmeticException() new ArithmeticException()
3: notnull tO

11: athrow 4: throw tO
12: iload_0
13: ifne 18 5: if (lx != 0) goto 7
16: iconst_0
17: ireturn 6: return 0
18: iload_0
19: iconst_1
20: isub 7: mayinit EvenOdd
21: invokestatic even(int) 8: t1 := EvenOdd.even(lx - 1)
24: ireturn 9: return t1

Figure 2.14: Comparison between instructions in method boolean odd(int)

method invocations and exceptions, using the CFGs extracted with the algorithms
presented here. Examples of useful properties are: “Exception X will only be caught
by a certain method M”, “If exception X is thrown, the first invoked method must
be the state-restoring method M”, and “Exception X is always caught within the
method that raised it, or by its caller method.”

The technique is tailored for compositional verification, but can also be used in
a non-compositional setting. It decouples the global correctness of a system from its
implementation; the correctness is relativized over its components’ local specifica-
tions. A global property is checked over a maximal control flow graph, constructed
from the software components’ properties, and interfaces. A maximal control flow
graph for a given property is the CFG that simulates any CFG that satisfies the
property. Then, the verification of the local properties over the implementation of
each component guarantees the global correctness.

Now we present the compositional verification technique. Let ψi be the spec-
ification of a software component i, and Ii its interface. A maximal control flow
graph for the pair is denoted asMax(ψi, Ii). Also, let Gi be the control flow graph
from a given component, k be the number of components for an arbitrary system,
and φ be a global property. The compositional verification principle is presented
as the following proof rule, with k + 1 premises.
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G1 � ψ1 . . .Gk � ψk
⊎
i=1,...,kMax(ψi, Ii) � φ⊎

i=1,...,k Gi � φ
The CFG of a complete program, as defined in Section 2.2, is the disjoint union

of the CFGs from its components. Thus, the principle states that the program’s
control flow graph satisfies the global specification if the latter is satisfied by the
system’s composed maximal control flow graph, and if each component’s CFG sat-
isfies its local specification.

The verification technique is implemented as CVPP [40], a tool set for the
(compositional) verification of JBC programs w.r.t. temporal safety properties of
sequences of method invocations, and exceptions. CVPP is wrapped by Pro-
MoVer [74, 73], a tool that automatically encapsulates the verification steps.

In CVPP/ProMoVer, the compositional verification principle gives rise to
two parallel tasks: (i) the verification of local properties over CFGs from methods,
and (ii) the verification of the global property over the maximal control flow graph.
The local properties of software components are structural, i.e, reason about the
CFG structure (Def. 5). The global property is behavioural, i.e., reasons about the
CFG behaviour (Def. 6). The two independent tasks are executed as follows.

(i) Check Gi |= ψi for i = 1, . . . , k: (a) extract CFGs Gi for each component, and
(b) model check Gi against ψi. CFGs are represented as finite automata, and
verified by means of standard finite-state model checking.

(ii) Check
⊎
i=1,...,kMax(ψi, Ii) |= φ: (a) for all method specifications ψi and

interfaces Ii, construct maximal flow graphs Max(ψi, Ii), (b) compose the
graphs, resulting in the maximal control flow graph GMax, and (c) model
check GMax against the global property φ. For (c), the behaviour of GMax is
represented as a push-down system (PDS), and a PDS model checker is used.

The verification of a complete Java bytecode program may be performed non-
compositionally over the extracted CFGs, instead of computing the maximal flow
graphs. The first step is the extraction of the program’s CFG. Next, the CFG
is used to construct a push-down system (PDS) that represents the induced CFG
behaviour, following the operational semantics from Definition 6. Finally, CVPP
verifies the temporal property of interest against the PDS by using a standard PDS
model checker [50, 69].

Example 5 (Verification of Complete Programs). Suppose we wish to verify whether
the program in Figure 2.7 will never abort because of an uncaught Arithmetic-
Exception. The following formula in Weak LTL expresses this property, where G
is the temporal operator globally (or always). The formula essentially states that
program control never reaches a return point of method main tagged with the given
exception type:

φ1 = G ¬(main ∧ r ∧ ArithmeticException)
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CVPP extracts the CFG from the program, and creates a PDS that represents
its behaviour. Both the PDS and φ1 are inputs to the PDS model checker. The
checker establishes that φ1 does not hold for the CFG behaviour. A counter-example
produced by the checker exhibits a run that violates φ1: initially main invokes odd,
then odd throws, but does not catch, an ArithmeticException, the exception is
then propagated to main, and finally causes its exceptional termination.

Now suppose we wish to check whether whenever even is the first method in-
voked by main, then the program cannot abort because an ArithmeticException
is not caught. The following Weak LTL formula expresses this property, where W is
the standard temporal operator weak until:

φ2 = (main W even)→ G¬(main ∧ r ∧ ArithmeticException)

Again, CVPP feeds φ2 and the PDS into the model checker, which shows that
φ2 holds for the behaviour induced by the CFG from the program in Example 2.

CVPP/ProMoVer also support the verification of incomplete systems. For
example, assume that one wants to verify an incomplete Java bytecode system with
k components. However, the component i (1 ≤ i ≤ k) is missing. Still the global
correctness of the system can be verified by the task (ii). The local correctness of the
available components can be verified immediately. The only pending verification
task would be the local verification of Gi |= ψi, which is postponed until the arrival
of component i.

The mentioned scenario applies for systems that depend on a component pro-
vided by a third-party. For instance, an ATM system where a component is provided
in the smart card inserted by the user. One can verify in advance a system’s global
property, and the local properties of the available components. The pending task
is the verification of the component in the smart-card, which is light-weight, and
can be delayed until the user arrives to the ATM. If the verification fails, then the
ATM denies any transaction.

Example 6 (Verification of Incomplete Programs). Let’s suppose that the program
in Example 1 is incomplete, and let’s remove the code of method even in Figure 2.6.
Still, one may establish global properties over the composed model, and local prop-
erties over the CFGs extracted from the available methods. The pending task is
the verification of the unavailable method even, which is performed once its code
is provided.

We specify even with the interface Ieven = ({even}, {odd}, {}). It declares that
the method may call itself or odd, and does not propagate any exceptions. We
define informally the local property ψeven for the missing method as “after calling
odd, even must terminate normally”, and construct the maximal CFG for ψeven
and Ieven. Also, we extract the CFGs from the available methods main and odd, In
this specific example, the method graphs for available methods are the same as in
Figure 2.8. Then, we compose them with the maximal CFG for even.
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We verify the global property φ2 once again, now in the set-up with unavailable
code. It is checked against the composed model, and it turns out to hold. Thus,
once the implementation of even is provided, we simply extract its CFG, and check
it against the local property ψeven. If it holds, the correctness of the program is
established w.r.t. φ2.

Let us now consider another global property φ3, defined informally as “A method
invoked by even cannot raise a ClassCastException”. The property is checked over
the same composed model. However, φ3 does not hold since neither the interface,
nor the local property restrict a ClassCastException from being raised by even;
the restriction is for the propagation of the exception. Thus, even may call itself,
raise the exception, but catch it locally. Still, it may be a false positive: once
the code of even becomes available, we may extract its CFG, refine the previously
extracted CFGs, compose them, and re-check the property.

2.6 Weak Simulation on Models

The results presented here follow closely Milner [61], adapted to initialized models
and thus to CFGs. As usual, in the context of a transition relation→, we shall write
pi

l→ pj to denote (pi, l, pj) ∈→. Also, we use ε to label silent edges (instead of τ
used in Milner [61], to be consistent with our notation for models). The transition
relation→ induces a weak labelled transition relation in the standard fashion, where
β 6= ε:

=⇒ def= ε→
?

β=⇒ def= =⇒ β→ =⇒
The notion of weak simulation on models is based on the standard notion, but

requires an additional agreement on the atomic propositions.

Definition 9 (Weak Simulation on Models). Let (Mp,Ep) and (Mq,Eq) be two
initialized models, with Mp = (Sp, L,→p, A, λp) and Mq = (Sq, L,→q, A, λq), and
let R ⊆ Vp × Vq. Then R is a weak simulation if for all (pi, qi) ∈ R the following
conditions hold:

1. λp(pi) = λq(qi);

2. if pi =⇒ pj then there is qj ∈ Vq such that qi =⇒ qj and (pj , qj) ∈ R;

3. if pi
β=⇒ pj then there is qj ∈ Vq such that qi

β=⇒ qj and (pj , qj) ∈ R.

We say that q weakly simulates p if (p, q) ∈ R for some weak simulation relation R.
We also say that (Mq,Eq) weakly simulates (Mp,Ep) if for every p ∈ Ep there is
q ∈ Eq such that q weakly simulates p.

The following proposition (again in the style of [61]) allows for more compact
simulation proofs.
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Proposition 1. Let (Mp,Ep) and (Mq,Eq) be two initialized models, withMp =
(Sp, L,→p, A, λp) andMq = (Sq, L,→q, A, λq), and let R ⊆ Vp × Vq. Then R is a
weak simulation if for all (pi, qi) ∈ R the following conditions hold:

1. λp(pi) = λq(qi);

2. if pi
ε→ pj then there is qj ∈ Vq such that qi =⇒ qj and (pj , qj) ∈ R;

3. if pi
β→ pj then there is qj ∈ Vq such that qi

β=⇒ qj and (pj , qj) ∈ R.

Thus, to prove weak simulation, it suffices to show that every strong transition
of the first model is matched by a correspondingly labelled weak transition of the
second model.

2.7 Hierarchical Coloured Petri Nets

We now introduce Coloured Petri Nets, the model used in the verification technique
presented in Chapter 5 for checking the correct synchronization with condition
variables. The technique and theoretical results are presented informally. Thus,
here we briefly describe and illustrate the CPN concepts, and refer to [45, Chapters
4,6] for the formal definitions.

Petri Nets (PN) are bipartite directed graphs where nodes are either places,
visually represented as ellipses, or transitions, represented as rectangles. Arcs con-
nect places to transitions, and vice versa. A place contains a non-negative number
of tokens, which we refer to as its marking. A PN configuration consists of a dis-
tribution of tokens over the places, and it is also commonly referred to as a net
marking. We remove the ambiguity along the thesis, and use the term ‘marking’
only when referring to places.

A transition is enabled if all its incoming places are marked, i.e., there is at least
one token in all its input places. An enabled transition may fire, i.e., atomically
consume tokens from the input places and produce tokens on the output places.
The choice of which of the enabled transitions fires is non-deterministic.

Inhibitor arcs extend PNs by enabling a transition if their incoming places are
empty. Or equivalently, they ‘inhibit’ a transition if they are marked by a token.
These arcs are useful for testing emptiness of a place, meaning, for example, the
exhaustion of some resource. Inhibitor arcs are depicted with a bubble, instead of
an arrow. PNs with inhibitor arcs are more expressive, and reachability becomes
generally undecidable. However, if a PN with inhibitor arcs is bounded, meaning
that there exists a finite upper-bound for the tokens in the net, then reachability
is still decidable [14]. In this thesis we extract bounded nets; thus we still stay in
the decidable fragment.

Hierarchical Coloured Petri Nets [42] extend plain PNs with data. They declare
colour sets, and assign one for each place. Transitions are enabled if all input places
contain at least one token of the same colour as the incoming arc. CPNs generalize
standard PNs. That is, a PN is simply a CPN with a single colour.
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Figure 2.15: A hierarchical CPN representing the flow of passengers

CPNs provide a modular concept called subpage for the declaration and instan-
tiation of components, which is analogous to subroutines in procedural languages.
A subpage receives and returns tokens on its in- and out-port places, similarly to a
procedure receiving parameters and returning a value. We depict ports as doubly
outlined ellipses with the direction indicated on the lower corner. The instantiation
of a subpage is modelled as a substitution transition (ST), and is analogous to a
procedure invocation. It has incoming and outgoing arcs from and to its in- and
out-socket places, which are assigned to matching in- and out-ports, respectively,
in the subpage. STs are depicted as doubly outlined rectangles, with instantiated
subpage name on the bottom.

Finally, fusion places are another modular concept, which are analogous to
global variables. These enable the instantiation of the same place in several STs,
and are graphically represented with a centralized rectangle with the place’s name.

Example 7 (Hierarchical Coloured Petri Net). Figure 2.15 shows a hierarchical CPN
net that models a flow of passengers on an airplane. Passengers are separated into
two categories: VIP, which have higher priority to board, and NORMAL, which have
low priority. Upon boarding, the airline increments the number of passengers, so it
can provide the exact amount of meals. After boarding, there is no distinction of
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treatment between the passengers w.r.t. being served a meal, or exiting the plane.
Despite being an over-simplified model, the CPN contains all concepts mentioned
above, and we now explain them.

The CPN contains two pages. The first is the Queue top page, which defines
the queuing and boarding of passengers. The services provided to the passengers
after they have boarded are modelled with the substitution transition Service, which
has Boarded and Landed as in- and out-sockets, respectively. The subpage Service
models the passengers’ service and landing. For simplicity, the subpage has been
named to the ST that instantiates it, just like its in- and out-ports have been named
to the in- and out-sockets that they are assigned to.

The colour set CLIENT defines the two passenger types. VIP passengers queue
in the High Priority place and are initially fifteen, as denoted by its marking on
the top; NORMAL passengers are queued in the Low Priority place, with marking
containing fifty five NORMAL tokens. The Board High transition is enabled as long
as there are tokens in High Priority, while Board Low is disabled by the inhibitor arc.
Moreover, whenever either of the transitions is enabled, it adds a token of colour
FOOD to the fusion place Meals. Notice that the place is present in both Queue
and Service, and represents the same entity. That is, the addition or removal of a
token from Meals in one of the pages is reflected in the other.





Chapter 3

CFG Extraction from Complete
Programs

This chapter presents the two-phase transformation from (complete) Java bytecode
programs into control flow graphs, using the BC2BIR transformation, presented in
Section 2.4. First we define the extraction function of CFGs from BIR, which we
call Gbir. Next, we outline the correctness proof of this indirect algorithm: CFGs
extracted with BC2BIR ◦ Gbir structurally simulate CFGs extracted with the Gjbc
algorithm, presented in Section 2.3. We illustrate the proof by presenting one
interesting case, and refer to the complete proof in Appendix A. We conclude by
presenting the proof strategy, which shows that CFGs extracted indirectly from a
JBC program simulate the program behaviour.

The work presented in this chapter has been published in [7, 8].

3.1 Extraction of CFGs from BIR

The extraction algorithm that generates a CFG from BIR iterates over the instruc-
tions of a method. It uses the transformation function Gbir that takes as input
a program counter, an instruction and the exception table of a BIR method, and
outputs a set of edges.

To define Gbir, we introduce some auxiliary functions, which are similar to the
ones introduced for the direct extraction (in Section 2.3). As a convention, we
use bars (e.g., N̄) to differentiate the corresponding functions from the direct, and
indirect algorithms.

The auxiliary function k̄pc,x
Γb[m] returns the first handler (if any) for the exception

of type (or a subtype of) x at position pc. The function χ̄i returns the exceptions
associated with an instruction i, as presented in Figure 2.12. The function H̄pc,x,l

m

queries the function k̄ for exception handlers in the control point pc for the exception
type x: if there is any, it returns two edges: one from a normal to an exceptional
control node, and one from the exceptional node to the normal node tagged with

39
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the handler’s initial control point; otherwise, it returns an edge to an exceptional
return node. The function also receives a label l as argument, which may be ε, or
a method signature.

The extraction is parametrized on a virtual method call resolution algorithm α,
in the same fashion as the Gjbc algorithm presented in Section 2.3. The function
resα(n’) uses α to return a safe over-approximation of the possible receivers to
a virtual invocation of a method with signature n’, or the single receiver if the
signature is from a non-virtual method (e.g., a static method).

Let Γb be the environment modeling the BIR representation of a program P,
and Bb be the body of some method Γb[m]. Following the definitions for a JBC
program in Section 2.3, we define for BIR the CFG of a class as the disjoint union
of the CFGs of the methods in the class, and the CFG of a program as the disjoint
union of all CFGs of the classes in the program, as follows.

Definition 10 (CFG Extraction from BIR). The instruction-wise extraction func-
tion Gbir : (Method-Ref × Addr × BirInstr) → P(Vm × Lm × Vm) is defined
by the rules in Figure 3.1. The method graph for m is defined as Gbir(m) =⋃

(p,i)∈Bb G
m,p,i
bir . The control flow graph for the program is defined as Gbir(Γb) =⋃

{m|Γb[m]∈Γb} Gbir(m).

We subdivide the definition of Gbir into two parts. The intra-procedural analysis
extracts for every method an initial CFG, based solely on its instruction array, and
its exception table. Based on these CFGs, the inter-procedural analysis computes
the functions N̄ pc,n

m , which return exceptional edges for exceptions propagated by
calls to method n. The functions for inter-dependent methods are thus mutually
recursive, and are computed in a fixed-point manner.

First, we describe the rules applied by the intra-procedural analysis. Assign-
ments, [nop] and [mayinit] add a single edge to the next normal control node.
The conditional jump [if expr pc’] produces a branch in the CFG: control can
go either to the next control point, or to the branch point pc’. The unconditional
jump goto pc’ adds a single edge to control point pc’. The [return] and [return
expr] instructions generate an internal edge to a return node, i.e., a node with the
atomic proposition r. Notice that, although both nodes are tagged with the same
pc, they are different because their sets of atomic propositions are different.

The BIR transformation provides the static type staticT (expr) of the exception
raised by [throw expr], and we soundly over-approximate the possible types of
expr to all its subtypes. The extraction produces an exceptional edge for each
type, followed by the appropriate edge derived from the exception table.

The rule for assertion instructions produces a normal edge, for the case that the
implicit exception is not raised, and an edge to the exceptional node tagged with
the exception type (as defined in Figure 2.12), together with the appropriate edge
derived from the exception table.

The extraction rule for a constructor call ([new C]) produces a single normal
edge, since there is only one possible receiver for the method call. In addition, we
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Figure 3.1: Extraction rules for control flow graphs from BIR

also produce an exceptional edge, because a NullPointerException [58, § 6.5] is
potentially raised.

The extraction rule for method calls is similar to that of the direct extraction:
we assume that an appropriate virtual method call resolution algorithm is used,
and we add a normal edge for each possible receiver returned from resα.

Next, we describe the inter-procedural analysis. In all program points where
there is a method invocation, the function N̄ pc,n

m adds exceptional edges, relative
to exceptions propagated by called methods. It analyzes whether the CFG of an
invoked method n contains an exceptional return node. If it does, then function
H̄pc,x,n
m verifies whether the exception of type x is caught in position pc. If so, it

adds two edges: one labelled with the signature of the called method n, showing
that it has terminated with an uncaught exception, and a second edge showing
the transfer of control to the exception handler. Otherwise it adds an edge to
an exceptional return node. In the latter case, the propagation of the exception
continues until it is caught by some caller method, or there are no more methods
to handle it. This is similar to the process described by Jo and Chang [47], who
also present a fixed-point algorithm to compute the propagation edges. It checks
the pre-computed call-graph to determine at which control points the invocations
are made to a method propagating a given exception. If there is a suitable handler
for that exception, it adds the respective handling edges, and the process stops.
Otherwise, the computation proceeds.
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3.2 Correctness of CFG Extraction

This section discusses the correctness proof of the CFG extraction algorithm. We
start by pointing out that the operational semantics of BIR has been defined in [26].
Moreover, it has been proven that there is a semantic-preserving relation between
the terminating traces for the same program in JBC and BIR. However, our algo-
rithm is defined purely syntactically, thus we do not use BIR’s correctness result.

We prove correctness indirectly, using as a reference the idealized direct extrac-
tion algorithm Gjbc defined in Section 2.3. Gjbc is based directly on the semantics of
Java bytecode, but assumes an oracle to predict the exceptions that can be thrown
by each instruction. We exploit this idealized algorithm by proving that given a
JBC program, the CFG produced by our extraction algorithm (Gbir◦BC2BIR) struc-
turally simulates the CFG produced by the direct extraction algorithm (Gjbc). We
then reuse a result established previously by Huisman et al. [39, Theorem 1] that
structural simulation entails behavioural simulation. As explained in Section 2.3,
the latter result is stated over slightly different, but equivalent, definitions of CFG
and CFG behaviour, and thus the result applies in our setting as well. By transi-
tivity of simulation we conclude that the behaviour induced by the CFG extracted
by Gbir ◦ BC2BIR simulates the JVM behaviour of the original program.
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Figure 3.2: Schema for CFG extraction and correctness proof

Figure 3.2 summarizes our approach. Notice that CFG behaviour is an induced
notion, which gives rise to infinite state spaces. Thus, our approach of proving
(finite) structural simulation and reusing the result from [39] is much more economic
than proving behavioural simulation.

We sketch here the overall proof of structural simulation, and discuss two cases
(for the ThrInst and RetInst groups) in full detail. The remaining cases are
given in Appendix A. Before discussing the proof sketch, we first introduce some
terminology and make some relevant observations.
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Preliminaries for the Correctness Proof The BC2BIR transformation may
collapse several bytecode instructions into a single BIR instruction. We divide the
JBC instructions into two sets: the producer instructions, i.e., those that produce at
least one BIR instruction in function BC2BIRinstr, and the auxiliary ones, i.e., those
that produce none. This division can be deduced from Figure 2.13 (on page 29).
For example, store and invokevirtual are producer instructions, while add and
push are auxiliary.

We partition the bytecode instruction array into bytecode segments. These are
sub sequences delimited by producer instructions. Thus, each bytecode segment
contains zero or more contiguous auxiliary instructions, followed by a single pro-
ducer instruction. Equivalently, we may say that a segment is defined by an optional
basic block [2] and a subsequent producer instruction. Such a partitioning exists
for all bytecode programs that comply to the Java Bytecode Verifier (see Section
2.1). All methods in such programs must have goto, return, or athrow as the last
(reachable) instruction, which are producer instructions. Therefore, there can not
be contiguous (reachable) instructions that are not delimited by a producer.

Each bytecode segment is transformed into a set of contiguous instructions by
BC2BIR. We call this set a BIR segment, which is a partition of the BIR instruction
array. There exists a one-to-one mapping between bytecode segments and the BIR
segments, which is also order-preserving. Thus, we can associate each instruction,
either in the JBC or BIR arrays, to the unique index of its correspondent bytecode
segment. Figure 2.14 (on page 31) illustrates the partitioning of instructions into
segments. Method odd has eight bytecode (and BIR) segments, as indicated by the
distinct shades. Producer instructions are underlined.

In the definition of the direct extraction algorithm in Figure 2.10 (on page 24),
one can observe that all auxiliary instructions give rise to an internal transfer edge
only. This implies that the sub-graphs for any segment extracted in the direct
algorithm will start with a path-like graph of internal transfer edges of the same
length as the number of auxiliary instructions, followed by the edges generated for
the producer instruction. Let p be the position for the first auxiliary instruction,
and q the position of the producer instruction. We illustrate the pattern for this
path-like graph below.

◦pm
ε→ ◦succ(p)

m
ε→ ◦succ(succ(p))

m
ε→ . . . ◦q

m

It is easy to see that every path-like graph is weakly simulated by some reflexive
edge ◦pc

m =⇒ ◦pc
m . Therefore, for simplicity we present the proof for the case where

p = q. That is, for JBC segments without auxiliary instructions.
Another important observation is about the mapping between control addresses

between the JBC and the BIR representations. A control address q from a branching
instruction (e.g., goto q or ifeq q) or from an exception handler is always mapped
to the first control address (let’s call it pc) of the corresponding BIR segment that
q belongs to. This is necessarily the case because either q contains a producer
instruction, which will generate a set of sequential BIR instructions with smallest
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control address being pc, or it contains an auxiliary instruction, which will be
collapsed into the BIR instructions when the first JBC producer instruction is
processed, also having pc as the control address with smallest index.

Based on the observations above, our main theorem states that the method
graphs extracted using the indirect algorithm weakly simulate (see Definition 9)
the method graphs using the direct algorithm. The abstract stacks are omitted in
the proof, since examining the instructions is sufficient to produce the edges.

Theorem 2 (Structural Simulation of CFGs). Let Γ be the environment modeling
a well-formed JBC program Pjbc. Then (Gbir◦BC2BIR)(Γ) weakly simulates Gjbc(Γ).

Proof. (Sketch) Let m be a method signature and Γ[m] be the method’s definition
in Γ. Let p range over indices in the bytecode instructions array, pc over indices
in the BIR instructions array, ◦p,x,rm over control nodes in Gjbc(Γ[m]), and ◦pc,x,r

m

over control nodes in (Gbir ◦ BC2BIR)(Γ[m]). The control nodes are valuated with
two optional atomic propositions: x, which is an exception type, and r, which
is the atomic proposition denoting a return point. Further, let segJBC (m, p) and
segBIR(m, pc) be two auxiliary functions that return the segment index that a
JBC, or a BIR control address belongs to, respectively. Let s be the index of a
BIR segment. Function fst(s) return its first control address and oap(s,XR) return
the set of control addresses in s tagging a node with the non-empty set of optional
atomic propositions equal to XR.

We define the binary relation R as the union of two binary relations, as presented
in Definition 11, and show the relation to be a weak simulation in the standard
fashion, following Proposition 1 (page 35): for every pair of nodes in R, we first
show that the nodes have the same set of atomic propositions, and then match
every strong edge that has the first node as source, to a corresponding weak edge
that has the second node as source, so that the target nodes are again related by R.

Definition 11 (Relation Between CFGs nodes).

R
def= R1 ∪R2

R1
def= {(◦pm, ◦pc

m) | segJBC (m, p) = segBIR(m, pc) ∧ pc = fst(segBIR(m, pc))}

R2
def= {(◦p,XR

m , ◦pc,XR
m ) | segJBC (m, p) = segBIR(m, pc) ∧ pc ∈ oap(segBIR(m, pc),XR)}

Intuitively, the direct and indirect algorithms extract a similar branching struc-
ture for the same JBC code segment, differing in the occurrences of silent tran-
sitions. Therefore, R relates the first normal (source) nodes extracted by both
algorithms (i.e., R1), and a node from the direct algorithm tagged with a non-
empty set of atomic propositions to nodes extracted in the indirect algorithm with
the same set of atomic propositions (i.e., R2). Notice that the only case where
the indirect algorithm produces two distinct nodes with the same set of non-empty
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atomic propositions is for the case of method invocations, where a NullPointer-
Exception (N.P.E.) be raised in different control addresses: either by a [notnull]
or propagated by the callee method.

Let (◦pm, ?) ∈ R1 and let (◦p,rm , ?) ∈ R2 where ◦pm and ◦p,rm are control nodes
in Gjbc(Γ[m]) and ? is a control node in (Gbir ◦BC2BIR)(Γ[m]). We consider the two
cases separately. Let first (◦pm, ?) ∈ R1. The proof proceeds by case analysis on
the type of the producer instruction of the bytecode segment segJBC (m, p) giving
rise to ◦pm. The cases follow the subsets of Java bytecode instructions presented
in Figure 2.9, which share the same extraction rule in the direct algorithm for its
instructions. We rely on the notation to indicate that two nodes have the same set
of atomic propositions.

We now present the case for ThrInst. Let X be the set of all possible excep-
tion types for an instance of the idealized throw X, which is the single instruc-
tion in ThrInst. Then X ⊆ {x|x <: staticT (e)} for the corresponding instance of
[throw e]. That is, the set of possible exceptions in the indirect extraction soundly
over-approximates the set X since any exception x ∈ X is necessarily a subtype of
staticT (e). Let x ∈ X.

The direct extraction for the throw instruction produces two edges if there is a
suitable handler for the exception x in position p. Otherwise, it produces a single
edge, whose sink node is an exceptional return node:

Gm,p,throw x
jbc =

{
{◦pm

ε→ •p,xm , •p,xm
ε→ ◦qm} if there is a handler

{◦pm
ε→ •p,x,rm } otherwise

The transformation BC2BIRinstr returns a single instruction. Then, similarly to Gjbc,
the Gbir function produces either one, or two edges:

BC2BIRp,athrow
instr = [throw e]

Gm,pc,[throw e]
bir =

{
{◦pc
m

ε→ •pc,x
m , •pc,x

m
ε→ ◦pc’

m } if there is a handler
{◦pc
m

ε→ •pc,x,r
m } otherwise

Then ? = ◦pc
m since pc = fst(s). In the case where there is an exception handler

for x in p and pc, the edge ◦pm
ε→ •p,xm is matched by the corresponding weak edge

◦pc
m =⇒ •pc,x

m . Then also (•p,xm , •pc,x
m ) ∈ R since segJBC (p) = segBIR(m, pc) and

pc ∈ oap(s, {x}). That is, pc tags a node where the set XP = {x}. Actually, for
this case there is only one node since pc is the only control address in the segment.
Further, there is the edge •p,xm

ε→ ◦qm, which is matched by •pc,x
m =⇒ ◦pc’

m , and again
(◦qm, ◦

pc’
m ) ∈ R since segJBC (m, q) = segBIR(m, pc’) and pc’ = fst(segBIR(m, pc’)).

That is, pc’ is the first control address on its code segment.
In the case where there is no exception handler for x, the only edge is ◦pm

ε→
•p,x,rm , which is matched by ◦pc

m =⇒ •pc,x,r
m . Moreover, (•p,x,rm , •pc,x,r

m ) ∈ R since
segJBC (p) = segBIR(m, pc) and pc ∈ oap(s, {x, r}). That is, pc tags the node
where the set XP = {x, r}, which concludes the case.
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Let now (◦p,rm , ?) ∈ R2. The proof proceeds with the RetInst set, the only
type of the producer instructions of the bytecode segment segJBC (m, p) giving rise
to ◦p,rm . All return instructions are producer instructions. However, the direct algo-
rithm does not produce edges for them, but simply adds the atomic proposition r
to the normal sink nodes tagged with the address of the return instruction. Let p
be the address of the return instruction. The transformation BC2BIRinstr returns a
single instruction, applied to which Gbir produces a single edge:

BC2BIRp,return
instr = [return expr]

Gm,pc,[return expr]
bir = {◦pc

m
ε→ ◦pc,r

m }

In this case we have to relate ◦p,rm via R2 rather than via R1. Then ? = ◦pc,r
m since

segJBC (p) = segBIR(m, pc), and pc ∈ oap(s, {r}). That is, pc tags the only node
where the set XP = {r}. Since there is no outgoing edge from ◦p,rm , this concludes
the case of return instructions and the whole proof.

3.3 The ConFlEx Tool for Complete Programs

The concrete, indirect extraction algorithm is implemented as our CFG extraction
tool ConFlEx [31]. It uses Sawja [37], a library for the static analysis of Java
bytecode programs. Sawja features the most popular virtual method call resolution
algorithms, and the transformation from bytecode into BIR. However, the standard
implementation of Sawja only performs a syntactic transformation, and does not
compute the object types. We have instrumented the BIR transformation from
Sawja to compute the most generic object type. Thus, we can estimate soundly
the type of explicit exceptions.

ConFlEx implements the extraction rules from Figure 3.1 (on page 41), in-
cluding the computation of exception propagation. Currently the extraction is fine-
tuned for the particular variant of control flow graphs, presented in Definition 2.
However, it can be extended to support other formalizations with a relatively small
effort. Also, the control node addresses are relative to the BIR representation of
the analyzed program. Though possible, it requires a medium effort to implement
the mapping from the extracted CFG to the original JBC addresses.

We have evaluated the performance of ConFlEx. It is future work to also eval-
uate the precision of the extracted CFGs in terms of the ratio of spurious nodes, and
to experiment with different VMC resolution algorithms. To evaluate our tool, we
have applied it to a collection of real-world applications. The main criterion when
selecting these applications has been their size (number of instructions), without
verification in mind. We aimed to diversify the type of applications. For instance,
JFlex and Java-Cup are parsing tools, TJWS is a web server, and JExplorer is
an LDAP browser. In our evaluation we use the Rapid Type Analysis [10], which
provides the best balance between performance and precision [77]. All experiments
are done on a server with an Intel i5 2.53 GHz processor and 4GB of RAM. Meth-
ods from the API are not extracted; only classes that are part of the program are
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Table 3.1: Statistics for ConFlEx

Program
# of # of BIR Intra-Procedural Inter-Procedural

JBC BIR time # of # of time # of # of time

instr. instr. (ms) nodes edges (ms) nodes edges (ms)

Jasmin 30930 10850 524 20595 20937 262 27267 27717 35

Java-Cup 31958 13174 679 24263 24549 262 32031 32449 43

TJWS 33653 13129 423 32333 34325 515 71218 78233 354

JFlex 53474 20433 1191 39429 40035 675 53956 54777 102

JXplorer 186644 77536 1129 150495 154583 21450 332366 344095 2036

Xowa 713160 294339 77468 716362 719534 146019 5741597 5865206 396437

Soot 1345574 516404 64856 1081297 1081962 4055987 14307406 14319126 3665739

considered. Table 3.1 shows statistics about the analyzed programs, the size of the
produced CFGs and the extraction times.

BIR time stands for the translation of the JBC program into the BIR represen-
tation, which is executed after the virtual method call resolution. The translation
time is close to linear in the number of JBC instructions, in all cases except for
the code of the Xowa web browser. Also, we can observe that the number of BIR
instructions is less than 42% of that of bytecode instructions, for all cases. The
average number of nodes produced in the intra-procedural computation is roughly
twice the number of BIR instructions. That is, about half of the control nodes
are exceptional nodes, which is a consequence of the over-approximation of the
exceptional flow.

We can also observe that, on average, the computation time for intra- and
inter-procedural analysis grows proportionally with the number of BIR instructions.
However, this growth depends heavily on the number of exceptional paths in the
analyzed program. Surprisingly, the inter-procedural analysis, which is a fixed-
point computation, showed in practice to only take a fraction of the computation
time of the intra-procedural analysis, with Xowa again being the only exception.
We conjecture that the deviation for Xowa is caused by a more significant presence
of exceptional flows in its implementation.

We do not provide comparative data with other extraction tools such as Soot [82]
or Wala [41], since this would demand the implementation of extraction rules cor-
responding to ours, but from their intermediate representations. However, experi-
mental results from Sawja [37] show that it outperforms Soot in all tests w.r.t. the
transformation into their respective intermediate representations, and outperforms
Wala w.r.t. virtual method call algorithms. Thus, our extraction algorithm clearly
benefits from using Sawja and BIR.
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3.4 Discussion

In this section we describe some implications of our algorithm for control flow
graph extraction. First, we address its precision, and the supported subset of
implicit exceptions. Then, we speculate on the extraction of control flow graphs
from multi-threaded programs.

3.4.1 Precision of the Extraction
The work presented in this thesis focuses on the soundness of the CFG extraction
algorithm. As usual for static analyses, soundness (often also referred to as safety)
comes at the expense of precision. Still, we conjecture that the CFGs extracted
by our algorithm are the most precise ones that can be obtained when abstracting
from all non-exceptional data and relativizing on an (externally provided) sound
virtual method call resolution algorithm. While a formal proof of this conjecture is
beyond the scope of this thesis, we provide below some intuitive justification.

In our analysis, exceptions are the only data type considered. However, the
potential occurrence of implicit (runtime) exceptions depends heavily on program
data. For instance, whether an ArithmeticException is raised because of a division
by zero, or whether an ArrayIndexOutOfBoundsException is raised because of an
array access with an invalid index, depends on the instruction’s operands. Our
extraction algorithm does not consider such data, therefore it necessarily over-
approximates the implicit exceptions of every Java bytecode instruction to the ones
it may potentially raise, as defined in the JVM specification [58]. The necessary
information for this is obtained from the assertions (see Figure 2.12) introduced by
the BIR transformation.

However, the processing of explicit exceptions in our extraction algorithm uses
type analysis to infer the possible exception types for a given athrow instruction.
The symbolic execution performed by the BIR transformation analyzes the operand
stack, and associates a variable with the raised exception. We over-approximate
the exception types of a given [throw e] to its static type and all subclasses of the
static type.

As explained above, both extraction algorithms are parametrized by a sound
virtual method call resolution algorithm. Thus, the indirect extraction algorithm
inherits the imprecision of the virtual method call resolution algorithm. This may
negatively impact the size of the extracted CFGs by adding superfluous call edges;
moreover, these call edges may give rise to additional exceptional nodes and edges,
caused by the propagation of exceptions by the callee sites.

The primary utility of our CFGs is the verification of control flow based tempo-
ral safety properties. This allows the CFG extraction to abstract from most of the
data. This design choice gives rise to a comparatively lightweight approach that
is both efficient and easy to be shown sound. Still, our extraction algorithm can
benefit from finer data flow analyses such as null pointer analysis [75] or symbolic
execution [51], provided that these analyses are also proven to be sound. Further-
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more, the latter technique is envisaged in [72], as the means to extract CFGs with
symbolic data.

3.4.2 Exceptions Supported by the Extraction

As explained in Section 3.1, the concrete extraction algorithm Gbir◦BC2BIR extracts
CFGs soundly, considering all explicit exceptions, i.e., raised by athrow, and a
subset of the implicit exceptions (Figure 2.12). Here we clarify which exceptions
are supported, and discuss the implications of supporting the full set of exceptions.

We define as implicit exceptions all those exceptions raised by the Java Vir-
tual Machine, either asynchronously, by signaling an internal error in the JVM
implementation (VirtualMachineError), or synchronously, because of a linking er-
ror (LinkageError), the exhaustion of some resource (e.g., OutOfMemoryError), or
an abnormal instruction execution, e.g., a division by zero (ArithmeticException).

Many implicit exceptions are raised during the execution of a particular instruc-
tion. However, there are also implicit exceptions that depend on the JVM execution
settings (e.g., allocated memory), its implementation, or the hosting machine. All
these exceptions are subtypes of the class java.lang.Error, which according to
the Java specification [58] represent severe problems, and applications should not
try to recover from them. The goal of our tool is to extract models for typical
software engineering processes, such as formal software verification. Adding excep-
tions relative to the execution environment, which can be raised virtually at any
control point, would result in bloated CFGs that do not contribute to the goal of
verification. Therefore, our algorithm does not support implicit exceptions that are
subtypes of Error. The single outlier is ExceptionInInitializerError since it
is not raised by an environment anomaly, but due to an exception raised by the
execution of a class initializer.

On the other hand, the implicit exceptions caused by abnormal execution of
an instruction are supported. Demange et al.[26] have made a careful analysis of
the official Java specification, and encode exceptions by means of BIR assertions.
Currently, IllegalMonitorStateException is the only unsupported exception. It
is intrinsic to concurrent programs, and does not impact the algorithms described in
this paper, which are defined for sequential programs. Nevertheless, our algorithm
can be easily adapted to accommodate this, or any potentially new exception that
newer versions of BIR may support by means of assertions.

We conclude by mentioning that our tool, ConFlEx, supports the full set of
exceptions, as defined in the standard Java API. However, the user must explicitly
indicate that API methods are part of the analyzed program since the parsing and
extraction of such methods impact the analysis time and the CFGs’ size. Therefore,
the default setting is to skip API methods. In that case, if an API method is invoked
inside a program, the tool still considers the exceptions listed in the throws clause
of the method declaration (as illustrated by Figure 2.8, where the parseInt method
declares that it may propagate a NumberFormatException).
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3.4.3 Multi-threaded Control Flow
The definitions and algorithm presented above concern only sequential control flow.
However, ConFlEx can also be used to analyze concurrent programs, by extracting
CFGs from individual threads: the user simply has to provide the thread’s entry
method as an argument, which invariably is the run() method from a subtype of
Runnable. However, at present the produced CFGs do not take into account the
interaction between the threads. Thus, a natural extension of our framework and
tool would be to support a richer program model that captures the relevant aspects
of concurrency.

In previous work Huisman et al. define a notion of CFGs for multithreaded
programs [39, Definition 9]. It considers the following primitives for thread syn-
chronization in JBC programs: thread spawning and joining, lock acquiring and
releasing, and wait, notify, and notifyAll.

The definition presents certain difficulties for the sound CFG extraction from
Java bytecode. The major one is that it requires the sets of threads and locks
to be finite. However, Java allows unbounded creation of objects, thus an un-
bounded number of threads and locks. Hence, a strategy is needed to soundly
over-approximate the sets of threads and locks used in the program.

A first approach to over-approximate the set of threads would be to abstract
all threads of the same type (i.e., that are instances of the same class) into a
single representative. Though this is a safe over-approximation, i.e., all threads
are represented as their classes, it may be too imprecise for verification purposes.
For instance, a spurious violation of mutual exclusion is reported when two (or
more) threads of the same type are abstracted into the same representative, and
the abstract thread enters a critical section.

The situation with locks is similar. A simple example with two threads (possibly
not from the same type) sharing two locks shows that a deadlock would not be
detected. Let us assume that each tread must hold both locks to enter the critical
section. If locks are over-approximated into a single representative, a thread that
acquired one lock is abstracted as having both. This hides a potential deadlock,
where each thread holds only one of the locks, but blocks while waiting for the
other lock to be released.

One can refine the above idea by abstracting into a user-provided upper bound
of representative threads and locks per type. This would rule out the most common
spurious errors, and provide a higher precision as the bound increases. However,
further investigations are needed to define strategies for providing such an upper
bound for common practical cases.

3.5 Related Work

Java bytecode has several aspects of an object-oriented language that make the
extraction of control flow graphs complex, such as inheritance, exceptions, and
virtual method calls. Therefore, in this section we discuss the work related to
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extracting CFGs from object-oriented languages. To the best of our knowledge, for
none of the existing extraction algorithms a correctness proof has been provided.

Zhao [86] presents an initial formal definition of CFGs for Java bytecode pro-
grams. However, there is no formal definition of an extraction algorithm, only a
description of the relevant aspects of the transformation from JBC to the control
flow graphs. Among these, the paper considers exceptions and describes how ex-
ceptions are handled. However, it does not discuss how they are raised, or how to
estimate the exception type.

Sinha et al. [70, 71] propose a control flow graph extraction algorithm for both
Java source and bytecode, which takes into account explicit exceptions only. The
algorithm performs first an intra-procedural analysis, computing the exceptional
return nodes caused by uncaught exceptions. Next, it executes an inter-procedural
analysis to compute exception propagation paths. This division is similar to how
our algorithm analyses exceptional flows, using a slightly different inter-procedural
analysis. However, the authors do not discuss how the static type of explicit ex-
ceptions is determined by the bytecode analysis, whereas we get this information
from the BIR transformation. Moreover, the use of BIR allows us to also support
(a subset of the) implicit exceptions.

Jiang et al. [46] extend the work of Sinha et al. to C++ source code. C++
has the same scheme of try-catch and exception propagation as Java source, but
without the finally blocks, or implicit exceptions. This work does not consider
the exception types. Thus, it heavily over-approximates the possible flows by con-
necting the control points with explicit throw within a try block to all its catch
blocks, and considering that any called method containing a throw may terminate
exceptionally. Instead, our work considers the exception types, and thus produces
finer CFGs. Moreover, it tells which exceptions can be raised, or propagated from
method invocations.

Choi et al. [16] use an intermediate representation from the Jalapeño com-
piler [13] to extract CFGs with exceptional flows. The authors introduce a stack-
less representation, using assertions to mark the possibility of an instruction raising
an exception. This approach was followed by Demange et al. when defining BIR,
and proving the correctness of the transformation from bytecode. As a result, our
extraction algorithm, via BIR, is very similar to that of Choi. We differ by defining
formal extraction rules, and proving its correctness w.r.t. the behaviour.

Several algorithms about the resolution of virtual method calls exist in the
literature. The most popular ones are Class Hierarchy Analysis (CHA) [25, 79] and
Rapid Type Analysis (RTA) [77, 79]. In the former, the sets of possible method
call receivers are built by simply looking at the inheritance relations between the
classes; in the latter, by considering the instantiation of objects. CHA is widely
used because of its simplicity and performance, although it is not precise. RTA
is considered to provide a good trade-off between performance and accuracy of
the results. Both algorithms rely on code analysis. Nevertheless, in a modular
scenario a VMC must be resolved despite the absence of some components. Thus,
we introduce MCA in in Section 4.2, which is essentially a simplification of CHA,
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and over-approximate the receivers soundly by using the class hierarchy only.
Jo and Chang [47] construct CFGs from Java source code by computing normal

and exceptional flows separately. An iterative fixed-point computation is then used
to merge the exceptional and the normal control flow graphs. Our exception prop-
agation computation follows their approach; however, the authors do not discuss
how the exception type is determined. Also, only explicit exceptions are supported;
in contrast, we determine the exception type and support implicit exceptions by
using the BIR transformation.

Recently, Mihancea and Minea [60] presented jModex, a tool for the extraction
of finite-state models from Java web applications that are tailored for the model
checking of security properties. In contrast to ConFlEx, their tool does not fully
support virtual method calls, nor exceptional flow.

Finally, we cite Bandera [17, 28] as a pioneering tool to generate abstract models
from Java source programs for model checking. It contains several features, such
as output for multiple model checkers, and some static analyses, such as slicing. In
comparison to ConFlEx, Bandera is a versatile tool, which provides an integrated
framework to program checking. The work mentions the support of exceptions
as future work. However, we could not find other references about exceptions in
further publications about Bandera.



Chapter 4

CFG Extraction from Incomplete
Programs

In this section we generalize the previous definitions, to handle incomplete Java
bytecode systems. First, we extend the formal JVM framework described in Sec-
tion 2.1 to represent unavailable software components as user-provided interfaces.
Next, we generalize the indirect algorithm presented in Section 3.1 to modularly
extract CFGs from the available components. That is, the algorithm extracts the
method graphs for the available methods, and resolves the inter-dependencies in-
volving missing methods by using the provided interfaces.

Eventually the missing components will be instantiated, and the program will
become complete. Thus, we define constraints over the arrival of components that
preserve properties established over the CFGs that were extracted when the pro-
gram was incomplete. We conclude by showing that if the newly arrived components
comply to the defined constraints, then the CFGs extracted with the modular al-
gorithm from an incomplete program are sound over-approximations of the CFGs
extracted from any complete system assembled from it. Therefore, the safety prop-
erties verified over the CFGs still hold.

We conclude by describing the extension of ConFlEx and Sawja for analyzing
incomplete programs. We re-evaluate the tool over some test cases.

The work presented in this chapter has been published in [33].

4.1 Incomplete Java bytecode programs

Software systems are typically created by the assembly of several components. Each
software component provides specialized functionalities to other components, and
defines how the interaction occurs by providing an interface. We call an incomplete
system (or program) any software system which has all its components defined, but
the implementation of at least one of the components is missing.

53
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We model incomplete JBC programs as open environments, as presented in
Figure 4.1. Most of the definition is similar to Definition 2.3 of closed environments
for complete programs. For instance, Γo is defined as the union of the partial
mappings from names to its classes, interfaces, and methods. Also, the mappings
ΓIo and ΓCo are defined exactly as ΓI and ΓC , respectively.

ΓIo : Interface-Name ⇀

〈
interfaces : set of Interface-Name
method : set of Interface-Method-Ref

〉

ΓCo : Class-Name ⇀

〈 super : Class-Name,
interfaces : set of Interface-Name
fields : set of Field-Ref

〉

ΓMo : Method-Ref ⇀

〈
code : (Addr× Instruction)∗
handlers : Handler∗

〉
Γo = ΓIo ∪ ΓCo ∪ ΓMo

Figure 4.1: Open environment of a JBC/BIR program

The most notable difference is the partial mapping from names to method im-
plementations, ΓMo . First, the code array allows the existence of methods with
empty bodies, representing the missing components. For such methods, the def-
inition of ΓMo [m].handlers has a different interpretation than ΓM [m].handlers.
Each handler determines one exception type that can never be propagated by the
missing method, when it becomes available. Here, the addresses are irrelevant since
the definition applies to the whole method body.

Open environments model the BIR version of incomplete programs in the same
way as closed environments model the complete BIR programs. We use this com-
mon modeling of BIR programs to again define the CFG extraction indirectly, with
the syntactic transformation of JBC into BIR as the one presented in Section 2.4.
In this chapter, we focus on the extraction of CFGs from the BIR representation.

We now formally define two concepts that have been previously explained. The
first is the type hierarchy, presented in Definition 12. It is simply defined as the
union of the partial maps that contain the definitions of data types, i.e., classes
and interfaces. The type hierarchy gives rise to the definition of the exceptions
set, as presented in Definition 13. These definitions are necessary for defining the
extraction algorithm for incomplete programs, presented in the following section.

Definition 12 (Type Hierarchy). Let ΓIo and ΓCo be partial maps from interface
and classes names, respectively, to their attributes. The Java type hierarchy is
defined as L = ΓCo ∪ ΓIo.
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Definition 13 (Exceptions Set). Let L be a given class hierarchy. We define
Any = {c ∈ L | c <C : java.lang.Throwable}, which represent the exceptions type
in a given open environment.

4.2 The oG Extraction Algorithm

In this section we present a modular CFG extraction algorithm that receives an
open environment, and produces CFGs for the available components. It is a gener-
alization of the Gbir algorithm for complete programs, presented in Section 3.1.

The extraction is also defined for BIR programs. Once again, the motivation
to use BIR is its support for exceptions. The transformation from JBC to BIR is
purely syntactic. Thus the mapping between an open Java bytecode environment
into an open BIR environment is trivial: the partial maps ΓIo and ΓCo are the same
for both environments, and the mapping ΓMo is the result of the transformation
BC2BIR for each available method.

We define the transformation function oG as follows.

Definition 14 (CFG Extraction from Incomplete BIR). The instruction-wise ex-
traction function oG : (Method-Ref × Addr × BirInstr) → P(Vm × Lm × Vm) is
defined by the rules in Figure 4.2. The method graph for m, s.t. |Γo[m].code| > 0, is
defined as oG(m) =

⋃
(p,i)∈Γo[m] oGm,p,i. The control flow graph for the incomplete

program is defined as oG(Γo) =
⋃
{m|Γo[m]∈Γo} oG(m).

The extraction rules for CFGs are very similar to the ones presented Figure 3.1.
In fact, the rules for instructions that only depend on intra-procedural information
(a method’s own instructions and exception handlers table) are the same in both
algorithms. This is the case for all instructions, except the ones that execute
method calls: NewObject and MethodCall. The differences to the algorithm for
complete programs are the resolution of virtual method calls, and the propagation
of uncaught exceptions. We highlight with a darker shade the affected instruction-
wise extraction rules, and auxiliary functions in Figure 4.2.

The Gbir algorithm for complete programs is parametrized by a sound VMC
resolution algorithm. However, standard VMC algorithms, such as the Rapid Type
Analysis (RTA) [10], are defined for complete programs only, and may provide
unsound estimation in the absence of code. We therefore fix the VMC resolution
algorithm of oG to our Modular Class Analysis (MCA), which is a generalization
of the Class Hierarchy Analysis (CHA) [25]. MCA soundly over-approximates the
set of possible receivers to a VMC as the methods with the same signature (ns)
from subtypes and from the closest super-type of the static type (C) that are either
provided or declared to be missing (given by function dom).

The other modification concerns the function N that computes the control flow
caused by exception propagation. The definition of N contains two cases: the first
one is when the called method is available in the current open environment Γo. Here,
we proceed in the same fashion as with the analysis of complete programs. That
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MCA(C.ns) =


{ c′.ns | c′ is the closest super-type s.t. c′.ns ∈ dom(ΓM )}

∪ { c.ns | c <: C ∧ c.ns ∈ dom(ΓM ) } if call is virtual

{ C.ns } otherwise

Hpc,x,l
m =

 { (◦pc
m , l, •pc,x

m ), (•pc,x
m , ε, ◦pc’

m ) } if kpc,x
Γ[m] = pc’ 6= 0

{ (◦pc,x
m , l, •pc,x,r

m ) } if kpc,x
Γ[m] = 0

N pc,n
m =


⋃
{x|•pc’,x,r

n ∈Vn}H
pc,x,n
m if ΓM [m] is available⋃

x∈Any−Γmo [n].handlersH
pc,x,n
m otherwise

oGpc,i
m =



{(◦pc
m , ε, ◦pc+1

m )} if i ∈ Assignment

∪ {[nop]}

{(◦pc
m , ε, ◦pc+1

m ), (◦pc
m , ε, ◦pc’

m )} if i = [if expr pc’]

{(◦pc
m , ε, ◦pc’

m )} if i = [goto pc’]

{(◦pc
m , ε, ◦pc,r

m )} if i ∈ Return⋃
{x|x<:staticT(expr)}H

pc,x,ε
m if i = [throw expr]

{(◦pc
m , ε, ◦pc+1

m )} ∪ Hpc,χ̄i,ε
m if i ∈ Assertion

{(◦pc
m , C, ◦pc+1

m )} ∪ Hpc,N.P.E.,ε
m ∪N pc,C

m if i ∈ NewObject⋃
n∈MCA(n’){(◦

pc
m , n, ◦pc+1

m )} ∪ N pc,n
m if i ∈ MethodCall

Figure 4.2: Extraction rules for incomplete programs

is, for each exceptional return node in the called method’s CFG (which denotes a
propagated exception), we add a set of edges relative to handling or propagation of
the exception, as computed in H.

The second case is when the called method is missing. The analysis of excep-
tional flow in this scenario is more complex because the set of exceptions that a
method can raise depends on the instructions from the method. Thus it is im-
possible to determine in advance the exact exception types that a missing method
may propagate. One could suggest that the user guarantees by contract the set of
the possible exceptions a method can raise, and verify the set upon the arrival of
the missing method. However, this approach is too restrictive since it forces the
user to annotate the set of propagated exceptions even before the method code is
implemented. We chose a dual approach instead.
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We conservatively over-approximate the set of propagated exceptions by a miss-
ing method. First, we assume this to be the set Any of all exception types. Then,
the user may annotate a set of exceptions that the missing method cannot prop-
agate, defined in Γmo [n].handlers. Thus, the set of the exceptions that a missing
method can propagate is defined as Any − Γmo .handlers. Notice that the user-
provided annotation assists the automatic extraction to over-approximate the set
of propagated exceptions to the least possible set, and as a consequence to produce
more compact CFGs.

4.3 Correctness Proof

The main purpose of the extraction algorithm for incomplete systems is to extract
CFGs from the available components of incomplete JBC programs that are sound
over-approximations of CFGs extracted for any instantiation of the unavailable
code. CFGs that have this property preserve the verification of temporal safety
properties, as illustrated in Example 6 (on page 33). Further, the extraction defi-
nition allows the extracted CFGs to be refined incrementally as more component
code becomes available, until completion of the system.

Theoretically, both purposes are supported through a refinement pre-order on
open environments, as defined below. Notice that closed environments for complete
programs are simply open environments where all method bodies are provided, and
are thus minimal w.r.t. the pre-order.

Both the definition of the refinement relation, and the formal proofs about
the property preservation are long and contain many details. Therefore, in this
section we summarize the definitions and formal arguments for helping the reader’s
comprehension. We refer to Appendix B for the full account.

Definition 15 (Environment Refinement). Let Γo and Γo′ be open environments.
We say that environment Γo refines environment Γo′ , written Γo � Γo′ , if the
following conditions hold:

(i) method references, class names and interface names defined in Γo′ must
also be in Γo;

(ii) an interface in ΓI contain the same methods, and extend a subset of the
interfaces in ΓI′ ;

(iii) classes in ΓC have the same super-class, implement a subset of the interfaces
of the same classes in ΓC′ ;

(iv) a method in Γo′ must have a superset of the handlers of Γo′ if it is unavail-
able in both environments, it must have the same code and handlers if it is
implemented in both environments, or the method implementation Γo cannot
propagate exceptions declared in Γo′ .handlers, where it was unavailable.

We say that Γ implements Γo whenever Γ � Γo and Γ is closed.
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The refinement of a method which is unavailable in both the original and the
refined environments entails that in Γo it propagates at most the same set of excep-
tions as in Γo′ . Thus, a CFG extraction from Γo′ must over-approximate the set of
propagated exceptions involving the method. In a refinement where a method is im-
plemented in both environments (second case of (iv)), there cannot be changes; oth-
erwise, the method graph extracted from Γo′ would not soundly over-approximate
the method graph from Γo. The refinement of an unavailable method in Γo′ , which
is implemented in Γo, simply guarantees that it respects its interface w.r.t. propa-
gated exceptions.

Now we enunciate the theorems that, combined, entail that the CFGs extracted
from incomplete JBC programs soundly over-approximate the CFGs for the com-
mon methods (i.e., methods available in incomplete program) if the refinement
relation holds. Again, we refer to Appendix B for the full account.

The following result establishes monotonicity of CFG extraction w.r.t. refine-
ment. We show that method CFGs extracted from a refined environment are sub-
graphs of the CFGs extracted from the original open environment.

Theorem 3 (Containment of CFGs). Let Γo and Γo′ be open environments, and m
be the signature of a method available on both. Then Γo � Γo′ implies oG(m,Γo) ⊆
oG(m,Γo′).

The following result states that, when applied to closed environments, the algo-
rithm for open environments reduces to the one for closed environments with MCA
as the virtual method call resolution algorithm.

Theorem 4 (CFG equality). Let Γ be a closed environment, and GMCA
bir be the

instantiation of Gbir with MCA. Then GMCA
bir (Γ) = oG(Γ).

These results ensure soundness of the CFG extraction w.r.t. temporal safety
properties, by virtue of several results established earlier [5, 35]. First, subgraph
inclusion of CFGs entails structural simulation between the CFGs. Next, structural
simulation in turn entails behavioural simulation ([35, Th. 36]). Third, temporal
safety properties are preserved (backwards) under behavioural simulation ([35, Cor.
17]). These three results guarantee preservation of temporal safety properties un-
der refinement of open environments. Together with the soundness result for Gbir
established in [5] and Theorem 4 above, we obtain soundness of oG.

As more code becomes available, not only the temporal safety properties that
were already verified over the previously extracted CFGs are guaranteed to still
hold if the CFGs are re-extracted (and thus, refined), but new properties can
be established. The problem of potential false positives, intrinsic to sound over-
approximation, can thus be alleviated through CFG re-extraction. We have de-
signed our framework in a way that the intra-procedural analysis is preserved, as
long as the implementation is not changed. Therefore, the incremental analysis
upon the arrival of previously unavailable code produces a refined model due to
fewer over-approximations w.r.t. exceptional flow.
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4.4 The ConFlEx Tool for Incomplete programs

We have extended the ConFlEx tool presented in 3.3 to support the definitions
for incomplete programs. Now we present the implementation details, and the tool
re-evaluation over another set of test cases.

We have tailored Sawja in several parts. The main enhancement was on the
BC2BIR transformation, to provide an accurate estimation of the possible exception
types raised by the BIR instruction [throw]. In the standard implementation of
Sawja, the BC2BIR transformation does not consider the program’s class hierarchy.
It only performs a syntactic transformation, and associates java.lang.Object to
expressions and variables of non-primitive types. We altered the symbolic execution
of BC2BIR to associate types to variables and expressions. Also, in operations
involving non-primitive types, we compute the type as the common super-type
between the operands. This is a conservative estimation of the actual type, but
still sound for modular set-ups.

We have implemented the newly-introduced definitions as modules in Sawja.
The module DefCFG represents and manipulates CFGs, as presented in Definitions
3 and 5. We wrote it as a separate module to make ConFlEx independent from a
single CFG definition. This facilitates in the future to support other CFG defini-
tions. The OpenEnv module implements the representation of an incomplete Java
bytecode system as an open environment, following the definitions in Figure 4.1.
The environment is represented by a structure containing three associative maps,
representing ΓIo, ΓCo , and ΓMo . The module also implements the check of the refine-
ment relation, following the rules in Figure B.1.

The module MCA implements the virtual method call resolution algorithm for
incomplete systems. The algorithm over-approximates the set of possible receivers
to a virtual call as presented in Section 4.2: the set of all methods with same
signature, and from a subclass, of the invocation instruction’s operand. We have
adapted the code of the Class Reachability Analysis (CRA), native from Sawja,
to implement MCA.

The interfaces for the missing components are provided as a combination of Java
annotations [64], and dummy methods containing a single return instruction. The
use of Java annotations allows us to set the granularity of components to method-
level. Moreover, Sawja conveniently provides built-in support for the manipulation
of Java annotations.

The dummy methods are necessary because the annotations must be associated
to a method in the .class file. Java programmers may question the choice of using
dummy methods instead of abstract methods. The reason is that abstract methods
are only allowed inside abstract classes, which in turn cannot be instantiated. I.e.,
an available component cannot create objects of an abstract class. Compilers see
this as an error, and do not generate the .class for an available component. We
have defined the GhostComponent annotation template, containing the mandatory
annotations for the missing methods. The user must compile a .class file with the
code in Figure 4.3, and put it into each directory containing an annotated method.
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import java.lang.annotation.*;

@Retention(value = RetentionPolicy.CLASS)
@Target(value = {ElementType.CONSTRUCTOR,ElementType.METHOD})
public @interface GhostComponent
{
String[] req_meths();
String[] handlers();
}

Figure 4.3: The GhostComponent annotation

The user annotates an unavailable method by adding a custom GhostComponent
annotation immediately before the declaration. The field req_meths is an array of
strings specifying the methods declared to be invoked in the method code. The
field handlers is an array of strings specifying which exceptions the user declares
that the missing method will never propagate when its code becomes available.
The standard built-in annotations Retention and Target define the levels of vis-
ibility and granularity of the annotation, respectively. The former states that the
annotation is only visible in the class file, but not at run-time; this suffices for
our purposes. The latter determines that methods (including constructors) are the
elements that can be annotated.

Figure 4.4 shows examples of annotated missing methods. Figure 4.4a presents
the annotation of method even’s interface, as mentioned in Example 6: the method
may only call odd, or itself, and may not propagate exceptions. Figure 4.4b presents
a more general example, which provides the required method with fully-qualified
method name, and lists the three types of exceptions that the missing method
cannot propagate.

By default, ConFlEx does not consider methods from the standard Java library
(API) to be part of the program, and it does not extract their CFGs. The tool only
considers the client program, which is the code that the user explicitly declares to
belong to the program by setting the path to its .class files. The client code must
contain an entry method main. ConFlEx assumes that calls to methods from the
API are side-effect free. That is, there cannot be call-backs, which are calls within
the API methods to methods from the client program. Also, we assume that API
methods can only propagate exceptions declared in the throws field of the method’s
declaration. The user can alter ConFlEx’s assumptions w.r.t. API methods by
explicitly declaring the standard API to be a component of the program. However,
the Java standard API is large, and the consequence are unnecessarily large CFGs.

We have introduced in Section 4.1 the set Any of all exception types in an
open environment, and have presented it in Definition 13 as all the subtypes of
java.lang.Throwable. In practice, we can filter out exception types that cannot
be raised because they are neither referenced in the code, nor in the interfaces. We
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@GhostComponent(
handlers={ "any" },
req_meths={ "odd(int)" }

)
public boolean even(int n) {};
}

(a) Annotation of method even

@GhostComponent(
req_meths = {
"java.lang.String packA.classB.metC(int[],packD.classE)"
},
handlers = {
"java.lang.NullPointerException",
"java.lang.ArithmeticException",
"UserDefinedExceptionA",
}

)
public String myExampleMissing(String a) {

return a;
}

(b) Example of an annotated dummy method

Figure 4.4: Annotation of missing methods

compute Any as the union of: (a) exceptions represented by the BIR assertions
(Figure 2.12); (b) user-defined exception classes; and (c) exceptions declared as
potentially throwable by the API methods.

ConFlEx implements the caching of the intra-procedural analysis. The caching
has two benefits. First, it allows to check if the refinement relation holds between
two versions of the program. Second, it allows the incremental extraction of newly
provided components, in contrast to an entire new intra-procedural analysis. This
is valid even if an open environment is not a refinement of another, as long as
ConFlEx is executed with the same configuration options. The feature exploits
the fact that the computation of the intra-procedural analysis is preserved when the
implementation of a method is not altered. Still, ConFlEx recomputes the entire
inter-procedural analysis, so that the control flow caused by propagated exceptions
is over-approximated as little as possible.

ConFlEx creates an XML file and a text file for caching of previous analyses.
The XML file stores the results from the intra-procedural analysis: the CFG, the
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set of propagated exceptions, and method calling points. The file with the data
cached data structure is presented in Appendix C. ConFlEx uses the external
library XML-Light [62] for parsing the XML files. The text file contains the options
used in the tool execution. This is required to check whether two versions of the
program have been analyzed in the same set-up.

We re-validate ConFlEx by using real-world Java applications to mimic in-
complete Java bytecode systems. We replace the implementation of some of the
classes with annotated methods. Then, we re-introduce the implementations incre-
mentally, to mimic the arrival of code. We choose three large, existing complete
JBC applications, that have already been used as test cases in Section 3.3: Jasmin
version 2.4 [59]; JavaCUP version 11a beta [38]; JFlex version 1.4.3 [52].

In the initial configuration, we replace the implementations of the methods of
four classes with annotated methods. We perform the analysis of the resulting in-
complete environment and cache the intra-procedural analysis. Next, we refine the
incomplete program by re-inserting three of the four classes removed in configura-
tions 2 and 3. For the former we reuse the cached results from configuration 1, while
for the latter we perform a completely new analysis, for the purposes of assessing
the impact of caching intra-procedural results. Then, configuration 4 represents
the completion of the incomplete system from set 2. The next two configurations
5 and 6 are performed over the original complete programs, with MCA, and RTA.
to investigate the impact of the chosen VMC resolution algorithm on the size of
the resulting CFGs. Notice that configuration 6 is the same as the one presented
in Table 3.1 for complete programs. We have re-evaluated the test cases for Jas-
min, JavaCUP and JFlex in the same software and hardware set-up as the other
configurations, and thus to have comparable results.

In practice, we have generated the missing methods by replacing the actual
implementations with dummy methods, and GhostComponent annotations. The
req_meths field was annotated with the methods that are called in the actual
method implementation. The handler field was empty in all cases. That is, we
considered that the missing methods could potentially propagate any exception
in the Any set. The missing classes in Scenario 1 are: ClassFile, InsnInfo,
Scanner and parser for Jasmin; NFA, SemCheck, RegExp and IntCharSet for
JFlex; symbol_set, terminal_set, lalr_state and production for JavaCUP.
The missing classes in Scenarios 2 and 3 are: Scanner for Jasmin; NFA for JFlex;
production for JavaCUP.

Table 4.1 shows the experimental results. The considered data are: number of
JBC instructions; number of nodes and edges of the CFG after the inter-procedural
analysis; time of the intra-procedural analysis; and time for the inter-procedural
analysis. The tests have been made on an Linux system running in an Intel i3 2.27
GHz with 4GB of RAM.

We can draw several conclusions from the experimental results. First, we observe
that the number of unavailable components has a significant impact on the size
of the over-approximations. For instance, configuration 1, where four classes are
missing and thus has fewer instructions, produces larger CFGs than configurations
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Table 4.1: Experimental results for ConFlEx

Conf. VMC
Reused Missing # of # of # of Time (ms)
results classes instrs. Nodes Edges Intra Inter

Jasmin

1

MCA

no 4 25440 53467 54285 1256 339
2 yes 1 30377 35684 36228 291 109
3 no 1 30377 35684 36228 1540 104
4 yes 0 32223 34411 35052 49 104
5 no 0 32223 34411 35052 1554 85
6 RTA no 0 30930 27267 27717 690 35

Java-Cup

1

MCA

no 4 30042 76511 77345 1799 512
2 yes 1 33354 76798 77649 567 427
3 no 1 33354 76798 77649 2098 518
4 yes 0 35422 45455 46328 66 151
5 no 0 35422 45455 46328 2126 141
6 RTA no 0 31958 32031 32449 983 45

JFlex

1

MCA

no 4 52336 118414 119868 6396 877
2 yes 1 55972 77174 78678 960 631
3 no 1 55972 77174 78678 7227 407
4 yes 0 60417 72154 73175 115 181
5 no 0 60417 72154 73175 7219 177
6 RTA no 0 53474 53956 54777 1676 76

2 and 3, where a single class is missing. This can be explained partially by the
excessive over-approximation of the exceptional control flow.

Next, we see that the choice of VMC resolution algorithm has a serious impact
on the CFG size. For example, in the analysis of the complete JFlex, MCA (con-
figuration 5) produces 43% more nodes as compared to RTA (configuration 6). One
reason is that RTA performs reachability analysis and eliminates dead code, and
thus, the extraction is performed over fewer instructions. Further, a more precise
estimation of receivers to virtual calls results in fewer call edges. Consequently,
fewer nodes and edges relate to potentially propagated exceptions.

The caching of intra-procedural analysis, and consequent incremental extrac-
tion, leads to significant speed-up when compared to a whole new analysis. Also,
the fixed-point computation in the inter-procedural analysis proves to be light-
weight in practice, and contributes to a small fraction of the total time. This
makes ConFlEx suitable for extracting CFGs in a context where the verification
must be light-weight, such as in the ATM example mentioned in Section 2.5.
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4.5 Related Work

The work presented in this chapter combines several aspects of program analysis,
namely soundness w.r.t. sequences of method invocations and exceptions, precision
w.r.t. exceptional flow, and modularity and incrementally of the analysis of JBC.
To the best of our knowledge, no previous work has addressed all these aspects
together.

The present algorithm is modular in its essence. It analyzes components indi-
vidually, as long as the interfaces for the missing components are provided. This
strategy is described by Cousot and Cousot [18], and is called separate analysis.
However, a “pure” modular analysis, in the sense that each component is analyzed
in isolation, would not take advantage of the inter-dependencies among the avail-
able components, and can lead to excessive over-approximation of the exceptional
flow. In our case, we take inter-dependencies into account, and the isolated analyses
are made incrementally.

Bandera [28] is a pioneering tool to generate abstract models from Java source
programs. It is built on top of the Soot framework [54], and uses its intermediate
language Jimple, in a similar fashion as ConFlEx uses Sawja and BIR. It provides
several features, such as output for multiple model checkers, and some static anal-
yses. In comparison to ConFlEx, Bandera is a versatile tool, which provides an
integrated framework for program checking. However, it cannot analyze incomplete
programs, and it does not address exceptional flows.

Dagenais and Hendren [19] present partial program analysis (PPA), a technique
to build a typed intermediate representation from an incomplete program. It has
been implemented in Soot, and also uses Jimple as its IR. The technique performs
other analysis than control flow. Also, it is less restrictive and does not constrain the
class hierarchy. However, it is admittedly unsound. Wala [41], another framework
for the analysis of JBC, can also analyze partial programs. However, it ignores any
side-effects from calls to unavailable methods. Thus, it is also unsound.

Ali and Lhoták [1] present a modular algorithm to generate call graphs from
applications, without analyzing the API for possible call-backs. They assume that
the API was coded in separation, and does not have knowledge about the applica-
tion. Thus, call-backs are only possible to the application methods that overwrite
a method from the API. Unfortunately this assumption is not valid for unavailable
components, since developers have full knowledge of the application. The authors
validate their algorithm empirically over a set of benchmarks. Thus, there is no
formal argument about the soundness of their approach.

The generation of CFGs from incomplete programs shares similarities with the
extraction of so-called environments (not to be confused with program environ-
ments, as defined in Figure 2.3), which are models of the external behaviour as
perceived by the software component under analysis. One may see the extraction
of CFGs from the available components as similar to the environment generation
for the missing components. Tkachuk and Dwyer [80] extend Bandera for the com-
putation of environments, which are used for the modular model checking of soft-
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ware components. However, the generation of environments is not modular itself.
Tkachuk and Rajan [81] refine the previous approach by adding limited support for
exceptions, but admittedly producing unsound models.

Rountev [68] presents a technique to identify correctly side-effect free methods
in Java software. The approach is based on a class analysis, that determines the
possible classes which an object reference points to. In our work, we assume that
all the methods in the API libraries are side-effects free. Even though the described
approach differs from ours, it might be used to prove or disprove our assumption.
We could apply this technique preliminarily, before the extraction and analysis.
Also, possible side-effects might be added to the control flow graph extracted.

Several works propose different exception analyses. Our algorithm follows the
approach of Jo and Chang [47] to extract CFGs by decoupling the intra- and inter-
procedural analyses of exceptional control flow. However, they do not discuss im-
plicit exceptions, nor do they address virtual method calls. Li et al. [57] present a
framework for the extraction of CFGs and the model-checking of exceptional safety
properties. The CFG extraction does not compute inter-procedural exceptional
flow; instead, it uses a model checker to traverse the state space. This approach
requires exploration to be bounded, and is thus unsound.





Chapter 5

Verifying Synchronization with
Condition Variables

In this chapter, we define a formal verification technique, and show how to extract
and inspect a program model to verify a specific correctness property.

We present a technique to automatically verify the synchronization of concurrent
Java programs with condition variables, and its implementation as the STaVe tool.
The property of interest is defined as “If every thread synchronizing under the same
condition variables eventually enters its synchronization block, then every thread
will eventually exit the synchronization”. The property entails that no thread will
block indefinitely, waiting for a notification to resume the execution.

To support the verification, we propose the intermediate language SyncTask, a
simple imperative language for specifying parallel computations that synchronize
via condition variables. SyncTask programs can be extracted from Java programs.
To assist the full automation of the extraction for Java programs with bounded
data domains and numbers of threads, we propose an annotation language, and
require programmers to provide hints to STaVe in the form of annotations in this
language. We establish that for correctly annotated programs, the above-mentioned
property holds if and only if the corresponding SyncTask program terminates.

STaVe transforms the termination problem into a reachability problem on hi-
erarchical Coloured Petri Nets (as defined in Section 2.7), which is solved efficiently
by tools like CPN Tools. We define rules to extract nets from SyncTask programs,
and establish that a SyncTask program terminates if and only if its extracted
Coloured Petri Net always reaches a special set of dead configurations. Figure 5.1
summarized the approach.

We evaluate STaVe on two annotated Java programs by extracting SyncTask
programs and then their nets, and feeding the latter into CPN Tools.

The work described in this chapter is presented in [21].

67
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Annotated
Java

Program
Synctask
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Petri Net

OK / Fail

Extract
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Extract
CPN

Verify
Coloured
Petri Net

Figure 5.1: STaVe workflow to prove the correct usage of CVs

5.1 Overview of the Approach

In this section we illustrate our verification method by presenting the artifacts
that STaVe manipulates: an annotated Java program, its corresponding SyncTask
program, and Coloured Petri Net. We then describe the CPN analysis.

The Java program in Figure 5.2 implements a shared Buffer. Producer and
Consumer threads synchronize via the implicit monitor associated with the buffer
object b to add or remove elements, and wait if the buffer is full or empty, respec-
tively. Waiting threads are woken up by notifyAll after an operation is performed
on the buffer, and compete for the monitor to resume execution.

The annotations are provided in comment blocks, and delimit the expected
synchronization. The @syncblock annotations include the synchronized blocks to
the observed synchronization behaviour, and @monitor and @resource map local
references to global aliases. The annotation @resource above Buffer starts the
definition of a resource type, i.e., an abstraction of a data type that is accessed in
the synchronization. @value, @object and @capacity define the resource’s abstract
state, and @operation and @predicate define how the class methods operate on
the state. The @synctask annotation above main starts the declaration of locks,
CVs and resources, and @thread annotations add the following objects to the global
thread composition.

The SyncTask program in Figure 5.3 was automatically extracted by STaVe
from the Java program in Figure 5.2. The two thread types, Consumer and Pro-
ducer, preserve the synchronization behaviour, and the main block contains vari-
able declarations and initialization. The monitor annotation is unfolded into the
condition variable mon_cond and its associated lock mon_lock. buffer_els is a
bounded integer in the interval [0,1], and is initially set to 1. One Producer
and two Consumer threads are spawned with start. Note that some facts, such as
thread type and initial values were not annotated; they are inferred automatically
by STaVe.
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class Producer extends Thread {
Buffer buffer;
Producer(Buffer b){buffer=b;}
public void run() {
/* @syncblock

@monitor buffer->mon
@resource buffer:Buffer */

synchronized(buffer) {
while (buffer.full())

buffer.wait();
buffer.add();
buffer.notifyAll();

}
}

}

class Consumer extends Thread{
Buffer buffer;
Consumer(Buffer b){buffer=b;}
public void run() {
/* @syncblock

@monitor buffer->mon
@resource buffer:Buffer */

synchronized(buffer) {
while (buffer.empty())
buffer.wait();

buffer.remove();
buffer.notifyAll();

}
}

}

/* @resource @capacity cap
@object els->buf_els
@value els->buf_els */

class Buffer {
int els, cap;
/* @operation @inline */
void remove(){if (els>0)els--;}
/* @operation @inline */
void add(){if (els<cap)els++;}
/* @predicate @inline */
boolean full(){return els==cap;}
/* @predicate @inline */
boolean empty(){return els==0;}
/* @synctask Buffer

@monitor b->mon
@resource b->buf_els */

static void main(String[] s) {
Buffer b = new Buffer();
b.els = 1;
b.cap = 1;
/* @thread */
Consumer c1 = new Consumer(b);
/* @thread */
Consumer c2 = new Consumer(b);
/* @thread */
Producer p = new Producer(b);
c1.start();
p.start();
c2.start();

}
}

Figure 5.2: Annotated Java program

Figure 5.4 shows the page hierarchy (5.4a) of the CPN extracted from the Sync-
Task program in Figure 5.3, and samples three of its subpages at the initial config-
uration. The CPN is composed of several subpages, and the full hierarchical visual-
ization becomes cumbersome. Thus, we also present the complete non-hierarchical
version in Appendix D to give an intuitive notion of the program model.

The SyncTask_0 subpage is the top page in the hierarchy. It contains the com-
position of threads, and the places that represent global variables. The place Start
contains two tokens of colour Consumer, and one of colour Producer, representing
the spawned threads. The place End collects the tokens representing the termi-
nated threads, and is initially empty. The NotifyAll_Producer_0 subpage presents
the CPN component for the notifyAll construct. Among others, it contains the
fusion place mon_cond (also present in SyncTask_0), which represents the condi-
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Thread Producer {
synchronized(mon_lock){
while(buf_els==max(buf_els))
wait(mon_cond);

if(buf_els<max(buf_els))
buf_els=(buf_els+1);

else
skip;

notifyAll(mon_cond);
}

}

Thread Consumer {
synchronized(mon_lock){
while((buf_els==0))
wait(mon_cond);

if((buf_els>0))
buf_els=(buf_els-1);

else
skip;

notifyAll(mon_cond);
}

}

main{
Lock mon_lock();
Cond mon_cond(

mon_lock);
Int buf_els(0,1,1);
start(1,Producer);
start(2,Consumer);

}

Figure 5.3: SyncTask program extracted from annotated Java

tion variable with the same name. The While_Producer_0 subpage presents the
component for while. Among others, it contains the buffer_els fusion place (also
present in SyncTask_0), representing the global variable buffer_els. It has colour
INT0_1, denoting the variable bounds, and contains one token, representing that
the variable is initially full.

The analysis of the net (which we explain in Section 5.6) shows that there are
no cycles in its reachability graph, and it has a single dead configuration, with the
marking of End being three thread tokens. Thus, the program terminates for the
given initial values.

5.2 SyncTask

We present the precise definition of SyncTask, an intermediate language that has
been designed to specify synchronization schemes, and at the same time to enable
underlying verification mechanisms to establish properties about the synchroniza-
tion. SyncTask abstracts from most features of full-fledged programming languages.
For instance, it does not have objects, procedures, exceptions, etc. However, it fea-
tures the relevant aspects of thread synchronization. We now describe the language
syntax, types, and semantics.

5.2.1 Syntax and Types
The SyncTask syntax is presented in Figure 5.5. A program has two main parts:
ThreadType*, which declares the different types of parallel execution flows, and
Main, which contains the variable declarations and initializations, and defines how
the threads are composed, i.e., the static declaration of how many threads of each
type are spawned.

Each ThreadType consists of one or more adjacent SyncBlocks, which are mutu-
ally exclusive code blocks, guarded by a lock. A code block is defined as a sequence
of statements, which may even be another SyncBlock. Notice that this allows nested
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Figure 5.4: Sample of the hierarchical CPN extracted from SyncTask

SyncBlocks, thus enabling the definition of complex synchronization schemes with
more than one lock.

There are four primitive types: reentrant locks (Lock), condition variables (Cond),
booleans (Bool), and bounded integers (Int). Expressions are evaluated as in Java.
The boolean and integer operators are the standard ones, while max and min return
a variable’s bounds. Operations between integers with different bounds (overload-
ing) are allowed. However, an out-of-bounds assignment leads the program to an
error configuration.
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SyncTask ::= ThreadType* Main

ThreadType ::= Thread ThreadName { SyncBlock* }

SyncBlock ::= synchronized (VarName) { Block }

Main ::= main { VarDecl* StartThread* }

StartThread ::= start(Const,ThreadName);

VarDecl ::= VarType VarName(Expr*);

VarType ::= Int | Bool | Lock | Cond

Expr ::= Const | VarName | Expr ⊕ Expr

| max(VarName) | min(VarName)

Assign ::= VarName = Expr ;

Block ::= { Stmt* }

Stmt ::= Block | SyncBlock | Assign

| skip; | if Expr Stmt else Stmt

| while Expr Stmt | notifyAll(VarName);

| notify(VarName); | wait(VarName);

Figure 5.5: SyncTask syntax

Condition variables are manipulated by the unary operators wait, notify, and
notifyAll. Currently, the language provides only two control flow constructs:
while and if-else. These suffice for the illustration of our technique, while the
addition of other constructs is straightforward.

TheMain block contains the global variable declarations with initializations (Var-
Decl*), and the thread composition (StartThread*). A variable is defined by its type
and name, followed by the initialization, which is enclosed in parentheses. The num-
ber of arguments varies per type: Lock takes no arguments; Cond is initialized with
a lock variable; Bool takes either a true or a false literal; Int takes three integer
literals as arguments: the lower and upper bounds, and the initial value, which
must be in the given range. Finally, start takes a positive number and a thread
type, signifying the number of threads of that type it spawns.

5.2.2 Structural Operational Semantics
We now describe the structural operational semantics of SyncTask. It is designed
to provide an intermediate means to establish formal results between high-level
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programming languages and underlying verification mechanisms.
The semantic domains are defined as follows. Booleans are represented as usual.

Integer variables are triples Z×Z×Z, where the first two elements are the lower and
upper bound, and the third is the current value. A lock o is a pair (Thread_id ∪
{⊥})× N of the id of the thread holding the lock (or ⊥, if none), and a counter of
how many times it was acquired. A condition variable d simply stores its respective
lock, which is retrieved with the auxiliary function lock(d).

SyncTask contains only global variables and all memory operations are syn-
chronized. Thus, we assume the memory to be sequentially consistent [55]. Let
µ represent a program’s memory. We write µ[l 7→ v] to denote the update of a
variable l with a value v, and µ(l) denotes the value of l.

A thread state is either running (R) if the thread is executing, waiting (W ) if it
has put itself to sleep on a CV, or notified (N) if another thread has woken up the
sleeping thread. The state of threads inW or N also store the CV it is/was waiting
at, and the number of locks it must reacquire to proceed with the execution. The
auxiliary function waitset(d) returns the ids of all threads waiting on a CV d.

We represent a thread as (θ, t,X), where θ denotes its id, t denotes the exe-
cuting code, and X denotes its state. We write T = (θ, t,X)|(θ′, t′, X ′)| . . . for a
parallel thread composition. Also, T |(θ, t,X) denotes a thread composition, as-
suming that θ is not defined in T . A program configuration is a pair (T, µ) of the
threads’ composition and its memory. A thread terminates if the program reaches
a configuration where its code t is empty (ε); a program terminates if all threads
in its parallel composition terminate.

The initial configuration is defined by the declarations in Main. As expected,
the variable initializations set the initial value of µ. For example, Int i(lb,ub,v)
defines a new variable such that µ(i) = (lb, ub, v), lb ≤ v ≤ ub. The thread compo-
sition is defined by the start declarations. E.g., start(2,t); adds two threads of
type t to the thread composition: (θ, t, R)|(θ′, t, R).

Figure 5.6 presents the operational rules. For readability, we just present the
rules for the synchronization statements, as the rules for the remaining statements
are standard (see [15, § 3.4-8]). Side conditions are depicted with superscripts, and
their definition are presented at the bottom of the figure.

In rule [s1], a thread acquires a lock, if available, i.e., if it is not assigned
to any other thread and the counter is zero. The rules [s2] and [s3] represent
lock reentrance, and, respectively, increase and decrease the lock counter upon
entering and exiting a synchronized block. Rule [s4] applies to the computation of
statements inside synchronized blocks. In rule [s5], a thread finishes the execution
of a synchronized block, and relinquishes the lock.

In the [wt] rule, a thread changes its state to W , stores the counter of the CV’s
lock, and releases it. The rules [nf1] and [na1] apply when a thread notifies a CV
with an empty wait set; the behaviour is the same as for the skip statement. By
rule [nf2], a thread notifies a CV, and one thread in its wait set is selected non-
deterministically, and its state is changed to N . Rule [na2] is similar, but all threads
in the wait set are awaken. By the rule [rd], a thread reacquires all the locks it had
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[s1]a T |(θ, synchronized(o) b,R), µ −→ T |(θ, synchronized(o) b,R), µ[o 7→ (θ, 1)]

[s2]b T |(θ, synchronized(o) b,R), µ −→ T |(θ, synchronized(o) b,R), µ[o 7→ (θ, n+ 1)]

[s3]c
T |(θ, b, R), µ −→ T |(θ, ε, R), µ′

T |(θ, synchronized(o) b,R)), µ −→ T |(θ, ε, R), µ′[o 7→ (θ, n− 1)]

[s4]b
T |(θ, b1, R, µ) −→ T |(θ, b2, X, µ′)

T |(θ, synchronized(o) b1, R)), µ −→ T |(θ, synchronized(o) b2, X), µ′

[s5]d
T |(θ, b, R), µ −→ T |(θ, ε, R), µ′

T |(θ, synchronized(o) b,R), µ −→ T |(θ, ε, R), µ′[o 7→ (⊥, 0)]

[wt] T |(θ, wait(d); , R), µ→ T |(θ, ε, (W,d, n)), µ[lock(d) 7→ (⊥, 0)]

[nf1]e T |(θ, notify(d);, R), µ→ T |(θ, ε, R), µ

[nf2]f T |(θ, notify(d);, R)|(θ′, t′, (W,d, n)), µ→ T |(θ, ε, R)|(θ′, t′, (N, d, n)), µ

[na1]e T |(θ, notifyAll(d);, R), µ→ T |(θ, ε, R), µ

[na2]f T |(θ, notifyAll(d);, R)|(θ′, t′, (N, d, n)), µ→ T |(θ, ε, R)|(θ′, t′, (N, d, n)), µ

[rd]g T |(θ, t, (N, d, n)), µ→ T |(θ, t, R), µ[lock(d) 7→ (θ, n)]

aµ(o) = (⊥, 0) bµ(o) = (θ, n) ∧ n > 0 cµ(o) = (θ, n) ∧ n > 1 dµ(o) = (θ, 1)
ewaitset(d) = ∅ fθ′ ∈ waitset(d) gµ(lock(d)) = (⊥, 0)

Figure 5.6: SyncTask operational rules for synchronization

relinquished, changes the state to R, and resumes the execution after the control
point where it invoked wait.

5.3 From Java To SyncTask

We now present the annotation language for specifying the bounded synchroniza-
tion behaviour of Java programs. It relies on the knowledge about the expected
synchronization, and the programmer provides hints for STaVe to automatically
map the synchronization to a SyncTask program.
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The annotations are provided in a tree structure, which follows the Java abstract
syntax tree (AST). An annotation binds to a specific set of AST nodes. That is,
the declaration starts in a comment block immediately above the node declaration,
with additional annotations inside the node’s body. Annotations share common
keywords (though with a different semantics), and overlap in the node types they
may bind to. The ambiguity is resolved by the first keyword (called a switch) found
in the comment block. Comments that do not start with a keyword are ignored.

Figure 5.7 presents the annotation language. The text inside square brackets is
an optional argument, and the text inside parentheses tells which Java AST node
the annotation binds to. The top-level annotations are divided into three categories:
resource, synchronization and initialization.

Java Program
@resource (classes )

@object [Id -> Id ]
@value [Id -> Id ]
@capacity [Id -> Id ]
@defaultval Int
@defaultcap Int
@predicate (MethodDef )

@inline [@maps Id ->@{ Code }@]
@code -> @{ Code }@

@operation (MethodDef )
@inline [@maps Id ->@{ Code }@]
@code -> @{ Code }@

@syncblock [Id ] (synchronized blocks and methods )
@threadtype Id -> Id
@resource Id : ResourceId
@lock Id -> Id
@condvar Id -> Id
@monitor Id -> Id

@synctask [Id ] (methods )
@resource Id -> Id
@lock Id -> Id
@condvar Id -> Id
@monitor Id -> Id
@thread [Int : Id ]

Figure 5.7: Annotation language from Java programs

A resource is a data type that is manipulated in the synchronization. It abstracts
the state of a data structure to a bounded integer, and defines how the methods
operate on it. For example, the annotation abstracts a linked list or a buffer (as in
Figure 5.2) by its size. Resources bind to classes only, and the switch @resource
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starts the declaration. @value and @capacity define, respectively, which class
member, or ghost variable, stores the abstract state, and its maximum value. The
keyword @operation binds to method declarations, and expresses that the method
potentially alters the resource state. For example, that is the case for the methods
add and remove in Figure 5.2. Similarly, @predicate binds to methods, defines that
the method returns a predicate about the state, and is exemplified with methods
empty and full.

There are two ways to synthesize the annotated method’s behaviour. @code tells
STaVe not to process the method, but instead to associate it to the code enclosed
between @{ and }@. @inline tells STaVe to try to infer the method declaration,
with the potential aid of @maps, which syntactically replaces a Java node (e.g., a
method invocation) with a SyncTask code snippet. The above-mentioned methods
from Figure 5.2 exemplify the annotation, with STaVe automatically inlining them
in the SyncTask program in Figure 5.3.

The synchronization annotation defines the observation scope. It binds to
synchronized blocks and methods, and the switch @syncblock starts the dec-
laration. Nested synchronization blocks and methods are not annotated; all its in-
formation is defined in the top-level annotation. The keywords @lock and @condvar
define which mutex and condition object to observe. @monitor has the combined
effect of both keywords for an object’s monitor, i.e., a pair of a lock and a CV. Here,
@resource maps a local variable to the alias of the global object being observed.

Initialization annotations define the global pre-condition for the elements in-
volved in the synchronization, i.e., they define the lock, condition variable and re-
source declarations with initial value, and the global thread composition. They bind
to methods, and the switch @synctask starts their declaration. Here, @resource,
@lock, @condvar and @monitor define the objects being observed, and assign global
aliases to them. Finally, @thread defines that the following object corresponds to
a spawned thread that synchronizes within the observed synchronization objects.

5.4 From SyncTask to CPN

Next, we present the modelling of SyncTask constructs as CPN components follow-
ing the definitions from Section 2.7, and describe how the net is assembled. Our
extraction of hierarchical CPNs from SyncTask programs is a variant of the one
described in [85].

In our modelling, the colour set THREAD associates a colour to each Thread
type declaration, and an individual thread is represented by a token with a colour
from the set. Some components are parametrized by THREAD, meaning that they
declare transitions, arcs, or places for each thread type. For illustration purposes,
we present the parametrized components in an example scenario with three thread
types: blue (B), red (R), and yellow (Y). The production rules in Figure 5.5 are
mapped into hierarchical CPNs components, where STs represent the non-terminals
on the right-hand side.
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Figure 5.8a shows the top-level component for SyncTask programs. It has the
in-socket Start, which contains all threads tokens in the initial configuration, con-
nected by arcs (one per colour) to the STs denoting the thread types, and the
out-socket End, which collects the terminated thread tokens. It may also contain
the fusion places that represent global variables, as buffer_els in Figure 5.4a. Each
declaration in ThreadType* (Figure 5.8b) generates a distinct component represent-
ing a thread’s control flow. The ST named s1 instantiates a SyncBlock* declaration,
with the in-port assigned to Start, and the out-port assigned to End. The sequential
composition of consecutive SyncBlocks, and of statements inside a Block declaration
is presented in Figure 5.8c.
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Figure 5.8: Modelling of SyncTask

Figure 5.9 shows the components for the control flow statements. An if-else
statement is modelled by an in-port connected to two transitions, each denoting
the evaluation of the control expression to true or false, followed by an in-socket to
the respective ST denoting the respective ‘then’ or ‘else’ block, and arcs connecting
to out-port. The while statement is modelled by an in-port, denoting a control
point immediately before the expression evaluation, connected to two transitions:
one is enabled if the expression is false, followed by an out-port denoting the control
point after the loop; the other one is enabled if the expression is true, followed by
an in-socket to the ST denoting the loop body, and an arc to the in-port, denoting
expression re-evaluation.
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Figure 5.10 shows the components for the synchronization primitives. A SyncBlock
is modelled with a single in-port, a transition denoting lock acquisition, an in-socket
denoting the critical section entrance, a ST denoting the body declaration, a transi-
tion denoting the lock release, and an out-socket denoting the exit from the critical
section. A wait is modelled as a transition that produces two tokens: one into the
place modelling the CV, and one into the place modelling the lock, representing its
release; a place for the woken up threads, and a transition to reacquire the lock,
and an out-port, denoting the control point where threads resume the execution.
A notify is modelled by a transition that is enabled if the CV is empty, plus one
transition and one out-port per colour, modelling the non-deterministic choice of
which thread to wake, and the routing of tokens to the place to reacquire the lock.
A notifyAll is similar, but the transition that checks if the CV is empty is enabled
after all thread tokens have been woken up.

CPN Tools is integrated with an ML-based engine [44] for expression evaluation,
analogously to model checkers and SMT-solvers. Thus, in the current modelling,
boolean and integer expressions are conveniently translated to ML expressions, and
assigned to transitions (for branching) and arcs (for assignments).

The global variable declaration VarDecl* generates a place containing a single
token for each Lock object. An empty place denotes that some thread holds the
lock. We define the colour set CPOINT with colours representing the control points
with a wait statement. A Condition variable generates an empty place denoting
the waiting set, with colour set CONDITION. Here, colours are pairs of THREAD
and CPOINT. Both data are necessary to route correctly woken up threads to the
correct place where they resume execution. A Bool variable generates a place with
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Figure 5.9: Modelling of control flow structures
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Figure 5.10: Locking acquisition/release, and signaling with condition variables

colour set BOOL. An Int variable generates a place and a new colour set of bounded
integers, with colours being numbers in the variable’s range.

The initialization in main does not produce places or transitions. It simply de-
clares the initial set of tokens for the places representing variables, and the number
and colours of thread tokens. As seen in the Start place in Figure 5.4, a marking is
depicted textually on top of the place. It declares pairs of tokens and colours, with
++ being the separator.
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5.5 Correctness

In this section we outline the theoretical results that, combined, entail the cor-
rectness of our framework. The complete proofs, though straightforward in their
essence, are long and the details are tedious. Therefore, here we simply present the
intuitive notion behind them, and refer to [20] for the full account.

We are interested in proving that all threads synchronizing under a given set of
condition variables will eventually finish the synchronization, and proceed with the
execution. Thus, we condition the correct synchronization to all threads invariably
reaching their synchronization blocks. Existing techniques for programs without
condition variables (e.g., [67]) can establish the liveness property that threads will
reach a given control point, and such proofs are out of the scope of this work. We
define the correct synchronization of a program as follows.

Definition 16 (Correct synchronization). Given a Java program with finite sets
of condition variables and threads, its synchronization is correct if, whenever every
thread eventually reaches the entry point of its synchronization block, then every
thread will eventually reach the first control point after the block.

It is important to stress that the definition above applies to a one-time synchro-
nization of the Java program. However, if it can be proven that the initial conditions
are the same every time the synchronization scheme is spawned, then the scheme
is correct for an arbitrary number of invocations. This may be proven by showing
that a Java program always resets the variables observed in the synchronization
before re-spawning the threads.

Additionally, we relativize the verification of correct synchronization on the
correctness of the user-provided annotations. Thus, also the annotations must be
correct, and reflect the actual synchronization behaviour. Here, we informally define
the notion of correct annotation as being the one that defines an abstraction to a
SyncTask program s.t. there exits a weak bisimulation to the Java synchronization.
There exist techniques to verify the facts provided in the annotations, such as
the bounds of a variable, number of threads, and mappings of data structures to
predicates. Thus, although it is out of the scope of the present work, we speculate
that STaVe may be integrated with static analysis tools to prove the correctness
of the annotations, and thus, to entail the full proof of correct synchronization.

We now define the relation between a correctly annotated synchronization in a
Java program and the termination of its respective SyncTask program.

Proposition 2 (SyncTask termination). Given a correctly annotated Java program,
its synchronization is correct iff the corresponding SyncTask program terminates.

The annotations delimit an abstraction of the synchronization. I.e., they define
an abstraction function from program variables to predicates (e.g., the size of a
list) and bounded variables. The SyncTask operational semantics presented in
Section 5.2 has been defined to mimic closely the semantics defined in [15] for
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Java. Therefore, if the annotations are correct, one can prove by means of weak
bisimulation that any change in an abstract variable that is observed is also captured
by the corresponding variable in SyncTask, and vice versa, similarly to a monitor.

Now we enunciate the result that connects the termination of a SyncTask pro-
gram to its corresponding Coloured Petri Net invariably reaching a special set of
dead configurations.

Proposition 3 (CPN termination). A SyncTask program terminates iff its corre-
sponding CPN always reaches dead configurations where the End place has the same
marking as the Start place in the initial configuration.

A CPN declares a place for each SyncTask variable. Moreover, there is a clear
correspondence between the operational semantics of a SyncTask construct and
its respective CPN component. One can show by means of weak bisimulation that
every configuration of a SyncTask program is matched by a unique set of consecutive
CPN configurations. This implies that if the End place in all dead configurations has
the same tokens as the Start place in the initial configuration, then for every possible
scheduling, every thread in the SyncTask program terminates its execution. Note
that the non-deterministic thread scheduler is simulated by the non-deterministic
firing of transitions.

The CPN termination can be verified algorithmically with the computation of
the reachability graph from the generated CPN, and the checks that (1) there are
no cycles, (2) that the only reachable dead configurations are the ones where the
marking in the End place is the same as the marking in the Start place in the
initial configuration, and (3) that there is at least one dead configuration (i.e., not
vacuously true).

5.6 The STaVe tool

STaVe implements the parsing of annotated Java (and also SyncTask) source pro-
grams for generating ASTs of SyncTask programs, and the extraction of hierarchical
CPNs from the ASTs. The tool has been written in Java, and is available at [24].

STaVe processes the annotations in an intricate scheme. It takes the anno-
tated Java program as input, and uses the JavaParser library to generate the AST.
Then it converts the JavaParser’s AST into the one of the OpenJDK compiler, to
take advantage of its symbol table querying, type checking and code optimization.
We have adopted JavaParser for the parsing because it associates the comments
per-AST node, while OpenJDK’s parser discards annotations of a finer granular-
ity than methods. This allows the annotation of synchronized blocks. Next,
STaVe traverses the Java AST three times, processing resource, initialization, and
synchronization, in this order, to finally output the SyncTask AST. Then, it ex-
tracts the CPN from the AST following the mapping between SyncTask syntax and
CPN components described in Section 5.4.
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1 : Ca l cu la teOccGraph ( ) ;
2 : Ca l cu l a t eSccGraph ( ) ;
3 : NoOfNodes ( ) ;
4 : fun t e rm i n a l node =

Mark . SyncTask_0 ’ End 1 node =
Mark . SyncTask_0 ’ S t a r t 1 I n i tNode ;

5 : not ( L i s t . n u l l ( L i s tDeadMark ings ( ) ) )
anda l s o L i s t . a l l ( t e rm i n a l ) ( L i s tDeadMark ings ( ) )
anda l s o (NoOfNodes ( ) = SccNoOfNodes ( ) ) ;

Figure 5.11: ML code for generating and querying a CPN state space

Two parts of STaVe turned out to be useful for others projects, and became
spin-offs. The first is JavaParser2JCTree [22], a library that translates JavaParser
ASTs to OpenJDK ASTs. The second is libcpntools [23], a library that generates
hierarchical CPNs in the CPN Tools’s XML-based file format.

We now describe the experimental evaluation of our framework. This includes
the process of annotating Java programs, extraction of the corresponding CPNs,
and the analysis of the nets using CPN Tools. To evaluate the scalability of STaVe
w.r.t. the size of the part of program that does not affect the synchronization, we
take a test case that is a rather large program, but which has simple synchronization
behaviour. Next, to evaluate the scalability of our tool w.r.t. the number of syn-
chronizing threads, we take the example program from Section 5.1, and instantiate
it with varying parameters.

In the first test case we annotate PIPE [27] (version 4.3.2), a CPN analysis tool
written in Java. It contains a single synchronization scheme using CVs, where a
thread that sends logs to a client via a socket waits for a server thread to establish
the connection, and then notifies. This test case illustrates that synchronization
involving CVs is typically simple and bounded. Manually annotating the program
took just a few minutes, once the synchronization scheme was understood. The
CPN extraction time was also negligible, and the verification process took just a
few milliseconds to establish the correctness.

In the second test case, we performed experiments on the example presented in
Section 5.1, with a varying number of threads, buffer capacity, and initial value.
The experiments were performed in a Windows 7 virtual machine with 8GB of
RAM and 2 processors, running on top a Linux machine with 16G and a quad-core
Intel i5 CPU of 1.30GHz.

CPN Tools provides an ML API [43] for generating and querying the state space.
We collect our statistics by executing the code in Figure 5.11. Line 1 generates the
state graph, from which the command on Line 2 computes the strongly connected
components. Line 3 queries the reachable configurations. Line 4 defines a function
which receives a configuration as parameter, and checks if the End place (in the
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SyncTask_0 subpage) has the same marking as the Start place in the initial configu-
ration (InitNode). Line 5 checks the three termination conditions, namely: whether
there is at least one dead configuration; whether all dead configurations respect
the condition defined on Line 4, and whether the number of strongly connected
components is equal to the size of the state graph, implying the absence of cycles.

Table 5.1 presents the practical evaluation for a number of initial configurations.
We observe an expected correlation between the number of tokens representing
threads, the size of the state space, and the verification time. However, we have
observed an unexpected influence of varying buffer capacities and initial states. We
conjecture that the initial configurations that model high contention, i.e., many
threads waiting on CVs, induce a larger state space. The experiments also show
how the termination depends on the thread composition and initial state, meaning
that a single change in any parameter may affect the verification result.

5.7 Related Work

Leino et al. [56] propose a compositional technique to verify the absence of deadlocks
in concurrent systems with both locks and channels. They use deductive reasoning
to define which locks a thread may acquire, or to impose an obligation for a thread
to send a message. The authors acknowledge that their quantitative approach to
channels does not apply for CVs because messages passed through a channel are
received synchronously. But a notification on a condition variable is either received,
or it is lost.

Popeea and Rybalchenko [67] present a compositional technique to prove ter-
mination of multi-threaded programs, which combines predicate abstraction and
refinement with rely-guarantee reasoning. The technique is only defined for pro-
grams that synchronize with locks, and it cannot be easily lifted to support CVs.
The reason is that the thread termination criterion is the absence of infinite com-
putations. However, a finite computation where a waiting thread is never notified
is incorrectly characterized as terminating.

Wang and Hoang [84] propose a technique that permutes actions of execution
traces to verify the absence of synchronization bugs. Their program model consid-
ers locks and condition variables. However, they cannot verify the same property
as ours, since their method does not permute matching pairs of wait-notify. For
instance, it will not reorder a trace where, first, a thread waits, then another thread
notifies. Thus, their method cannot detect the case where the notifying thread is
scheduled first, and the waiting thread suspends the execution indefinitely. Also,
the presented test cases only verify bugs caused exclusively by the incorrect usage
of locks.

Kaiser and Pradat-Peyre [48] propose the modelling of Java monitors in Ada,
and the extraction of CPNs from Ada programs. However, they do not precisely
describe how the CPNs are verified, nor provide a correctness argument about their
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VARIABLES

Table 5.1: Statistics for Producer/Consumer

Initial Configuration Analysis
Threads Buffer Terminates Reachable Time

Producer Consumer capacity els Configurations (ms)
1 2 1 1 yes 42 31
1 2 2 0 no 43 28
2 2 1 0 yes 91 32
7 1 5 0 no 157 33
3 3 1 0 yes 283 32
4 3 1 1 no 440 35
4 3 1 0 yes 448 37
6 5 5 1 yes 950 40
6 5 5 4 yes 968 40
7 6 7 1 yes 1395 54
6 5 1 0 yes 2152 69
6 5 1 1 no 2131 71
7 6 1 1 no 3938 112
11 9 7 6 no 6573 183
17 16 16 16 no 24883 1097
11 11 1 0 yes 29143 1308
14 13 7 1 yes 29573 1331
14 13 1 1 no 64075 2867
26 24 25 24 no 78191 4524
22 21 16 16 no 84630 4699
18 18 5 1 yes 133824 7917
16 21 5 5 yes 164921 9952
18 18 1 1 yes 197563 70614
20 18 2 1 no 211702 131226

technique. Also, they only validate their tool on toy examples with few threads.
Our tool is validated in larger test cases, and in a real program.

Kavi et al. [49] present PN components for the synchronization primitives in the
Pthread library for C/C++, including condition variables. However, their mod-
elling of CV just allows the synchronization between two threads, and no argument
is presented on how to use it with more threads.
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Westergaard [85] presents a CPN extraction technique for a simple parallel toy
language containing locks only. Our work borrows much from this work w.r.t. the
modelling and analysis of Coloured Petri Nets. However, we analyze full-fledged
programming languages, and address the complications of analyzing programs with
condition variables.

Aalst et al. [83] present strategies for modelling complex parallel applications
as CPNs. We benefit from many ideas from this work, especially the modelling
of hierarchical CPNs. However, their formalism is over-complicated for our needs,
Thus, we simplify it to produce manageable CPNs.





Chapter 6

Conclusion

In this thesis we have presented techniques that involve the automatic generation of
abstract models for the formal verification of programs in fully-fledged languages.
Together, they cover a wide range of program properties, program models, veri-
fication scenarios, sequential and parallel programs, source and executable code.
All the techniques address both theoretical and practical aspects involving the ex-
traction of program models, and have been implemented in tools that have been
validated over real-world test cases.

The first technique presents an efficient and precise control flow graph extraction
algorithm for sequential Java bytecode programs that considers normal as well as
exceptional control flow.

The algorithm is defined by means of a translation to the intermediate, stack-
less Java bytecode representation BIR, supported by the Sawja tool. The CFGs
are then extracted from the BIR representation through a combination of intra-
procedural and inter-procedural analyses. The constructed CFGs are precise, rela-
tive to the chosen algorithm for virtual method call resolution and to static analyses
that abstract from all data but exceptions.

The main contribution of the technique is a formalization and a soundness proof,
providing a formal argument for why the algorithm is correct, in the sense that
it extracts control flow graphs whose behaviour (in terms of sequential program
executions) soundly over-approximates the behaviour of the original program. To
the best of our knowledge, this is the first CFG extraction algorithm that has been
proven correct. This makes the extracted CFGs especially useful for a technique for
the compositional verification of temporal control flow safety properties, but also
for other types of program analyses.

The correctness proof of the algorithm is simplified by reusing two previous the-
oretical results. The first establishes that structural simulation entails behavioural
simulation. The second is an idealized CFG extraction algorithm from JBC, which
has been proven to simulate structurally the JBC, and, following from the first
result, also simulates the JVM behaviourally. Therefore, we establish structural
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(rather than behavioural) simulation between the CFGs extracted by the idealized
algorithm and the CFGs extracted by our algorithm. Still, the proof is not trivial,
and requires the introduction of the notion of bytecode segment, in order to match
bytecode instructions to BIR instructions. Structural simulation is then shown for
the CFGs extracted by the two algorithms for each segment of the original program,
by case analysis on the type of the last instruction in the segment. The proof is
presented in pencil-and-paper style, but paves the ground for a mechanized proof
using a standard theorem prover.

The CFG extraction algorithm has been implemented as the ConFlEx tool.
The experimental results show that the algorithm is reasonably efficient, and that
it produces compact CFGs. However, both performance and precision are highly
dependent on the program implementation, and specifically on its exceptional flow,
and the size of the call graph.

The second technique presents a framework to extract control flow graphs from
the available components of incomplete Java bytecode programs.

We have introduced a formal representation of incomplete JBC programs where
unavailable components are modelled by user-provided interfaces. Next, we have
extended the previously defined algorithm to extract CFGs from the available soft-
ware components, which now uses the provided interfaces to resolve dependencies
involving unavailable components. Our algorithm is modular in its essence. How-
ever, for higher precision, we perform the analysis of all available components to-
gether, and support the incremental refinement of the extracted CFGs as more
components become available.

We formally define a refinement relation over Java bytecode programs through
a set of constraints to instantiate the unavailable components, and show that the
relation is property preserving. That is, if the relation holds between an incomplete
program, and a complete program that implements it, then the control flow graphs
extracted from the available components in the incomplete program structurally
simulate the control flow graphs extracted from the same components in the com-
plete program. Therefore, safety properties established over the extracted CFGs
hold for complete program that implement the original incomplete system. To the
best of our knowledge, our framework is the first to produce control flow graphs for
the available components of an incomplete program that are property preserving.

ConFlEx has been extended to support the framework. It features the modular
extraction algorithm from (incomplete) BIR programs, and the caching of previ-
ous analyses, thus enabling incremental CFG extraction. Also, Sawja has been
instrumented to fit our needs. We have implemented a type analysis for explicit
exceptions, a sound virtual method call resolution algorithm for modular set-ups,
the representation of incomplete programs, and the check of refinement.

The experimental results show that the over-approximations necessary to gen-
erate sound models (in the presence of unavailable components) have a consider-
able impact on the size of the extracted control flow graphs. Moreover, the over-
approximations may give rise to false positive reports. ConFlEx alleviates this by
providing support for the incremental refinement of the extracted models, as soon
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as more code becomes available. This shows the utility of ConFlEx to generate
CFGs for incomplete programs, especially when only few components are missing.

The third technique presents a formal framework for the automatic verification
of the correct usage of condition variables in concurrent Java programs.

Here, correctness means “if all threads synchronizing under the same set of
condition variables eventually enter their synchronization block, then all threads
will exit their blocks". The framework uses Coloured Petri Nets as program model,
and has been implemented as the STaVe tool.

Our technique is based on SyncTask, an intermediate language that captures
bounded synchronization behaviour, and thus for the programs in this language
termination becomes decidable. The tool extracts Coloured Petri Nets from Sync-
Task programs, and reduces termination of the latter to a reachability problem on
the nets; a check that is delegated to CPN Tools. In case the verification fails,
it provides a sequence of CPN configurations that explains the error to the pro-
grammer. Test cases show that the CPN analysis suffers from the combinatorial
explosion of the state space, which limits the size of synchronization schemes that
can be verified. Nevertheless, it has scaled up to a scenario with fifty threads, and
is thus able to verify intricate synchronization schemes.

Our tool provides an annotation language for programmers to stipulate the ex-
pected synchronization of Java programs. The annotations are minimal, in the
sense that the user only has to provide the information that cannot be automat-
ically inferred by STaVe. The tool extracts SyncTask programs from annotated
Java programs, and reduces their correct synchronization to the termination of the
SyncTask program. A test case on a large Java program illustrates that the typi-
cal synchronization behaviour is bounded, and shows STaVe’s utility for verifying
real-world programs.
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Appendix A

Correctness of Gbir ◦ BC2BIR

The BC2BIR transformation may collapse several bytecode instructions into a single
BIR instruction. We divide the JBC instructions into two sets: the producer instruc-
tions, i.e., those that produce at least one BIR instruction in function BC2BIRinstr,
and the auxiliary ones, i.e., those that produce none. This division can be de-
duced from Figure 2.13 (on page 29). For example, store and invokevirtual are
producer instructions, while add and push are auxiliary.

We partition the bytecode instruction array into bytecode segments. These are
sub sequences delimited by producer instructions. Thus, each bytecode segment
contains zero or more contiguous auxiliary instructions, followed by a single pro-
ducer instruction. Equivalently, we may say that a segment is defined by an optional
basic block [2] and a subsequent producer instruction. Such a partitioning exists
for all bytecode programs that comply to the Java Bytecode Verifier (see Section
2.1). All methods in such programs must have goto, return, or athrow as the last
(reachable) instruction, which are producer instructions. Therefore, there can not
be contiguous (reachable) instructions that are not delimited by a producer.

Each bytecode segment is transformed into a set of contiguous instructions by
BC2BIR. We call this set a BIR segment, which is a partition of the BIR instruction
array. There exists a one-to-one mapping between bytecode segments and the BIR
segments, which is also order-preserving. Thus, we can associate each instruction,
either in the JBC or BIR arrays, to the unique index of its correspondent bytecode
segment. Figure 2.14 (on page 31) illustrates the partitioning of instructions into
segments. Method odd has eight bytecode (and BIR) segments, as indicated by the
distinct shades. Producer instructions are underlined.

In the definition of the direct extraction algorithm in Figure 2.10 (on page 24),
one can observe that all auxiliary instructions give rise to an internal transfer edge
only. This implies that the sub-graphs for any segment extracted in the direct
algorithm will start with a path-like graph of internal transfer edges of the same
length as the number of auxiliary instructions, followed by the edges generated for
the producer instruction. Let p be the position for the first auxiliary instruction,
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and q the position of the producer instruction. We illustrate the pattern for this
path-like graph below.

◦pm
ε→ ◦succ(p)

m
ε→ ◦succ(succ(p))

m
ε→ . . . ◦q

m

It is easy to see that the path-like graph is weakly simulated by some reflexive edge
◦pc
m =⇒ ◦pc

m . Therefore, for simplicity we present the proof for the case where
p = q. That is, for JBC segments without auxiliary instructions.

Another important observation is about the mapping between control addresses
between the JBC and the BIR representations. A control address q from a branching
instruction (e.g., goto q or ifeq q) or from an exception handler is always mapped
to the first control address (let’s call it pc) of the corresponding BIR segment that
q belongs to. This is necessarily the case because either q contains a producer
instruction, which will generate a set of sequential BIR instructions, with smallest
control address being pc, or it contains an auxiliary instruction, which will be
collapsed into the BIR instructions when the first JBC producer instruction is
processed, also having pc as the control address with smallest index.

Based on the observations above, our main theorem states that the method
graphs extracted using the indirect algorithm weakly simulate (see Definition 9)
the method graphs using the direct algorithm. The abstract stacks are omitted in
the proof, since examining the instructions is sufficient to produce the edges.

We now enunciate Theorem 2 again, and present the full proof.

Theorem (Structural Simulation of CFGs). Let Γ be the environment modeling a
well-formed JBC program Pjbc. Then (Gbir ◦BC2BIR)(Γ) weakly simulates Gjbc(Γ).

Proof. Let m be a method signature and Γ[m] be the method’s definition in Γ. Let
p range over indices in the bytecode instructions array, pc over indices in the BIR
instructions array, ◦p,x,rm over control nodes in Gjbc(Γ[m]), and ◦pc,x,r

m over control
nodes in (Gbir ◦ BC2BIR)(Γ[m]). The control nodes are valuated with two optional
atomic propositions: x, which is an exception type, and r, which is the atomic
proposition denoting a return point. Further, let segJBC (m, p) and segBIR(m, pc)
be two auxiliary functions that return the segment index that a JBC, or a BIR
control address belongs to, respectively. Let s be the index of a BIR segment.
Function fst(s) return its first control address and oap(s,XR) return the set of
control addresses in s tagging a node with the non-empty set of optional atomic
propositions equal to XR.

We enuntiante Definition 11 again, which defines the binary relation R as the
union of two binary relations R1 and R2, and show the relation to be a weak
simulation in the standard fashion, following Proposition 1 (page 35): for every
pair of nodes in R, we first show that the nodes have the same set of atomic
propositions, and then match every strong edge that has the first node as source,
to a corresponding weak edge that has the second node as source, so that the target
nodes are again related by R.
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Definition (Relation Between CFGs nodes).

R
def= R1 ∪R2

R1
def= {(◦pm, ◦pc

m) | segJBC (m, p) = segBIR(m, pc) ∧ pc = fst(segBIR(m, pc))}

R2
def= {(◦p,XR

m , ◦pc,XR
m ) | segJBC (m, p) = segBIR(m, pc) ∧ pc ∈ oap(segBIR(m, pc),XR)}

Intuitively, the direct and indirect algorithms extract a similar branching struc-
ture for the same JBC code segment, differing in the occurrences of silent tran-
sitions. Therefore, R relates the first normal (source) nodes extracted by both
algorithms (i.e., R1), and a node from the direct algorithm tagged with a non-
empty set of atomic propositions to nodes extracted in the indirect algorithm with
the same set of atomic propositions (i.e., R2). Notice that the only case where
the indirect algorithm produces two distinct nodes with the same set of non-empty
atomic propositions is for the case of method invocations, where a N.P.E. may be
raised in different control addresses: either by a [notnull] or propagated by the
callee method.

Let (◦pm, ?) ∈ R1 and let (◦p,rm , ?) ∈ R2 where ◦pm and ◦p,rm are control nodes
in Gjbc(Γ[m]) and ? is a control node in (Gbir ◦BC2BIR)(Γ[m]). We consider the two
cases separately. Let first (◦pm, ?) ∈ R1. The proof proceeds by case analysis on the
type of the producer instruction of the bytecode segment segJBC (m, p) giving rise
to ◦pm. The cases follow the subsets of JBC instructions presented in Figure 2.9,
which share the same extraction rule in the direct algorithm for its instructions.
We rely on the notation to indicate that two nodes have the same set of atomic
propositions.

Case i ∈ CmpInst There are two producer instructions in this subset: nop and
store. We present the case for store only, since it subdivides into two sub-cases,
the first of which is analogous to the case of nop.

The direct extraction always produces a single edge from one normal node to
the node tagged with the successor of p in the instructions array:

Gm,p,store
jbc = {◦pm

ε→ ◦succ(p)
m }

The BIR transformation can return either one or two assignments, which leads to
two subcases in the proof.

Subcase I BC2BIRinstr produces a single assignment for store. Applying the
Assignment rule of Gbir, we obtain a single edge:

BC2BIRp,store
instr = {[lj:=e]}

Gm,pc,[lj:=e]
bir = {◦pc

m
ε→ ◦pc+1

m }
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Then ? = ◦pc
m since pc = fst(s). There is the edge ◦pm

ε→ ◦succ(p)
m , which is matched

by the weak edge ◦pc
m =⇒ ◦pc+1

m . Moreover, also (◦succ(p)
m , ◦pc+1

m ) ∈ R since
segJBC (m, succ(p)) = segBIR(m, pc+1) and pc+1 = fst(segBIR(m, pc+1)). That
is, pc+1 is the first control address in the next code segment. The case for nop is
analogous to this.

Subcase II BC2BIRinstr produces two assignments. Applying the Assignment
rule from Gbir twice, we have:

BC2BIRp,store
instr = {[tk:=lj];[lj:=e]}

Gm,pc,[tk:=lj]
bir = {◦pc

m
ε→ ◦pc+1

m }

Gm,pc+1,[lj:=e]
bir = {◦pc+1

m
ε→ ◦pc+2

m }

Then ? = ◦pc
m since pc = fst(s). There is an edge ◦pm

ε→ ◦succ(p)
m . It is matched by

the weak edge ◦pc
m =⇒ ◦pc+2

m , which traverses ◦pc+1
m . Then, also (◦succ(p)

m , ◦pc+2
m ) ∈

R since segJBC (m, succ(p)) = segBIR(m, pc+2) and pc+2 = fst(segBIR(m, pc+2)).
That is, pc+2 is the first control address in the next code segment.

Case i ∈ CndInst The only producer instruction in this subset is if q. The
direct extraction produces two edges from the normal node tagged with control
address p: one to the node tagged with the successor control address to p, and
another to the node tagged with the branching control address q:

Gm,p,if q
jbc = {◦pm

ε→ ◦succ(p)
m , ◦pm

ε→ ◦qm}

The transformation BC2BIRinstr returns a single instruction, applied to which Gbir
produces two edges:

BC2BIRp,if q
instr = [if expr pc’]

Gm,pc,[if expr pc’]
bir = {◦pc

m
ε→ ◦pc+1

m , ◦pc
m

ε→ ◦pc’
m }

Then ? = ◦pc
m since pc = fst(s). The first edge ◦pm

ε→ ◦succ(p)
m is matched by ◦pc

m =⇒
◦pc+1
m . Moreover, (◦succ(p)

m , ◦pc+1
m ) ∈ R since segJBC (m, succ(p)) = segBIR(m, pc+1)

and pc+1 = fst(segBIR(m, pc+1)). The second edge ◦pm
ε→ ◦qm is matched by

◦pc
m =⇒ ◦pc’

m , and again (◦qm, ◦
pc’
m ) ∈ R since segJBC (m, q) = segBIR(m, pc’)

and pc’ = fst(segBIR(m, pc’)). That is, both pc+1 and pc’ are the first control
addresses in their respective code segments.

Case i ∈ JmpInst The only producer instruction in this subset is goto q. The
direct extraction produces a single edge from one normal node to another normal
node tagged with the branching control address q:

Gm,p,goto q
jbc = {◦pm

ε→ ◦qm}
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The transformation BC2BIRinstr returns a single instruction, applied to which Gbir
produces a single edge:

BC2BIRp,goto q
instr = [goto pc’]

Gm,pc,[goto pc’]
bir = {◦pc

m
ε→ ◦pc’

m }

Then ? = ◦pc
m since pc = fst(s). There is the edge ◦pm

ε→ ◦qm which is matched by the
corresponding edge ◦pc

m =⇒ ◦pc’
m . Moreover, (◦qm, ◦

pc’
m ) ∈ R since segJBC (m, q) =

segBIR(m, pc’) and pc’ = fst(segBIR(m, pc’)). That is, pc’ is the first control
address on its code segment.

Case i ∈ ThrInst Let X be the set of all possible exception types for an
instance of the idealized throw X, which is the single instruction in ThrInst. Then
X ⊆ {x|x <: staticT (e)} for the corresponding instance of [throw e]. That is, the
set of possible exceptions in the indirect extraction soundly over-approximates the
set X since any exception x ∈ X is necessarily a subtype of staticT (e). Let x ∈ X.

The direct extraction for the throw instruction produces two edges if there is a
suitable handler for the exception x in position p. Otherwise, it produces a single
edge, whose sink node is an exceptional return node:

Gm,p,throw x
jbc =

{
{◦pm

ε→ •p,xm , •p,xm
ε→ ◦qm} there is a handler

{◦pm
ε→ •p,x,rm } otherwise

The transformation BC2BIRinstr returns a single instruction. Then, similarly to Gjbc,
the Gbir function produces either one, or two edges:

BC2BIRp,athrow
instr = [throw e]

Gm,pc,[throw e]
bir =

{
{◦pc
m

ε→ •pc,x
m , •pc,x

m
ε→ ◦pc’

m } there is a handler
{◦pc
m

ε→ •pc,x,r
m } otherwise

Then ? = ◦pc
m since pc = fst(s). In the case where there is an exception handler

for x in p and pc, the edge ◦pm
ε→ •p,xm is matched by the corresponding weak edge

◦pc
m =⇒ •pc,x

m . Then also (•p,xm , •pc,x
m ) ∈ R since segJBC (p) = segBIR(m, pc) and

pc ∈ oap(s, {x}). That is, pc tags a node where the set XP = {x}. Actually, for
this case there is only one node since pc is the only control address in the segment.
Further, there is the edge •p,xm

ε→ ◦qm, which is matched by •pc,x
m =⇒ ◦pc’

m , and again
(◦qm, ◦

pc’
m ) ∈ R since segJBC (m, q) = segBIR(m, pc’) and pc’ = fst(segBIR(m, pc’)).

That is, pc’ is the first control address on its code segment.
In the case where there is no exception handler for x, the only edge is ◦pm

ε→
•p,x,rm , which is matched by ◦pc

m =⇒ •pc,x,r
m . Moreover, (•p,x,rm , •pc,x,r

m ) ∈ R since
segJBC (p) = segBIR(m, pc) and pc ∈ oap(s, {x, r}). That is, pc tags the node
where the set XP = {x, r}, which concludes the case.
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Case i ∈ XmpInst The instructions in this set follow to the next control point
in case they terminate the execution normally, or can raise an exception if some
condition was violated. We present this case for the div instruction, which can only
raise x = ArithmeticException. The cases for all other instructions in XmpInst
are analogous.

The rule for the direct extraction produces one normal edge, for the case of
successful execution. Also, for each exception that the instruction may raise, it
outputs a varying number of edges: a pair if there is a suitable handler for the
exception, and otherwise a single edge:

Gm,p,div
jbc =

{
{◦pm

ε→ ◦succ(p)
m , ◦pm

ε→ •p,xm , •p,xm
ε→ ◦qm} there is a handler

{◦pm
ε→ ◦succ(p)

m , ◦pm
ε→ •p,x,rm } otherwise

The BC2BIRinstr transformation returns a single instruction, which is an assertion.
The Gbir function always produces one edge to a normal node, denoting normal
execution. Also, it outputs a varying number of edges: two edges, if there is a
suitable exception handler; otherwise it outputs a single edge to an exceptional
return node. Thus we may have two sets of edges:

BC2BIRp,div
instr = [notzero]

Gm,pc,[notzero]
bir =

{
{◦pc
m

ε→ ◦pc+1
m , ◦pc

m
ε→ •pc,x

m , •pc,x
m

ε→ ◦pc’
m } there is a handler

{◦pc
m

ε→ ◦pc+1
m , ◦pc

m
ε→ •pc,x,r

m } otherwise

Then ? = ◦pc
m since pc = fst(s). The edge ◦pm

ε→ ◦succ(p)
m is matched by ◦pc

m =⇒
◦pc+1
m in both cases. Moreover, also (◦succ(p)

m , ◦pc+1
m ) ∈ R since segJBC (m, succ(p)) =

segBIR(m, pc+1) and pc+1 = fst(segBIR(m, pc+1)). That is, pc+1 is the first control
address in the next segment.

In the case where there is an exception handler for x, there is the edge ◦pm
ε→ •p,xm ,

which is matched by ◦pc
m

ε=⇒ •pc,x
m . Thus, also (•p,xm , •pc,x

m ) ∈ R segJBC (m, p) =
segBIR(m, pc) and pc ∈ oap(s, {x}). Similarly to ThrInst, in this case pc is the
only control address tagging a node also tagged by x since it is the only address in
the segment. Also, there is the edge •p,xm

ε→ ◦qm, which is matched by •pc,x
m =⇒

◦pc’
m , and again (◦qm, ◦

pc’
m ) ∈ R since segJBC (m, q) = segBIR(m, pc’) and pc’ =

fst(segBIR(m, pc’)).
If there is no exception handler for x, then the direct algorithm produces the

edge ◦pm
ε→ •p,x,rm , which is matched by ◦pc

m =⇒ •pc,x,r
m . Then, (•p,x,rm , •pc,x,r

m ) ∈ R
since segJBC (p) = segBIR(m, pc) and pc ∈ oap(s, {x, r}). That is, pc tags the node
where the set XP = {x, r}, which concludes the case.

Case i ∈ InvInst This is the subset of instructions that execute method invo-
cations: invokespecial, invokestatic, invokevirtual, and invokeinterface.
The first two instructions always have a single receiver for the invocation, while
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the last two instruction may have more than one potential receiver, because of the
dynamic dispatching.

This is reflected in the function ReciΓ in Figure 2.10, which uses a virtual method
call algorithm α to list the possible receivers for a method invocation. The indirect
algorithm has an equivalent function, resα, which returns the single receiver for a
non-virtual method call, or uses the same algorithm α to list the possible receivers
of a virtual call. The set of possible receivers for a method invocation is the same
for both algorithms. Therefore it suffices to show that, for a (potential) receiver
of a method invocation, the subgraph extracted indirectly weakly simulates the
subgraph extracted directly.

We present the proof for the single receiver of an invokespecial call. We
chose this instruction because it is the only one that may produce two distinct sets
of BIR instructions (see Figure 2.13). We thus consider two subcases: (I ) when
the receiver is an object constructor, and (II ), when it is a private method or a
method from the super class. For the latter, the BIR instructions are the same
as for invokestatic, invokevirtual, and invokeinterface, and the proofs are
analogous.

The direct algorithm does not make a distinction between constructors, or other
method types, and extracts a variable number of edges for invokespecial. It
always produces one edge for the normal termination of the method, and either one
or two edges for the exceptional flow of NullPointerException (N.P.E.), again
depending on the presence of a suitable exception handler. Also, it produces one
or two edges for each exception propagated by the invoked method n (denoted by
N p,n
m ). We present the proof for an arbitrary exception x, and generalize to all the

possible propagated exceptions.

Gm,p,invokespecial
jbc =


{◦pm

n→ ◦succ(p)
m , ◦pm

ε→ •p,N.P.E.
m , there is a handler

•p,N.P.E.
m

ε→ ◦qm} ∪ N p,n
m

{◦pm
n→ ◦succ(p)

m , ◦pm
ε→ •p,N.P.E.,r

m } otherwise
∪ N p,n

m

N p,n
m =

{
{◦pm

n→ •p,xm , •p,xm
ε→ ◦tm} there is a handler

{◦pm
n→ •p,x,rm } otherwise

Subcase I The receiver of an invokespecial is an object constructor. We in-
stantiate the signature of the invoked method to n = C to stress this. It returns a
sequence of assignments to temporary variables ([t1:=l1;t2:=l2; ...]), denoted
by HSave; plus the call to [new C].

BC2BIRp,invokespecial
instr = [HSave(pc,as);tk:=new C]

Assignments to variables produce a single edge to the next control point. Thus,
the extraction of HSave function produces a (path-like) graph corresponding to a
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weak transition ◦pc
m =⇒ ◦pc’

m .

Gm,pc,HSave(pc,as)
bir = {◦pc

m
ε→ ◦pc+1

m , ◦pc+1
m

ε→ ◦pc+2
m , . . . , ◦pc’-1

m
ε→ ◦pc’

m }

The rule for [new C] produces one normal edge for the case of successful execution,
and one or two edges for to the exceptional flow of a NullPointerException. Also,
it produces one or two edges for any exception x propagated from C.

Gm,pc’,[tk:=new C]
bir =


{◦pc’
m

C→ ◦pc’+1
m , ◦pc’

m
ε→ •pc’,N.P.E.

m , there is a handler
•pc’,N.P.E.
m

ε→ ◦pcq
m } ∪ N̄ pc’,C

m

{◦pc’
m

C→ ◦pc’+1
m , ◦pc’

m
ε→ •pc’,N.P.E.,r

m } otherwise
∪ N̄ pc’,C

m

N̄ pc’,C
m =

{
{◦pc’
m

C→ •pc’,x
m , •pc’,x

m
ε→ ◦pct

m } there is a handler
{◦pc’
m

C→ •pc’,x,r
m } otherwise

Then ? = ◦pc
m since pc = fst(s). The edge ◦pm

C→ ◦succ(p)
m is matched by ◦pc

m
C=⇒

◦pc’+1
m , which traverses all the nodes extracted fromHSave, and also (◦succ(p)

m , ◦pc’+1
m ) ∈

R since segJBC (m, succ(p)) = segBIR(m, pc’+1) and pc’+1 = fst(segBIR(m, pc’+1)).
That is, pc’+1 is the first control address in the next code segment, after the current
segment delimited by the invokespecial instruction.

The next set of edges depends on the presence of an exception handler for the
NullPointerException. If there is a suitable handler, then there is another edge
◦pm

ε→ •p,N.P.E.
m , which is matched by ◦pc

m =⇒ •pc’,N.P.E.
m (also traversing nodes

produced from HSave), and (•p,N.P.E.
m , •pc’,N.P.E.

m ) ∈ R since segJBC (m, succ(p)) =
segBIR(m, pc’) and pc’ ∈ oap(s, {N.P.E.}). Also, there is the edge •p,N.P.E.

m
ε→ ◦qm,

matched by •pc’,N.P.E.
m =⇒ ◦pcq

m , and again (◦qm, ◦
pcq
m ) ∈ R since segJBC (m, q) =

segBIR(m, pcq) and pcq = fst(segBIR(m, pcq)).
If there is no handler, there is the edge ◦pm

ε→ •p,N.P.E.,r
m , which is matched by

◦pc
m =⇒ •pc’,N.P.E.,r

m (and traverses nodes extracted from HSave), and (•p,N.P.E.,r
m ,

•pc’,N.P.E.,r
m ) ∈ R since segJBC (m, p) = segBIR(m, pc’) and pc’ ∈ oap(s, {N.P.E., r}).
The set of edges extracted for the propagation of an exception x also depends

on the presence of a handler, and the explanation is similar to the one for Null-
PointerException. If there is a suitable handler, then there is an edge ◦pm

C→
•p,xm , which is matched by ◦pc

m
C=⇒ •pc’,x

m (traversing the nodes from HSave), and
(•p,xm , •pc’,x

m ) ∈ R since segJBC (m, p) = segBIR(m, pc’) and pc’ ∈ oap(s, {x}). Also,
there is the edge •p,xm

ε→ ◦tm, matched by •pc’,x
m =⇒ ◦pct

m , and also (◦tm, ◦
pct
m ) ∈ R

since segJBC (m, t) = segBIR(m, pct) and pct = fst(segBIR(m, pct)). If there is no
handler, there is the edge ◦pm

C→ •p,x,rm , which is matched by ◦pc
m

C=⇒ •pc’,x,r
m . Thus

(•p,x,rm , •pc’,x,r
m ) ∈ R since segJBC (m, p) = segBIR(m, pc’) and pc’ ∈ oap(s, {x, r}).

Notice that if propagated exception x = N.P.E., then pc’ is the only possible
control address tagging the node with XP = {N.P.E.}, which has been shown
above to be in R for either the cases of having or not a handler.
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Subcase II The receiver of a call from invokespecial is a method within the
same class, or from the super class. The BC2BIRinstr transformation returns the
[notnull] instruction, followed by a sequence of assignments (denoted by HSave),
and the invocation instruction:

BC2BIRp,invokespecial
instr = [notnull;HSave(pc,as);tk:=e.n(...)]

Applying the extraction function to [notnull], we have again a varying number
of edges, depending on whether there is a handler for the NullPointerException
or not:

Gm,pc,[notnull]
bir =


{◦pc
m

ε→ ◦pc+1
m , ◦pc

m
ε→ •pc,N.P.E.

m , there is a handler
•pc,N.P.E.
m

ε→ ◦pcq
m }

{◦pc
m

ε→ ◦pc+1
m , ◦pc

m
ε→ •pc,N.P.E.,r

m } otherwise

As explained above, the extraction of the assignments from the HSave function
produces a (path-like) graph corresponding to a weak transition ◦pc+1

m =⇒ ◦pc’
m .

Gm,pc+1,HSave(pc,as)
bir = {◦pc+1

m
ε→ ◦pc+2

m , . . . , ◦pc’-1
m

ε→ ◦pc’
m }

The rule for [tk=e.n(. . .)] (i.e., MethodCall) produces one normal edge for the
case of successful execution, and one or two edges for each propagated exception x.

Gm,pc’,[tk:=e.n(...)]
bir = {◦pc’

m
n→ ◦pc’+1

m } ∪ N̄ pc’,n
m

N̄ pc’,n
m =

{
{◦pc’
m

n→ •pc’,x
m , •pc’,x

m
ε→ ◦pct

m } there is a handler
{◦pc’
m

n→ •pc’,x,r
m } otherwise

Then ? = ◦pc
m since pc = fst(s). The edge ◦pm

n→ ◦succ(p)
m is matched by ◦pc

m
n=⇒

◦pc’+1
m which traverses ◦pc+1

m , and the nodes extracted from HSave. Thus (◦succ(p)
m ,

◦pc’+1
m ) ∈ R since segJBC (m, succ(p)) = segBIR(m, pc’+1) and fst(segBIR(m, pc’+1))

= pc’+1.
The set of edges extracted because of a potential NullPointerException de-

pends on the presence of a handler. If there is a suitable handler, then there is
an edge ◦pm

ε→ •p,N.P.E.
m , which is matched by ◦pc

m =⇒ •pc,N.P.E.
m , and (•p,N.P.E.

m ,
•pc,N.P.E.
m ) ∈ R since segJBC (m, p) = segBIR(m, pc) and pc ∈ oap(s, {N.P.E.}).

Also, there is an edge •p,N.P.E.
m

ε→ ◦qm, which is matched by •pc,N.P.E.
m =⇒ ◦pcq

m and
(◦qm, ◦

pcq
m ) ∈ R since segJBC (m, q) = segBIR(m, pcq) and pcq = fst(segBIR(m, pcq)).

If there is no handler, then there is an edge ◦pm
ε→ •p,N.P.E.,r

m , which is matched
by ◦pc

m =⇒ •pc,N.P.E.,r
m and (•p,N.P.E.,r

m , •pc,N.P.E.,r
m ) ∈ R since segJBC (m, p) =

segBIR(m, pc) and pc ∈ oap(s, {N.P.E., r}). Notice that in either of the cases
pc may not be the only control address tagging a node with N.P.E., and •p,N.P.E.

m

or •p,N.P.E.,x
m must also relate to such node.
Again, the explanation for edges related to a propagated exception x is similar

to the one for N.P.E.. If there is a handler for x, then there is an edge ◦pm
n→
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•p,xm , which is matched by ◦pc
m

n=⇒ •pc’,x
m , which traverses ◦pc+1

m and the nodes
extracted from HSave, and (•p,xm , •pc’,x

m ) ∈ R since pc’ ∈ oap(s, {x}). There is also
an edge •p,xm

ε→ ◦tm which is matched by •pc’,x
m =⇒ ◦pct

m , and also (◦tm, ◦
pct
m ) ∈ R

since segJBC (m, t) = segBIR(m, pct) and pct = fst(segBIR(m, pct)). If there is no
handler, then there is an edge ◦pm

n→ •p,x,rm , that is matched by ◦pc
m

n=⇒ •pc’,x,r
m

(traversing ◦pc+1
m , the nodes from HSave and ◦pc’

m ), and (•p,x,rm , •pc’,x,r
m ) ∈ R since

segJBC (m, p) = segBIR(m, pc’) and pc’ ∈ oap(s, {x, r}).
Notice that if the propagated exception x = N.P.E., then both nodes •pc,x,r

m and
•pc’,x,r
m relate to •p,x,rm in R. The same is true for the case where there is a handler,
and the corresponding exceptional nodes •pc,x

m and •pc’,x
m relate to •p,xm in R. This

concludes the case, and the whole case analysis.

Let now (◦p,rm , ?) ∈ R2. The proof proceeds with the RetInst set, the only
type of the producer instructions of the bytecode segment segJBC (m, p) giving rise
to ◦p,rm . All return instructions are producer instructions. However, the direct algo-
rithm does not produce edges for them, but simply adds the atomic proposition r
to the normal sink nodes tagged with the address of the return instruction. Let p
be the control address of the return instruction. The transformation BC2BIRinstr
returns a single instruction, applied to which Gbir produces a single edge:

BC2BIRp,return
instr = [return expr]

Gm,pc,[return expr]
bir = {◦pc

m
ε→ ◦pc,r

m }

In this case we have to relate ◦p,rm via R2 rather than via R1. Then ? = ◦pc,r
m since

segJBC (p) = segBIR(m, pc) and pc ∈ oap(s, {r}). That is, pc tags the only node
where the set XP = {r}. Since there is no outgoing edge from ◦p,rm , this concludes
the case of return instructions and the whole proof.



Appendix B

Correctness of oG

We now present the full definitions and results that have been summarized in Sec-
tion 4.3. For this, once again we use the notion of open environment (Figure 4.1)
to model incomplete Java bytecode programs.

The goal of reasoning about open environments is to analyze the available code,
and produce results that hold for any complete system that implements the incom-
plete system. Thus, we need to set constraints for instantiating the unavailable
components, so that properties established over the original incomplete system are
preserved once the system becomes complete. The arrival of a new component re-
defines an open environment, defined by the previous components, plus the newly
added component.

Now we formally define the constraints for property preservation presented in
Definition 15 as a refinement pre-order on open environments.

Definition (Environment Refinement). Let Γo and Γo′ be two open Java bytecode
environments, and Γ be a closed environment. We define the refinement relation
� between environments with the rules in Figure B.1. We say that Γo refines Γo′

⇐⇒ Γo � Γo′ . Also, we say that Γ implements Γo if Γ � Γo.

The refinement between two open environments is relativized on the refinement
of the partial mappings representing the classes, methods and interfaces. Obviously
the domains for each of the partial mappings in both environments must be the
same. This is a necessary constraint to ensure that the open environments are
defined for the same set of components.

An interface ΓIo[ω] refines ΓIo′ [ω] if both environments provide the same methods,
and if the new interface inherits a subset of set of the interfaces inherited by the
old one. These requirements are essential to guarantee that the virtual method call
resolution produces a sound over-approximation of the possible call receivers.

A class ΓCo [σ] refines ΓCo′ [σ] if it fulfills three requirements. First, the super
class must be the same in both environments. The second requirement is that ΓCo [σ]
implements a subset of the interfaces implemented by ΓCo′ [σ]. This is a relaxation
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ΓIo[ω].interfaces ⊆ ΓIo′ [ω].interfaces
ΓIo[ω].methods = ΓIo′ [ω].methods

ΓIo[ω] � ΓIo′ [ω]

ΓCo [σ].super = ΓCo′ [σ].super
ΓCo [σ].interfaces ⊆ ΓCo′ [σ].interfaces

ΓCo [σ] � ΓCo′ [σ]

ΓMo [m].handlers ⊇ ΓMo′ [m].handlers
ΓMo [m] � ΓMo′ [m]

|ΓMo [m].code| = 0 ∧ |ΓMo′ [m].code| = 0
(m is unavailable in both environments)

ΓMo [m].code = ΓMo′ [m].code
ΓMo [m].handlers = ΓMo′ [m].handlers

ΓMo [m] � ΓMo′ [m]
|ΓMo [m].code| > 0 ∧ |ΓMo′ [m].code| > 0

(m is available in both environments)

EXCP(ΓMo [m]) ∩ ΓMo′ [m].handlers = ∅
ΓMo [m] � ΓMo′ [m]

|ΓMo [m].code| > 0 ∧ |ΓMo′ [m].code| = 0
(m is instantiated in ΓMo )

ΓIo � ΓIo′ ΓCo � ΓCo′ ΓMo � ΓMo′

Γo � Γo′

Figure B.1: Refinement rules between open environments

from the definitions, and it is allowed because implementing fewer interfaces implies
that the original class is an over-approximation of the refined class. There are no
requirements to fields since they do not have relation to the class hierarchy.

The refinement between two methods ΓMo [m] and ΓMo′ [m] is defined for three
distinct cases. The first is between two methods with empty bodies. In this case,
ΓMo [m] is said to refine ΓMo′ [m] if the set of exceptions that the former guarantees
not to propagate is a superset of the exceptions not propagated by the latter. That
is, the refinement restricts the set of exceptions that a method may propagate.
The second and simplest case, is the refinement between two concrete methods,
i.e., without empty bodies: both ΓMo [m] and ΓMo′ [m] must have the same code and
handlers. The third, and most relevant case, is the one where an empty method
ΓMo′ [m] is refined by a concrete method ΓMo [m]. Let EXCP be an auxiliary function
that returns the set of exceptions that a method propagates. The only constraint
is that the refined method cannot propagate any of the exceptions declared to be
caught and handled in the original method.

One important property of the definition of open environments for Java byte-
code is that the refinement relation preserves the type hierarchy (Definition 12,
page 54). This means that the subtyping relation between classes is the same, and
the subtyping relation between interfaces, and interfaces and classes in the original
open environment is an over-approximation of the hierarchy in the refined model.
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A consequence of type hierarchy preservation is that the set of exceptions is
also known (Definition 13, page 55). Since the class definitions are equivalent for
both the original environment, and for the open environment that refines it, the
monotonicity of the exception types is preserved.

Now we enunciate Theorem 3 once again, and present the proof of monotonicity
of the refinement relation w.r.t. set inclusion of CFGs, and consequently also w.r.t.
structural simulation.

Theorem (Containment of CFGs). Let Γo and Γo′ be open environments, and m
be the signature of a method available in both environments. Then Γo � Γo′ implies
oG(m,Γo) ⊆ oG(m,Γo′).

Proof. The proof goes by case analysis on the BIR instructions set.
By the hypothesis, method m is implemented in both environments. Also

by the hypothesis, Γo � Γo′ holds. Thus, from the refinement definition (Fig-
ure B.1, on page 110), the instruction arrays and exception tables are the same
(i.e., ΓMo [m].code = ΓMo′ [m].code and ΓMo [m].handler = ΓMo′ [m].handler).

From the definition of function oG (Figure 4.2 on page 56) one can see that
it yields the same set of triples for all instruction groups whenever two methods
have the same instruction array and exception table, except for NewObject and
MethodCall. Thus, the trivial cases are proven, and there are only two cases left.

The sets NewObject and MethodCall contain instructions that execute method
invocations. The former contains the instructions that invoke object constructors.
The later set contains the other method invocation instructions, either virtual or
non-virtual. The non-virtual method calls, including constructor calls, have only
one possible receiver. The possible receivers of a virtual method call, however,
depend on the class hierarchy L of each open environment. Moreover, the compu-
tation of N pc

n also depends on the definitions of the open environment. Therefore,
we present the proof for the virtual case of MethodCall. The other are simpler
cases, where there is a single receiver for the call, and the proof is analogous.

The function oG produces a set of varying size for each possible receiver n of
a virtual method call (n ∈ MCA(C.ns)): one normal edge, denoting a successful
return from n, plus pairs of edges for each exception that n may propagate (by
function N pc

n ). First, we show that the set of receivers for a virtual method call in
Γo[m].code is a subset of the receivers for the same call in Γo′ [m].code. Then, we
conclude by showing that the set of propagated exceptions by a call to method n
is always a subset in the refined environment.

Let MCAL′(C.ns) and MCAL(C.ns) be the sets of all possible receivers of the
same virtual method call in the original and in the refined open environments,
respectively. They are defined as all the methods of subtypes of C with the same
signature ns. The static type C can be either an interface, or a class. First, let C be
a class. The refinement relation defines that all classes in both ΓCo and ΓCo′ have the
same super class. The subtyping relation (Figure 2.5, page 17) defines that classes
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can only be subtyped by another class. Thus, the set of subtypes of C is the same
in both environments, and MCAL′(C.ns) = MCAL(C.ns).

Now let C be an interface. Its subtypes are all the classes (and their subtypes)
that implement the interface, and its sub-interfaces. The refinement relation de-
fines that classes in the refined open environment must implement a subset of
the interfaces (ΓCo [σ].interfaces) and its sub-interfaces (ΓIo[ω].interfaces), as
defined in the original environment. Thus, the subtypes of C in the refined en-
vironment are a subset of subtypes of C in the original environment. Therefore,
MCAL′(C.ns) ⊆ MCAL(C.ns).

Next, we show that the set of propagated exceptions by an arbitrary receiver of
a method call in ΓMo′ [m].code is a superset of the exceptions propagated by the same
call in ΓMo [m].code. Let ΓMo [n] be one possible receiver for a method invocation
within ΓMo [m]. The refinement relation defines three cases for the method.

The first case is when both Γo[n] and Γo′ [n] are empty methods. In this case, the
set of exceptions guaranteed never to be propagated by the method in the refined
environment must be a superset of the exceptions never propagated in the original
version. The function N pc

n falls always into the second case, since the method
implementation is missing in both open environments. The set of edges produced
by this function is inversely monotone to the number of exceptions declared to be
caught by the missing method (Any−ΓMo [n].handlers)). Therefore, the number of
edges produced by N pc

n for the refined environment must be a subset of the edges
produced for the original environment, since ΓMo [n].handlers ⊇ ΓMo′ [n].handlers.

In the second case the unavailable method Γo′ [n] is implemented by Γo[n]. The
refinement relation constrains the set of exceptions that the method implementation
may propagate. It cannot contain an exception that the method declares not to
propagate in the original environment. Therefore, since the refinement relation
holds between the two environments (by the hypothesis), the set of exceptions
propagated by the refined method is clearly a subset of the exceptions propagated
by the method from the original environment.

The third case is when Γo[n] and Γo′ [n] are both available methods. In this
case, there is no constraint over the exceptions it may propagate. However, since
both the code and handlers are preserved, the only possible difference in the CFG
is the case that a method called within Γo[n] has been implemented, or is still a
missing method. Thus, by the two previous cases, the set of propagated exceptions
in the refined environment still has to be a subset of the original environment.

We conclude that the set of possible receivers for a virtual method call, and the
set of propagated exceptions by an invoked method, are both subsets in the refined
environment, when compared to the original environment. Therefore, as shown for
all cases, the set of produced edges is also a subset.

As mentioned in Section 4.2, a closed environment is a special case of an open
environment, where there are no missing methods. Moreover, the CFG extracted
modularly from an open environment contains the CFG from any complete pro-
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gram that implements the open environment. Now we connect these facts with the
soundness of the extraction algorithm for complete programs.

We show that the CFGs extracted with oG, and those extracted using Gbir
with MCA as the VMC algorithm are the same for complete programs. Therefore,
CFGs extracted with oG structurally simulate the ones extracted with Gbir, and we
refer once again to [35] to conclude behavioural simulation, following the argument
presented in Appendix A.

We now restate Theorem 4 and present the proof.

Theorem (CFG equality). Let Γ be a closed environment, and GMCA
bir be the in-

stantiation of Gbir with MCA. Then GMCA
bir (Γ) = oG(Γ).

Proof. The proof follows from the fact that if there are no missing components,
then the function N pc

n always falls into the first case. Thus, its definition is the
same for both extraction algorithms. Also, the MCA algorithm outputs the same
set of virtual method call receivers for both algorithms. Therefore, the extraction
rules for oG are reduced to exactly the same extraction rules as for GMCA

bir .





Appendix C

Open Environment Storage File

An open environment, which models an incomplete Java bytecode program, is
stored in a unique XML file, as described in Section 3.3. The XML files also
store some other partial results obtained during an execution of ConFlEx. The
data structure for the open environment is defined in a separate Document type
definition (DTD) file, shown in Figure C.1. ConFlEx validates the format of the
XML file against the DTD specification upon loading.
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<!ELEMENT open_env_cfg_pp_map_all_excp_prop (open_env,cfg,pp_map,all_excp_prop)>
<!ELEMENT open_env (interface_section,class_section,method_section)>
<!ELEMENT interface_section (interface_elem*)>
<!ELEMENT interface_elem (int_cl_name,interface_list,method_list)>
<!ELEMENT int_cl_name (#PCDATA)>
<!ELEMENT interface_list (interface*)>
<!ELEMENT interface (int_cl_name)>
<!ELEMENT method_list (method*)>
<!ELEMENT method (int_cl_name,method_signature)>
<!ELEMENT method_signature (ret,met_name,arg_list)>
<!ELEMENT ret (#PCDATA)>
<!ELEMENT met_name (#PCDATA)>
<!ELEMENT arg_list (arg*)>
<!ELEMENT arg (#PCDATA)>
<!ELEMENT class_section (class_elem*)>
<!ELEMENT class_elem (int_cl_name,(super|no_super),interface_list,field_list)>
<!ELEMENT super (int_cl_name)>
<!ELEMENT no_super EMPTY>
<!ELEMENT field_list (field*)>
<!ELEMENT field (arg,field_name)>
<!ELEMENT field_name (#PCDATA)>
<!ELEMENT method_section (method_elem*)>
<!ELEMENT method_elem (int_cl_name,method_signature,(code|no_code),
handler_list,req_meth_list)>
<!ELEMENT code (#PCDATA)>
<!ELEMENT no_code EMPTY>
<!ELEMENT handler_list (handler*)>
<!ELEMENT handler (int_cl_name)>
<!ELEMENT req_meth_list (req_meth*)>
<!ELEMENT req_meth (int_cl_name,method_signature)>
<!ELEMENT cfg (method_cfg*)>
<!ELEMENT method_cfg (int_cl_name,method_signature,node_edge_list)>
<!ELEMENT node_edge_list (node_edge*)>
<!ELEMENT node_edge (source_node,edge,target_node)>
<!ELEMENT source_node (int_cl_name,method_signature,pc,node_label_list,
(excp|no_excp),(return|no_return))>
<!ELEMENT pc (#PCDATA)>
<!ELEMENT node_label_list (node_label*)>
<!ELEMENT node_label (#PCDATA)>
<!ELEMENT excp EMPTY>
<!ELEMENT no_excp EMPTY>
<!ELEMENT return EMPTY>
<!ELEMENT no_return EMPTY>
<!ELEMENT edge (instr,edge_label_list)>
<!ELEMENT instr (#PCDATA)>
<!ELEMENT edge_label_list (edge_label*)>
<!ELEMENT edge_label (#PCDATA)>
<!ELEMENT target_node (int_cl_name,method_signature,pc,node_label_list,
(excp|no_excp),(return|no_return))>
<!ELEMENT pp_map (method_pp_map*)>
<!ELEMENT method_pp_map (called_method,method_pp_list)>
<!ELEMENT called_method (int_cl_name,method_signature)>
<!ELEMENT method_pp_list (method_pp*)>
<!ELEMENT method_pp (calling_method,pc)>
<!ELEMENT calling_method (int_cl_name,method_signature)>
<!ELEMENT all_excp_prop (excp_prop*)>
<!ELEMENT excp_prop (int_cl_name,method_signature,excp_prop_list)>
<!ELEMENT excp_prop_list (excp_prop_cn*)>
<!ELEMENT excp_prop_cn (int_cl_name)>

Figure C.1: DTD file describing the data structure for result storage



Appendix D

CPN for Producer / Consumer

Figure D.1 presents the complete CPN extracted from the SyncTask program in
Figure 5.3 (page 70). As explained in Section 5.1, the hierarchical version is com-
posed of twenty one subpages. This leads to lots of redundant graphical elements,
e.g., many instantiations of fusion places, and the layout becomes cumbersome.
Thus, we present the non-hierarchical version of the CPN, which provides a more
compact and intuitive representation. However, it is important to stress that the
hierarchical and non-hierarchical representations of CPNs are semantically equiva-
lent.

We generate the non-hierarchical net in Figure D.1 by replacing syntactically
the STs with their respective subpages. That is, we expand a subpage inside its
parent page, and collapse the in-ports and in-sockets, and out-ports and out-sockets.
Notice that the inverse process of moving sup-parts of a CPN to subpages, and
representing them with STs is also possible. We preserve the notation for fusion
places to help the reader identifying these places in the hierarchical model. However,
we typically collapse all instantiations of a fusion place into a single normal place
in a non-hierarchical net.
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Figure D.1: Non-hierarchical Coloured Petri Net extracted from SyncTask
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